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Paolo Chiarini
and the Italian Institute of German Studies

Fabrizio Cambi

This issue of  the journal is dedicated to the memory of  Paolo
Chiarini, Director of  the Italian Institute of  German Studies from
1968 to 2006 and after its transformation into a public research en-
tity, its Vice President until 2011. Chiarini directed the Institute over
the course of  more than four decades with scientific rigor and a great
capacity for planning and organization, and was a vast cultural force
who left a profound mark on the field of  Italian and international
German Studies. In 1968, a caesura by now considered historical on
many fronts, Chiarini succeeded Bonaventura Tecchi, a person he
had recognized in writing for his “magisterial dedication within lit-
erature and for literature” and who in 1963 had brought the Journal
of  German Studies “Studi Germanici” back to life, an action among
his greatest achievements while directing of  the Institute. Chiarini
took up his position with passion and intellectual conviction, devel-
oping the programmatic lines previously established by the journal’s
founder and first director Giuseppe Gabetti. With Tecchi’s death in
May of  1968, the year in which two volumes of  the Repertorio biblio-
grafico della letteratura tedesca in Italia (1900-1965) – encouraged by Tec-
chi and realized by Luciano Zagari – were published, Chiarini
initiated a change within the field of  German Studies by giving par-
ticular attention to the progressive tradition of  German literature,
to the historical avant-garde, to the current of  Expressionism, and to
mass society’s new forms of  communication. An extremely rich and
varied literary and cultural panorama corresponds to the strong po-
litical, social, and idealistic tensions that connote the 1960s and
1970s, a panorama that Chiarini, German scholar and militant intel-
lectual, read and contributed to being read by new generations
through his marriage of  strict philological attention, textual analy-
sis, and critical-interpretive depth in a historiographic and dialectic vi-
sion that was never pre-conceived. The critical recovery of  the
avantgarde of  the early 20th century and the works of  Brecht are con-
tained precisely within this methodological structure and in the strict



combination of  text and context. For this reason we are honored to
reprint Chiarini’s essay Quattro variazioni brechtiane (Four Brechtian vari-
ations) which first appeared in “Studi Germanici” in 1971. Between
1959 and 1970 Chiarini published four books on Brecht, among
them the first monograph in Italy (Laterza, 1959) and the important
volume Brecht, Lukács e il realismo (Laterza 1970, 1983).

The essay here reprinted is the enlargement of  an article origi-
nally entitled Bertolt Brecht dal teatro epico al teatro dialettico which had
been published ten years earlier in Quaderni del Piccolo Teatro. It is di-
vided into four parts, called “variations”, that clearly and succinctly
define the foundations of  Brechtian dramaturgical aesthetics; at the
same time it gathers together those innovative aspects that often
stood in contrast to the canonical critical positions which had by
then been consolidated. Therefore in the first paragraph Oltre l’espres-
sionismo (Beyond expressionism) Chiarini identifies “the first direct and
explicit document, the ‘incunabula’ in other words, of  that ‘epic the-
atre’ which only in 1930 would find a provisional and hasty general
systemization” in Im Dickicht der Städte, traditionally considered part
of  Brecht’s expressionist period. In the second “variation” Chiari-
ni’s definition and categorization of  “alienation” – which in its fi-
nality of  “always presenting the play as if  it were a conscious fiction”
is identified in the aspects of  the theatrical staging – is still exem-
plary today. He is one of  the few who in those years revealed and un-
derlined the co-presence and equal status in Brechtian dramaturgy of
ratio and of  emotion for “the alienation effect does not function un-
der the form of  an absence of  emotions, but rather under the form
of  emotions that do not need to be those of  the character repre-
sented”. The third paragraph, dedicated to the complex Brechtian
reception of  Stanislavski’s theatrical praxis, is rich in ideas and new
interpretive perspectives while in the fourth Chiarini, taking up an
original and nonconformist position, argues the actuality of  the di-
dactic plays from a semiological approach that explains the Brecht-
ian foundation of  “anti-naturalism”. His attempt to free the
Lehrstücke from simple and predictable propagandistic finality and to
contextualize them according to structural choices like the “first ex-
ploration of  theatre’s new frontiers in the age of  revolutions and
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‘class war’” is also admirable. This contribution of  Chiarini’s is a valid
and topical incentive to reflect upon and discuss established cate-
gories of  artistic activity which, going beyond Brecht’s oeuvre, in-
clude the always problematic and creative relationship between “the
unique timeliness of  contestation”, that is, the “strict human and
practical mission” of  the artist, and his projection into utopia.
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Four Brechtian variations*

Paolo Chiarini

1. Beyond expressionism

Brecht’s literary activity begins when the parabola of  Expres-
sionism, in the immediate post-war, had reached its apex and begun
its decline. The dramas Baal and Trommeln in der Nacht, written be-
tween 1918 and 1919, are the most genuine documents of  Brecht’s
“expressionistic manner”, even if  Italian criticism (but not only Ital-
ian: a Spanish scholar even went so far as to include Mutter Courage)
often unnecessarily considered as such texts that in reality were rather
distant from just such a “manner”. In fact, by Brecht’s third work, Im
Dickicht der Städte, planned already two years after Trommeln in der
Nacht, all expressionistic suggestions have been decisively and large-
ly eliminated and instead it carries the unmistakable mark of  an orig-
inal style already entirely “à la Brecht”. This rapidity of  development
is comprehensible, in our opinion, only if  one point remains clear:
Brecht’s interest in expressionistic dramaturgy does not have so
much to do with its “contents” and attitudes – too often mystical,
“religious”, and rather distant from his tastes and mentality – so
much as with its technical experiments and its audacious innovations
in the field of  theatrical structures.

We have demonstrated elsewhere through a confrontation with
a “classic” text of  expressionist drama, Toller’s Hinkemann, the sty-
listic and human measure already achieved by Brecht with Trommeln
in der Nacht, and the profound difference that exists between the
two authors if  one looks at the full semantic meaning of  their re-
spective works. In the former case a uniqueness that struggles to
translate itself  into a concrete and precise profile, ideological and
abstract wishful thinking, and generic humanity. In the latter a uni-

* The citations from the works of  Bertolt Brecht are taken from the Große kom-
mentierte Berliner und Frankfurter Ausgabe, edited by Werner Hecht et al., Suhrkamp, Frank-
furt 1988 (marked in the text BFA and accompanied by the indication of  the volume
and page number).



versality, which, far from being watered down in a symbolic void, in-
stead draws upon the realistic dimension of  the character in his hu-
man and therefore contradictory intellectual and emotional
articulations. This, nevertheless, is not the best place to better re-
discover the new perspective opened up by Brecht in the develop-
ment of  theatrical language since the break with expressionistic
values is, in this specific case, an implicit though short-lived adhe-
sion to a module that we could define as “naturalistic”. The move-
ment from the most strictly critical phase to the strictly constructive
one in the field of  new linguistic research whether at the level of  the
“scenic” word or at the level of  the “poetic” word (two levels which
do not always coincide in dramatists’ works) can be understood
through Brecht’s editing of  the play Im Dickicht der Städte. One can
follow the development of  this process in fieri by observing the se-
mantic dislocation of  the first draft of  the piece that was staged in
Munich in 1923 and characterized by a barbaric and fable-like de-
piction of  a modern metropolis (Chicago) open, however, to the
suggestions of  the most exotic and intense aromas (in the line of
Villon-Rimbaud-Kipling) of  a sensually evocative and magical style
still close to the extremely singular atmospheres of  Baal; through
to the next staging in Berlin in 1924 that was a more limpid and
concentrated affair, drier in its refutation of  any and every capti-
vating concession to color and to “clime”. For it is precisely in Dic-
kicht that one discovers, moreover, the first real consciousness, the
first direct and explicit document, the “incunabula” in other words,
of  that “epic theatre” which only in 1930 would find a provisional
and hasty general systemization. Let us therefore reread the Vor-
spruch which the author placed at the play’s beginning:

Sie befinden sich im Jahre 1912 in der Stadt Chicago. Sie betrachten
den unerklärlichen Ringkampf  zweier Menschen und Sie wohnen dem
Untergang einer Familie bei, die aus den Savannen in das Dickicht der
großen Stadt gekommen ist. Zerbrechen Sie sich nicht den Kopf  über
die Motive dieses Kampfes, sondern beteiligen Sie sich an den
menschlichen Einsätzen, beurteilen Sie unparteiisch die Kampfform
der Gegner und lenken Sie Ihr Interesse auf  das Finish [BFA 1, 438].
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Trommeln in der Nacht’s by now famous “glotzt mir nicht so ro-
mantisch”, which Brecht (identifying himself  for a moment with
the protagonist Andreas Kragler) extrapolated from the text and
projected onto the scene almost as if  it were a cautionary billboard
(thereby suggesting to the public the perspective from which to ob-
serve the action, the “behavior” to observe), here assumes a new
and broader dimension, one we could already call – and here in full
“epic theatre” mode – pedagogical; even though in this case (and
not, as we will see, without a reason) it is still about a negative ped-
agogy, a preventive care and caution which does not indicate the
moment of  active intervention and “praxis”. It cannot escape the
careful reader that within these “indications for use” the entire uni-
verse of  Brechtian theater is contained in nuce just as we find it de-
fined – almost twenty years later – in a rather overlooked
paralipomenon from the Neue Technik der Schauspielkunst (1940) that
is worth quoting here in full: 

Beispiele für mechanische Mittel: Sehr helle Beleuchtung der Büh-
ne (da eine drämmige Beleuchtung zusammen mit der völligen Ver-
dunklung des Zuschauerraums, die dem Zuschauer den Anblick
seines Nebenmanns entzieht und ihn selber vor diesem verbirgt,
dem Zuschauer viel von seiner Nüchternheit nimmt) und die Sicht-
barkeit der Lichtquellen. 
Das offene Zeigen der Lampenapparatur hat Bedeutung, da es eines
der Mittel sein kann, nicht gewünschte Illusion zu verhindern. Es
verhindert kaum die gewünschte Konzentration. Wenn wir das Spiel
der Schauspieler so beleuchten, dass die Beleuchtungsanlage ins
Blickfeld des Zuschauers fällt, zerstören wir einiges von seiner Illu-
sion, einem momentanen, spontanen, nichterprobten, wirklichen
Vorgang beizuwohnen. Er sieht, es sind Anstalten getroffen, etwas zu
zeigen, hier wird etwas wiederholt unter besonderen Umständen,
zum Beispiel in hellstem Licht. Getroffen werden soll durch das Zei-
gen der Lichtquellen die Absicht des alten Theaters, sie zu verbergen.
Niemand würde erwarten dass bei einer sportlichen Veranstaltung,
etwa ein Boxkampf, die Lampen verdeckt werden. Wie immer die
Darbietungen des neueren Theaters sich von sportlichen unter-
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scheiden mögen, sie unterscheiden sich von ihnen nicht in dem
Punkt, wo das alte Theater es für nötig findet, die Lichtquellen zu
verstecken [BFA 22.2, 648].

A page in which, in the short space of  a few lines, an extraordi-
narily complex experience is condensed that constructs an extreme-
ly daring bridge between tradition and modernity, marrying
Shakespeare to the avant-garde theater.

If  a text such as Im Dickicht der Städte is symptomatic, as we have
argued, it has been conditioned ideologically by the fundamentals of
Brechtian poetics (a sociological analysis of  bourgeois structures and
behaviors based on paradox as an instrument of  the observer), but at
the same time by a phenomenological suspension of  judgment in
which the moment of  verification and action remains in parentheses.
Herbert Ihering intuited the play’s “clinical-symptomatological” (but
not yet “therapeutic”) strength rather well when in an article pub-
lished April 30, 1927, he observed “Brecht’s poetry is neither bour-
geois nor anti-bourgeois, it does not affirm nor does it negate – he has
completed a process of  transformation which in reality has just been
sketched. He is not a pathetic revolutionary. He is neither pro nor
contra. He does not exalt its technical aspects nor does he negate the
mechanization of  our age. For him it is an obvious fact. He lives in
it. For him it is the foundation, the material of  creation”. In an oth-
erwise precise discourse the German critic nonetheless forgot to men-
tion that “spirit of  contradiction” that Brecht, in a lucid personal
appraisal of  1954, recognized as one of  the fundamental marks of  his
“mentality”. In Brechtian phenomenological analyses, in other words,
it is impossible to observe the becoming-aware-of  a torn reality, of  an
existential “being” against which every rebellion is in vain. The words
the author places in the mouth of  one of  Dickicht’s protagonist’s

Ich habe die Tiere beobachtet. Die Liebe, Wärme aus Körpernähe,
ist unsere einzige Gnade in der Finsternis! Aber die Vereinigung der
Organe ist die einzige, sie überbrückt nicht die Entzweiung der Spra-
che. Dennoch vereinigen sie sich, Wesen zu erzeugen, die ihnen in
ihrer trostlosen Vereinzelung beistehen möchten. Und die Genera-
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tionen blicken sich kalt in die Augen. Wenn ihr ein Schiff  vollstopft
mit Menschenleibern, daß es birst, es wird eine solche Einsamkeit in
ihm sein, daß sie alle gefrieren [BFA 1, 423]

are not a desperate declaration of  nihilism, just as Edward II’s
contemporaneous verses are not

Ach, Spencer,
Da Worte roh sind, nur trennen Herz von Herz
Und Verständigung uns nicht geschenkt ist
In solcher Taubheit bleibt nur körperlich Berühren
Zwischen den Männern. Doch auch dieses ist
Sehr wenig und alles ist eitel [BFA 2, 55]. 

Rather, they reflect the attitude of  one who has cleanly and de-
finitively burned all their bridges, truncated any extension of  reality
within transcendence, and completely secularized the human world
(there where a Benn, for example, “deconsecrates” it, but maintains
the terms of  “tension” intact even if  under a different sign). In this
sense the poem “Gegen Verführung”, which closes the youthful col-
lection Hauspostille (1927), takes up the idea of  just such a perspec-
tive once again in exemplary fashion:

Laßt Euch nicht verführen! 
Es gibt keine Wiederkehr. 
Der Tag steht in den Türen, 
ihr könnt schon Nachtwind spüren: 
Es kommt kein Morgen mehr. 

Laßt Euch nicht betrügen! 
Das Leben wenig ist. 
Schlürft es in vollen Zügen! 
Es wird Euch nicht genügen, 
wenn Ihr es lassen müßt! 

Laßt Euch nicht vertrösten! 
Ihr habt nicht zu viel Zeit! 
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Laßt den Moder den Erlösten! 
Das Leben ist am größten: 
Es steht nicht mehr bereit. 

Laßt Euch nicht verführen 
Zu Fron und Ausgezehr! 
Was kann Euch Angst noch rühren? 
Ihr sterbt mit allen Tieren 
und es kommt nichts nachher [BFA 11, 116].

In an essay not without interesting points and happy critical open-
ings Piero Raffa characterized the “Brechtian mentality” in its essen-
tial components as follows: “Eidos: 1) reality is experienced as a
laceration of  the I-world relationship. Between man and the world
there exists a radical incompatibility or impossibility of  coexistence.
The world is uninhabitable for man. 2) This state of  things is experi-
enced as the absolute absence of  value, as a radical negativity. The lac-
eration is irrevocable: there are no other remedies to recast the two
terms in a harmonious relationship. Man is condemned to live in a
world empty of  values. Ethos: 3) as there is no other reality outside of
this one, man’s duty consists in the refutation of  any evasion, even
under the form of  utopian perspectives. Any form of  appeal to an
inexistent better world is judged rhetorical. Man’s duty consists in the
absolute dedication to the hic et nunc. His passion must be the devel-
opment of  a realistic awareness and the inflexible denunciation of
evils in the world as it is. 4) As the laceration and negativity of  the
world are incurable, this passion cannot manifest itself  other than
through mere tonal expressions of  behavior (sarcasm, irony, cynicism,
etc.), and as a need for a purely implicit human integrity which denies
expression”. In spite of  the undeniable suggestive power of  just such
a critical proposition, it seems to us that in Raffa’s discourse accept-
able considerations are mixed up with rather less acceptable ones. If
it is true, in fact, that for Brecht “man’s duty consists in the absolute
dedication to the hic et nunc” and the “refutation of  any evasion, even
under the form of  utopian perspectives” (an ideological position that
will be fully realized in the poetry of  a text like Der gute Mensch von
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Sezuan, 1938-1942), it is however no less true that he does not at all ac-
cept the idea that the “laceration and negativity of  the world” are “in-
curable”; if  he did, one would not be able to understand the meaning,
other than the purely moralistic one, of  an “inflexible denunciation of
evils in the world”. On the contrary, Brecht’s continual return to con-
crete terms of  the “situation” acquires a meaning precisely when un-
derstood as an efficacious and authentic premise to the active and
revolutionary intervention on reality in order to transform it. Carry-
ing out the terms and the “possibilities” of  bourgeois structures and
norms all the way, the dress and morals of  capitalistic society, the con-
crete articulation of  its political and economic standards – that is, con-
suming from within all the virtual reserves and potentialities –, what
else does it mean if  not establishing the steadiest bases for its “real”,
and not utopian, overcoming? To employ a sports metaphor he might
not have liked, Brecht warmed up for a run in order to better over-
come the obstacles he had before himself. And the “alienation”, to
which we will later return, is precisely the ideal place – as a concrete
perspective – that hic et nunc that does not give in to utopia is realized.
Only he who has bureaucratically sanctioned the transformation of
that perspective into reality and supported utopia in order to make of
it a critical arm with which to measure the present can think that the
open and dialectical Brechtian problem constitutes an act of  doubt, a
gesture of  definitive renunciation. Yet, on the other hand, whoever
does not perceive that Brecht always gave a tangible human and prac-
tical mission to the sense of  disappointment in much of  his artistic
output has failed to profoundly understand the filtered and experi-
enced disappointment of  that output. Even on a strictly poetic level
the lines of  “An die Nachgeborenen”

Dabei wissen wir doch:
Auch der Haß gegen die Niedrigkeit
Verzerrt die Züge.
Auch der Zorn über das Unrecht
Macht die Stimme heiser. Ach, wir
Die wir den Boden bereiten wollten für Freundlichkeit
Konnten selber nicht freundlich sein.
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Ihr aber, wenn es so weit sein wird
Daß der Mensch dem Menschen ein Helfer ist
Gedenkt unsrer
Mit Nachsicht [BFA 12, 87]

would not be usable in their full semantic identity if  denied va-
lidity and full, that is, concrete, signification as regards that perspec-
tive of  renewal the poet’s works – precisely in as much as they are
understood in their unique punctuality of  contestation –, inevitably
entail. Has the extraordinary brilliance and human pregnancy of  this
“reversal of  perspective” not perhaps been lost on too many critics
and readers, which, instead of  redeeming the bitter pain that the
present human condition causes by sublimating it – according to a
procedure dear to many “socialist realist” writers – into a gilded and
manneristic “happy end”, on the contrary takes its cue precisely from
confronting that which could be the life of  tomorrow in order to
stimulate and increase it? 

If  this were not the case, without a doubt those who include
Brecht in the theatrical avant-garde of  today would be right. But it is
precisely here – not accidentally – that the two roads diverge. When
Raffa believes he is able to affirm that for Brecht the laceration and
the negation of  the world are incurable, in realty he does nothing oth-
er than identify a typical element of  neo-avantgarde ideological-struc-
ture. “I have never understood…the difference between the comic
and the tragic. The comic, being the child of  the absurd, seems to me
to be more desperate than the tragic. The comic offers no escape-
route”. This is not Brecht, but Ionesco speaking. “Tragedy presup-
poses guilt […] a responsibility. […] In our century there are no
longer either guilty parties or responsible ones. No one can do any-
thing, nor do they want to”. This is not Brecht, but Dürrenmatt
speaking. “The theater can gather up today’s problems only in as
much as they are the problems of  comedy. All the others avoid direct
representation. Comedy allows for solutions, tragedy – in the case
that one still believes in its being possible – no. Comedy makes pos-
sible, or rather, necessarily determines a distance and, with that, a clear
comprehension of  the connections”. This is not Ionesco, but Brecht
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speaking. “I cannot affirm that the dramatic conceptions I, for spe-
cific reasons, call non-Aristotelian and the epic acting style with its
connected conceptions represent the solution. One thing, however, is
by this point clear: the world of  today can be described to the men
of  today only on condition that it is described as a world that can be
changed”. This is Brecht, once again, and not Dürrenmatt speaking.
The dialectic suggested by Raffa between the eidos of  “pessimism”
and the ethos of  “pure implication” is revealed, in this manner, to be
similar to the esoteric undressing of  that more concrete materialist di-
alectic that Brecht himself  proposes in the drama Die Mutter (1932):
the dialectic between the “not yet” and the “today itself ”. 

If  this is the way things are, and it does not seem to us that they
can be different after what we have stated, the importance of  a text
like Im Dickicht der Städte becomes clear: it is the real determinant be-
tween one side of  Brecht’s dramatic production and the other, and
contains within itself  all the ambiguity that every determinant con-
tains. In this specific case, the progression on the level of  dramatur-
gical technique and of  the maturation of  the expressive means is
without a doubt more relevant than the strictly ideological progres-
sion. If  the attitude of  “detached participant” (if  we can call it such)
that Brecht theoretically establishes and practically realizes on the con-
crete plane of  artistic creation in Dickicht represents the necessary
premise for a renewed vision of  reality and, above all, of  its ties, it has
not yet devoured the conscious elaboration of  the moment of  “prax-
is”. The Verfremdung [alienation], which in Trommeln in der Nacht (and
that the self-same author recognized) is practically absent save for the
finale and that here begins to take shape as a concrete need of  the
play, must still make clear – through the severe test of  a multiform po-
etic experimentation and the connected maturation of  a critical
methodology – all of  the revolutionary tension it virtually possesses.

2. “Alienation”

That the key to Brechtian poetics is contained in the notion of
Verfremdung and the related ways of  incorporating it into the plays
under the most congenial and satisfying guises at the level of  artis-
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tic language is by now the most solidly acquired heritage of  the most
sensible and aware Brecht-Forschung. In some cases it has also been re-
alized that its validity goes well beyond the field of  “Non-Aristotelian
dramaturgy” (the Brechtian poetic of  drama) and the “epic theatre”
(the Brechtian poetic of  the performance), as is easily understandable
from its active and energetic presence in other linguistic fields (po-
etry, fiction), as well as on other levels of  semantic stratification (lex-
is, syntax).

Keeping to the concept of  “alienation” will mean, in the first
place, maintaining in Brecht a constant opening toward a concep-
tion of  life as a node of  contradictory complexes and as a source of
perpetual wonder even there where – in the fixed didactic plays, for
example, and in general in the “Cartesian” phase of  the didactic the-
atre with his insistence on “clear and distinct” ideas – the interpre-
tation of  reality would seem to make itself  less “available” and to
almost have metaphysical and absolute values. It is no accident that
the Guide in Lehrstück. Die Ausnahme und die Regel (1930) will say:

In dem System, das sie gemacht haben
Ist Menschlichkeit eine Ausnahme.
Wer sich also menschlich erzeigt
Der trägt den Schaden davon.
Fürchtet für jeden, ihr
Der freundlich aussieht!
Haltet ihn zurück
Der da jemand helfen will!
Neben dir drustet einer: schließe schnelle deine Augen!
Verstopf  dein Ohr: neben dir stöhnt jemand!
Halte deinen Fuß zurück: man ruft dich um Hilfe!
Wehe dem, der sich da vergisst! Er
Gibt einem Menschen zu trinken und
Ein Wolf  trinkt [BFA 3, 258]. 

And so the motif  of  “alienation” successfully inserts itself  into
the voluntarily iconoclastic and unmerciful plot of  this ideological
setting:
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Wir berichten euch sogleich
Die Geschichte einer Reise. Ein Abenteuer
Und zwei Ausgebeutete unternehmen sie.
Betrachtet genau das Verhalten dieser Leute:
Findet es befremdend, wenn auch die Regel.
Unverständlich, wenn auch die Regel.
Selbst die kleinste Handlung, scheinbar einfach
Betrachtet mit Mißtrauen! Untersucht, ob es nötig ist
Besonders das Übliche!
Wir bitten euch ausdrücklich, findet
Das immerfort Vorkommende nicht natürlich!
Denn nichts werde natürlich genannt
In solcher Zeit blutiger Verwirrung
Verordneter Unordnung, planmäßiger Willkür
Entmenschter Menschheit, damit nichts
Unveränderlich gelte [BFA 3, 237]. 

Whence the “strange” conclusion:

So endet
Die Geschichte einer Reise.
Ihr habt gehört und ihr habt gesehen.
Ihr saht das Übliche, das immerfort Vorkommende.
Wir bitten euch aber;
Was nicht fremd ist, findet befremdlich!
Was gewöhnlich ist, findet unerklärlich!
Was da üblich ist, das soll euch erstaunen.
Was die Regel ist, das erkennt als Mißbrauch.
Und wo ihr den Mißbrauch erkannt habt
Da schafft Abhilfe! [BFA 3, 260].

It is enough to render groundless the thesis of  those who assign
a substantially polemical aim to the Brechtian theory of  “alienation”
as regards an established theatrical praxis and who identify its roots
in a particular and defined situation of  German scenic development
and its destructive force in the subversive value that it assumes as re-
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gards that development (Esslin). It is, however, true that when Brecht,
in the famous XLVIII paragraph of  Kleines Organon für das Theater
(1948), suggests that “In keinem Augenblick läßt er [der Schauspiel-
er] es zur restlosen Verwandlung in die Figur kommen. Ein Urteil
‘er spielte den Lear nicht, er war Lear’, wäre für ihn vernichtend”
[BFA 23, 83] he is directly calling into question (though he does not
quote him) no less than Alfred Kerr, the pope of  20th century Ger-
man dramatic criticism, to whom, in Hans Meyer’s witty words, the
“incriminating affirmation” in quotation marks was entirely directed;
the why would seem to spontaneously reconnect the entire context,
in addition to its simply being “dated”, to the field of  an unequivo-
cally “national” status. Nevertheless, if  nothing else, one cannot but re-
call that the most conscious and mature elaboration of  the concept
of  alienation (as we find it formulated in the comments to the the-
atrical texts and in the theoretical-programmatic writings) occurs right
in the middle of  Brecht’s period of  exile when an explicit and polem-
ical reference to German scenic practice would not have made much
sense; yet, on the other hand, he always sharpened the “ecumenical”
range of  his “Anti-Aristotelianism”. Furthermore, always ready to ex-
pose the sources of  this theory, in an unpublished diary entry dated
August 2, 1940, the same author reminds us “the alienation effect is
an ancient artistic method known to comedy, to certain records of
popular art and to the praxis of  Asiatic theater”. If  anything, it would
be helpful to reexamine, in a completely different direction of  re-
search, the most popular hypotheses (from Willett, for example, and
in a slightly doubtful form from Grimm, a hypothesis recently re-
jected by the Soviet scholar Fradkin) of  “alienation”’s direct deriva-
tion from the priëm ostrannenija that Viktor Shklovsky elaborated in
the by now legendary times of  Russian formalism, particularly at-
tractive in the context of  today’s extraordinarily lively interest in struc-
turalist theories. The last word on the actual state of  relative studies
and documentation, however, cannot yet be given; the attention giv-
en today to structuralism should not induce us to too offhandedly at-
tribute responsibility for ideas born perhaps in the crucible of
different intellectual experiences. In particular, Willett’s thesis that
states “the concept itself, like the term that expresses it, appeared for
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the first time in Brechtian language after his trip to Moscow in 1935”
is clearly refuted, in our opinion, by the fragmentary essay Die dialek-
tische Dramatik (1929-1930) where one can find an indirect definition
of  the Verfremdungseffekt destined to show up again, in part, in the
same terms in the later Straßenszene: “Die dialektische Dramatik set-
zte ein mit vornehmlich formalen, nicht stofflichen Versuchen. Sie
arbeitete ohne Psychologie, ohne Individuum und löste, betont
episch, die Zustände in Prozesse auf. Die großen Typen, welche als
möglichst fremd, also möglichst objektiv (nicht so, dass man sich in
sie hineinfühlen konnte) dargestellt wurden, sollten durch ihr Ver-
halten zu anderen Typen gezeigt werden. Ihr Handeln wurde als nicht
selbstverständlich, sondern als auffällig hingestellt” [BFA 21, 439].
One must also not forget that in 1935 the liquidation of  the accu-
mulated experiences of  the Soviet avant-garde of  the “twenties”, and
in particular of  formalist theories, was by that time a point of  fact:
from 1930 onward Shklovsky himself  rescinded his own positions
publishing the Monument to a Scientific Error, while the Soviet Writers
Congress (1934) aligned itself  to Gorky’s doctrine of  “proletarian hu-
manism”, defining Dostoevsky “a traitor”. Yet, on the other hand,
there is no doubt that Shklovsky’s theses on the purpose of  art as a
“liberation of  things from [the] automatism” of  perception, and,
above all, on the necessary techniques for attaining such liberation
(first and foremost the priëm ostrannenija), seem to coincide precisely
with Brecht’s idea of  Verfremdung: “Once a thing has been perceived
more than once, one begins to perceive in terms of  mere acknowl-
edgement. The thing is in front of  us, we know that it is there, but we
do not see it any longer, and therefore can say nothing about it. […]
In order to resurrect our perception of  life, in order to render things
perceivable, in order to make a stone a stone, we have what we call art.
The point of  art is to give us a sensation of  the thing, a sensation
that must be vision and not only acknowledgment. To obtain this re-
sult art uses two tricks: the alienation of  things and the complication
of  forms with which it tends to render perception more difficult and
to prolong its duration” (A Theory of  Prose, 1925). The philological
problem, in any event, remains open, but the temptation to connect
the genesis of  “alienation” to the climate of  the Middle European
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avant-garde between the 1920s and 1930s (and it was Berlin that host-
ed Mejerchol’d and Tretyakov, Mayakovsky and Schlovsky in those
years) is without a doubt strong.

However, whether it also concerns classical French tragedy –
which, according to Sartre, contains the active principle of  Brecht-
ian “formalism”, or Diderot’s Pardoxe sur le comédien whose impor-
tance Esslin argues –, that which is relevant to our discussion is the
observation of  the “universal” vocation of  that principle, its com-
plicated ascendency, its cosmopolitan right of  citizenship. It will al-
so be a good idea to keep its latitudinal and extensive value in mind,
not in the strict play of  direct derivations and indisputable author-
ships, but in the larger intellectual circulation of  specific ideological
motives as well as in the spontaneous and parallel – when not too
dissimilar – spurt of  reactions to the homogenous structural con-
ditions (even if  those reactions were at times considerably con-
fused). More than to expressionist dramatic technique and its
general theories, the alienation effect – in which some people have
wanted “in no small part” to see an “expressionistic derivation”
(Mittner) or even “the punctual heir of  expressionist language”
(Raffa) – should be re-connected to certain aspects of  Pirandellian
theater, to his insistence on humor as an instrument which quali-
fies the theater not as a “mirror of life” (the canonical definition of
old and new naturalism), but as the “mirror for life”; that is, the in-
tentional formulation of  the same in the specific modalities of  artis-
tic language in order to thus escape the mystification that its
structures would have imposed in the field of  faithful imitation. A
position that is not really all that substantially distant from – in
Roland Barthes’ lucid words – that of  Brechtian poetics: “For
Brecht […] art today – that is to say, in a historical conflict where
human dis-alienation is at play – must be a contro-natura, an an-
tiphysis. Brecht’s formalism is a radical protest against the bourgeoisie
and petit-bourgeoisie’s way of  presenting themselves; in a still alien-
ated society art must be critical, must remove every illusion, even
that of  ‘nature’. The sign must be partially arbitrary, otherwise one
will fall back into an art of  expression, an art of  essential illusion”.
Having said that, however, their profound and radical differences
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must not be ignored. It has been affirmed, and rightly so, that Pi-
randello was the first – in contemporary theater – to explore the de-
mystification of  theatrical illusion all the way, theorizing and
practicing the principle of  representation as a conscious fiction. In
that he preceded Brecht who, if  anything, would have “reduced the
distance”. “The conscious fiction,” Luigi Ferrante observes, “was
the great change Pirandello brought to the theater of  the individual
and to its set of  problems; Brecht brought awareness into society
and its history. One must not try to create analogies between these
two writers who were so different in thought and language, but
more generally consider their acceptance of  the conflict between
passion and rationality, between life and the scene: Pirandello brings
theater to the theater, Brecht, in order to save time and close the
gap of  a similar confrontation, does not hesitate to give us history
in the stage directions and ‘epic’ illusion to the scene”. Yet, as much
as Pirandello is often overly “theatrical” in his process of  “disillu-
sion”, as much as he is tied to the dead convention of  the stage,
how positively theatrical Brecht is in this his recovery of  the vital
sense – and therefore of  the artifice as well – of  the scene! It is not
the author of  Questa sera si recita a soggetto who is the modern and
conscious heir to Commedia dell’arte, but that weaver of  the high-
est “morality” of  our time: Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder, Der kauka-
sische Kreidekreis, Der gute Mensch von Sezuan, Das Leben des Galilei.

The principal intent governing the Verfremdungseffekt is in any
event demystified in the highest and deepest sense of  the word, and
in that we once again find – there is no doubt – the original cell from
which the “epic theater” in all its rich implications will develop. The
alienation effect breaks through – and this is the decisive point of  de-
parture – the progressive state of  paralysis that traditional (Aris-
totelian) theater forces upon the spectator. If  within today’s refined
advertising techniques the “hidden persuader” is concealed in the
folds of  a series of  varied mediations so as to generate within the
consumer the impression that his needs are being met and satisfied,
in reality the exact opposite is the case and that illusion is a part of
the new system of  “circumvention”. In the theatrical spectacle the
public, having abandoned all discretion, finds nothing wrong with
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the persuader presenting himself  in all of  his crude immediacy and
that with just such crude immediacy he exposes his trick, hypnotiz-
ing the spectator, so to speak, and forcing him to dance at his will,
just like the sorcerer Cipolla in Thomas Mann’s novella. The applause
is the supreme and totalitarian sanction of  this cult, the sacrificial
homage to the ritual of  the scene and the priests celebrating it. Thus
in the Neue Technik der Schauspielkunst Brecht will say: “Voraussetzung
für die Anwendung des V-Effekts zu dem angeführten Zweck ist,
dass Bühne und Zuschauerraum von allem ‘Magischen’ gesäubert
werden und keine ‘hypnotischen Felder’ entstehen” [BFA 22.2, 641].
However, when writing on the great Mei Lan-fang’s acting in Ver-
femdungseffekte in der chinesischen Schauspielkunst (1937) Brecht had al-
ready observed that Lan-fang ignored “the hypnotic effect” and the
“mysticism of  the scenic transfiguration”, adding “Der chinesische
Artist befindet sich nicht in Trance”. It is useless to add that this
process of  demystification is developed on every level of  the play:
“Der V-Effekt,” Brecht – restating some of  the fundamental expe-
riences of  the German scene in the 1920s – writes in the aforemen-
tioned essay, “wurde im deutschen epischen Theater nicht nur durch
den Schauspieler, sondern auch durch Musik (Chöre, Songs) und die
Dekoration (Zeitgetafeln, Film usw.) erzeugt” [BFA 22.1-2, 205-206].
One could say that the general task of  the Verfremdung is to always
present the play as a conscious fiction: the acting thus does not iden-
tify the actor with the character, but gives him an essentially “deic-
tic” function (he must not “relive” his part, but “demonstrate” it); the
music must “contradict” the reality of  the “poetic” climate (appar-
ently) created by the scene, and reveal its true nature; and the scenog-
raphy, finally, does not tend to completely reproduce the “world”
nor simply reduce it to an abstract simplification, but aims at bal-
ancing itself  between alluding to the world in as much as it is a nec-
essary point of  reference (according to that technique of  pars pro toto
that is easily identifiable in large zones of  contemporary artistic re-
search) and calling attention to theatrical artifice with the obvious
exhibition of  the stagecraft (light sources, etc.). By means of  this
original and highly personal perspective Brecht distances himself
from both scenic symbolism – which a large part of  contemporary
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theater still indulges in because the element present on the stage is
never an abstraction, a concentration, a symbol of  a greater seman-
tic circuit, but rather a concrete object, precisely identifiable in its
precise and settled value – as well as from Constructivism et similia,
since the technical structures of  the scene are not (as for a Mejer-
chol’d or a Tairov in Russia, or even for a Jeßner in Germany) plas-
tic occasions and lines of  force within the dynamic of  the play that
finish in order to flow into a new, even if  different “symbolism”;
rather, they construct – in order to enter directly into the game of
representation – the self-same “historicizing” element.

It is peculiar to have to note at this point that almost no one has
understood the real import of  this Brechtian proposal, the effective
dimensions within which it – even if  through a slow process of  mat-
uration that sometimes pushed the author onto difficult and possi-
bly even mistaken paths – little by little acquired its final form.
Moreover, it sounds almost anachronistic to have to dispute the ac-
cusation – to this day still leveled against him – of  an arid rationali-
ty incapable of  bearing the weight that, in the game of  the human
adventure, emotion always has. If  we remember just how many still
hold these positions, which from that distant 1930 onward – sketch-
ing in the Anmerkungen zur Oper ‘Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahogonny’
the most sensible points of  divergence between the dramatic and
epic forms of  theater – Brecht was preoccupied with pointing out
did not indicate “absolute contrasts, but only the manner in which
the accents are moved”, it is worthwhile underlining how he repeat-
edly informed people of  the need to reaffirm and specify such nec-
essary distinctions, assigning full right of  citizenship, next to Ratio
and Gefühl (“not only mysticism generates emotions” he observed in
Bemerkungen über die chinesische Schauspielkunst, 1936), and specifying
the concrete terms within which Einfühlung could have a place. “Ein-
erseits,” we read in a posthumous diary entry from October 17, 1940,
“kommt nämlich der Einfühlungsakt auch unter Verwertung ra-
tioneller Elemente vor, anderseits kann der V-Effekt auch rein
gefühlmäßig gesetzt werden. Stanislawski benutzt für die Einfühlung
lange Analysen, und bei den Panoramagemälden der Jahrmärkte
(“Nero betrachtet den Brand Roms”, “Erschießung des Anarchisten
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Ferrer”, “Das Erdbeben von Lissabon”) ist der V-Effekt reines
Gefühl. In dem aristotelischen Theater ist die Einfühlung auch eine
geistige, das nichtaristotelische Theater benutzt auch gefühlmäßige
Kritik” [BFA 26, 438]. So, over the course of  a dramaturgical dis-
cussion in 1954 which, departing from the staging of  Johannes R.
Becher’s drama Winterschlacht, finished with the confrontation of
some of  the central questions of  Brechtian theatrical poetics, the
writer could calmly affirm that 

der Gegensatz zwischen Vernunft und Gefühl besteht nur in ihren
unvernünftigen Köpfen und nur infolge ihres höchst zweifelhaften
Gefühlsleben. Sie verwechseln die schönen und mächtigen Gefüh-
le, welche die Literaturen der großen Zeiten widerspiegeln, mit ih-
ren eigenen, imitierten, verschmutzten und krampfigen, welche das
Licht der Vernunft allerdings zu scheuen haben. Und Vernunft nen-
nen sie etwas, was nicht wirkliche Vernunft ist, da es großen Ge-
fühlen entgegensteht. Beide, Vernunft und Gefühl, sind im Zeitalter
des Kapitalismus, als dieses seinem Ende zu ging, entartet und ei-
nen schlechten, unproduktiven Widerspruch zueinander geraten.
Die aufsteigende neue Klasse hingegen und jene, die mit ihr zu-
sammen kämpfen, haben es mit Vernunft und Gefühl in großem
produktivem Widerspruch zu tun. Uns drängen die Gefühle zur äu-
ßersten Anspannung der Vernunft, und die Vernunft reinigt unse-
re Gefühle [BFA 23, 338].

By departing from these presuppositions it will now be possible
to understand, in all of  its importance, the meaning of  what may be
the happiest Brechtian definition of  the Verfremdungseffekt: “The
alienation effect does not function,” Brecht writes, “under the form
of  an absence of  emotions, but rather under the form of  emotions
that do not need to be those of  the character represented. A scene
of  pain can arouse feelings of  joy in the spectator, a scene of  fury
disgust”. Which is, in the case in point, the right way of  observing,
for example, the figure of  Mother Courage, a figure whose individ-
ual drama is not aimed at evoking echoes of  shared emotion and
pity in the spectator, but the refutation of  this emotion and this pity
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as the waste – arising from a profoundly historical and dialectic vi-
sion – of  the human and social condition that had elevated them to
such paradox.

3. Brecht and Stanislavski

The reference to Stanislavski and to the part that absolves the an-
alytical-intellectual element in his theory of  identification conclu-
sively re-proposes, on the other hand, the problem of  the
relationships that exist between two such different conceptions of
theater. It seems to us that up until today the problem has been
posed for the most part in substantially “political” and not scientif-
ic terms. On the one hand, that is, in Brecht’s attitude in relation to
Stanislavski’s principles people have wanted to see a challenge to the
cultural policies of  the German Democratic Republic; and, on the
other, have attempted too superficially and simply to resolve the con-
trast that would save Brechtian orthodoxy at all costs from the priv-
ileges official Marxist positions in this particular sector of  artistic
activity gave, and without any doubt continue to give, to Stanislavs-
ki’s “system”, being as it is both closer and more congenial in its sub-
stance and methods to the canons of  “socialist realism”. There is no
doubt that Brecht’s interest in that “system” is in part connected to
a specific “situation” of  German theatrical culture: it is no accident
that his “Stanislavskian studies” were almost entirely born between
the years 1951 – 1953 and that they were the pillars of  the confer-
ence held by the Deutsche Akademie der Künste of  Berlin between
April 17 and 19, 1953, to discuss the most suitable means of  assimi-
lating the teachings of  the great Russian man of  theater. Meditating
on themes discussed at this conference, Brecht could observe “gerade
wir Deutschen, deren Theater zwischen ideenlosem Naturalismus und
purem Idealismus schwankt, können da von Stanislawski viel lernen”
[BFA 23, 237] (Einige Gedanken zur Stanislawski-Konferenz, 1953). On
the other hand, however, one cannot deny that in his confrontation
with the brilliant master of  the Moscow Art Theatre research themes
and less “occasional” reflections emerge – more profoundly tied, that
is, to the “classical” Brechtian set of  problems –, bringing to light a
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more advanced and, in any event, new phase of  development. Here
it is sufficient to mention the dialectical relationship that is estab-
lished between Verfremdung and Einfühlung according to a line of  re-
search that was certainly developed from 1936 onward and that
recovered the moment of  identification as an indispensible presup-
position of  his successive critical distance. Empathy thus seems nec-
essary in a determined phase of  rehearsal when the actor “identifies”
with his part in order to then reemerge thanks to alienation, that is,
to its precise “social” collocation within a context of  human rela-
tionships; renouncing the essential function, even if  subordinated, of
that phase, one risks giving “nur die Kritik der Figur und nicht die
Figur” (Einfühlung, 1953). Furthermore, the moment of  identifica-
tion is not “resolved” without traces in the synthesis of  the alienat-
ed acting, since “Der Schauspieler steht ja tatsächlich auf  der Bühne
als Schauspieler und als Stückfigur zugleich, und dieser Widerspruch
muss sich in seinem Bewusstsein vorfinden; er macht die Gestalt
recht eigentlich lebendig” [BFA 25, 580] (Das ‘Kleine Organon’ und
Stanislawskis System, 1953); and this, in the end, is the key to under-
standing characters like Puntila and Mother Courage, gifted as they
are with a full-blooded vitality in the subtle and complex play of
alienation that sustains them. 

With the desire to now scrutinize the terms of  that controversy at
the subjective level of  the theory, it is appropriate to depart from
the quotation of  Brecht’s text Was unter anderem vom Theater Stanis-
lawskis gelernt werden kann (1952), which in its extremely concise and
emphatic form it is better to quote in full:

1. Der Sinn für das Dichterische eines Stücks. Selbst naturalistischen
Stücken, die Stanislawskis Theater nach dem Zeitgeschmack zu spie-
len hatte, verlieh die Inszenierung dichterische Züge; niemals verfiel
es in platte Reportage. Bei uns in Deutschland gewinnen oft selbst
die klassischen Stücke keinen Glanz.
2. Das Verantwortungsgefühl der Gesellschaft gegenüber. Stanislawski
lehrte den Schauspielern die gesellschaftliche Bedeutung des Thea-
terspielens. Die Kunst war ihm nicht Selbstzweck, aber er wusste, dass
auf  dem Theater kein Zweck erreicht wird außer durch Kunst.
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3. Das Ensemblespiel der Stars. In Stanislawskis Theater gab es nur
Stars – große und kleine. Er zeigte, dass das Einzelspiel nur zu vol-
ler Wirkung kommen kann durch das Zusammenspiel. 
4. Wichtigkeit der großen Linie und des Details. Jedem Stück gab
das Moskauer Künstlertheater eine gedankenvolle Konzeption und
eine Fülle fein ausgearbeiteter Details. Das eine ist nichts ohne das
andere.
5. Die Verpflichtung zur Wahrheit. Stanislawski lehrte, dass der
Schauspieler sich selbst und die Menschen, die er darstellen will, ge-
nauestens kennen muss und dass das eine aus dem anderen kommt.
Nichts, was der Schauspieler nicht aus der Beobachtung holt oder
was nicht von der Beobachtung bestätigt wird, ist wert, vom Publi-
kum beobachtet zu werden. 
6. Der Einklang von Natürlichkeit und Stil. In Stanislawskis Thea-
ter paarte sich schöne Natürlichkeit mit großer Bedeutung. Als Rea-
list schreckte er nie zurück von der Darstellung des Häßlichen, aber
er stellte es mit Armut dar. 
7. Darstellung der Wirklichkeit als voll von Widersprüchen. Stanis-
lawski begriff  die Kompliziertheit und Differenziertheit des gesell-
schaftlichen Lebens und wusste sie darzustellen, ohne sich darin zu
verlieren. Alle seine Aufführungen ergeben Sinn. 
8. Die Wichtigkeit des Menschen. Stanislawski war ein überzeugter
Humanist, und als solcher führte er sein Theater auf  den Weg zum
Sozialismus. 
9. Die Bedeutung der Weiterentwicklung der Kunst. Das Moskau-
er Künstlertheater schlief  nie auf  seinen Lorbeeren. Stanislawski
entwickelte für jede Aufführung neue Kunstmittel. Aus seinem
Theater gingen so bedeutende Künstler wie Wachtangow hervor,
welche ihrerseits die Kunst ihres Lebens völlig frei weiterentwik-
kelten [BFA 23, 167-168].

Brecht touches upon the “dialectic” of  the Stanislavskian concep-
tion of  acting in a discussion with his collaborators working on a study
of  the first scene of  Shakespeare’s Coriolanus (a text whose importance
we have already mentioned in other works) there where, in relation to
the figure of  the protagonist, he observes: “Ein Detail für viele: Da
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von seinem Stolz die Rede ist, spüren wir nach, wo er Demut zeigt,
nach dem Stanislawski, der von dem Darsteller des Geizigen verlangte,
er solle ihn zeigen, wo er großzügig ist”. And on the motive of  the
“artistic necessity” that must also govern the most socially dedicated
work, and which he believed to have seen in Stanislavski’s theatrical
praxis (“Die Kunst war ihm nicht Selbstzweck, aber er wußte, daß auf
dem Theater kein Zweck erreicht wird außer durch Kunst”) [BFA 23,
166] – connected to the other by “grace” or “artistry” or “poeticity”
with which the Russian director confronted the problem of  realistic
representation, even of  the ugly (“als Realist schreckte er nie zurück
von der Darstellung des Häßlichen, aber er stellte es mit Anmut dar”)
– in a commentary Brecht returns to the production of  Lenz’s Hofmeis-
ter for the Berliner Ensemble, explaining: “Neuerdings untersuchen
wir Kunstwerke überhaupt nicht mehr nach ihrer poetischen (künst-
lerischen) Seite hin und begnügen uns auch noch mit Werken, die für
das Theater keinerlei artistischen Reiz mehr haben. Werke und Auf-
führungen, die keinerlei poetischen Reiz mehr haben. Werke und Auf-
führungen solcher Art mögen nun ihre Wirkungen haben, aber es
können kaum tiefe sein, auch nicht in politischer Richtung. Es ist näm-
lich eine Eigentümlichkeit der theatralischen Mittel, dass sie Erkennt-
nisse und Impulse in Form von Genüssen vermitteln; die Tiefe der
Erkenntnis und des Impulses entspricht der Tiefe des Genusses”
[BFA 24, 380]. In addition to some affinity here, of  course, one may
discover some motives which, more than being useful cues for a gen-
eral comparison, lead one to think (and it is a hypothesis that should
be seriously examined philologically) that Brecht attributed intentions
and merits to Stanislavski in these pages that, more than being
Stanislavski’s, are in reality his own. In particular, it could be that
Brecht had wanted to contrast the great Russian director’s artistic ex-
cellence against his gray and scholastic German imitators and above
all lay claim to the legitimacy of  original research in the field of  ex-
pressive means attributing it, with a unique stress, to Stanislavski him-
self (“Stanislawski entwickelte für jede Aufführung neue Kunstmittel”)
[BFA 23, 168]; in addition to yet again criticizing those who wanted
to imprison theatrical art in an easy and tired repetition of  paradigms.
In reality it is a “self-portrait” and explicitly connected to that which
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Brecht once defined “the sovereign duty of  a model”, the small chap-
ter he included in his Vorschläge für die Stanislawski-Konferenz (1953):
“Aus der Arbeitsweise Stanislawskis muss das übernommen werden,
was die individuelle Arbeitsweise unserer Regisseure und Schauspiel-
er fördert, nicht das, was sie hindern kann. Keine Aufführung, die nur
nach der Methode Stanislawskis aufgebaut wurde, hat die geringste
Chance, einer Stanislawski-Aufführung zu gleichen, wenn sie nicht
eine individuelle künstlerische Handschrift zeigt, ebenso unverkennbar
wie die Stanislawskis” [BFA 23, 233-234].

Nevertheless, passing from theory to praxis, it is certain that
Brecht’s concrete creative work as a writer and as a man of  the the-
ater re-proposes, in new forms and without a doubt ones more con-
genial to the modern mentality, some needs that also constitute the
most valid and lasting inheritance of  Stanislavski’s “system”: the di-
alectical representation of  realty (it is no accident that Brecht later
judged the definition of  “epic theater” as insufficient and sought an-
other that might better express the dialectical character of  his con-
ception), the instant of  verisimilitude that could not not identify itself
– in the field of  a mature reflection on the problems of  art – with the
necessity of  style and form; with, in the end, the achievement of  the
poetic, the real and effective content of  the work of  art. In this high-
er sense the open prospect of  Galvano della Volpe’s intelligent aperçus
thus establishes a fruitful indication of  work and research stating “in
harmony with what came before […] the new acting technique ad-
vocated by Brecht is comprehensible, a synthesis of  Enlightenment-
like and Diderot-esque ‘paradox’ and Stanislavskian ‘veracity’”, as
perhaps – in Philippe Ivernel’s words – “Brechtian acting technique
is not opposed to that of  Stanislavski, but a complement to it”.

4. “Die Mutter” or rather, art and/or politics

Indeed, a reconsideration of  the critical relationship between
Brecht and the realistic Gorkian-Stanislavskian tradition seems nec-
essary when dealing with a key text like Die Mutter. That obviously
entails yet again taking up a rather complex discourse (that is here im-
possible to even touch upon) around a decisive moment in the
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Brechtian political-intellectual itinerary: the phase of  the “didactic
plays”. Referring the reader to other pages this paper’s author has
written, it is sufficient to mention here that at the present moment
(1971) the social use of  Brecht’s theater seems to us to be ever more
divergent from (in some specific points) the historical judgment of  that
use within the perspective of  a trajectory that by this point is, at least
subjectively, finished. The Lehrstücke, above all when compared to the
great texts of  “maturity”, are obvious proof: while the last ones ap-
pear ever more consumable by the omnivorous apparatus of  the Sys-
tem – compromised by ambiguous ideological operations and
reduced to the function of  engagée representations or to the object of
elegant exercises of  style –, the first ones in a sense offer a scarcer and
more slippery pretext to the processes of  commercialization under-
way on an international scale and furthermore wind up being, objec-
tively, better connected in situazione. The reawakening, on great fronts,
of  the struggle of  the working-class, the maturation of  an ever more
aware and advanced class conflict, the clearer design of  a trade union
initiative that is slowly developing into a political project: all these to-
day are pushing theatrical models like Die Ausnahme und die Regel or
Die Maßnahme to the foreground. Not of  course in the sense that they
suggest obligatory behavior for a revolutionary vision that does not
allow other choices; but rather, if  anything, in the clear sense indi-
cated by Barthes when he writes that “his [Brecht’s] morality is not at
all catechistic, for the most part it is strictly questioning,” and that
“Brecht’s moral role is to fiercely pose a question in the full face of  a
fact”. Since (it is still Barthes speaking) “capitalistic society will last,
communistic society is changing, revolutionary action must always
live, and in a quasi-institutional way, with the norms of  bourgeois and
petit-bourgeois morality”. It is therefore in the “small space” of  that
“quasi” that we see – paradoxically – “destiny” position itself  within
a time of  the working class’s strategy and Brecht’s art: the same space
in which – in the Sukhlinov workshops of  Die Mutter to the eve of  the
strike against the reduction of  wages – the reformist Karpov, union
organizer, and the simple laborer Anton Rybin angrily compete.

Nevertheless, “managing” this small space is not possible (here is
the second paradox) with the simple Words of  Politics: on the con-
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trary, an articulated syntax that will give us real instruments of  com-
prehension and struggle is required. Here one discovers the ulterior
and crucial reason for the Lehrstücke’s actuality, pieces that are not on-
ly the pinnacle of  Brecht’s works from a formal point of  view (Cas-
es), but, moving the discourse from the aesthetic plane to the properly
semiological one, construct the first and most radical affirmation of
his base “anti-naturalism” according to the aforementioned words of
Barthes’ and following on what Brecht himself  had stated in the frag-
mentary essay on Die dialektische Dramatik, composed in the years in
which the “didactic pieces” were being seen through to fruition: “Die
dialektische Dramatik setzte ein mit vornehmlich formalen, nicht
stofflichen Versuchen” [BFA 21, 439]. Which is an effective paradox
(the third) to invert the principles of  the romantic philosophy of  art
and therefore the content in the form (following a blueprint that may
bring us once again back to Della Volpe), and moreover to liberate the
Sklovskian thesis on the “complication of  form” from every suspi-
cion of  empty verbal funambulism. 

Therefore it is not pure coincidence that the newest scenic ex-
periments, abandoning the tempting gastronomical suggestions of
an opulent Brechtian tradition, tend to privilege the youthful works
(even with that margin of  ambiguity that such an operation entails)
and those indeed of  the “middle phase”: in their concise and classi-
cal austerity, in fact, they contain a flexible and differentiated richness
of  linguistic planes that is anything but exhausted. In particular, Die
Mutter – whose protagonist Benjamin has caught sight of  “die fleis-
chgewordene Praxis”, and that certainly constitutes an important
step forward toward the full and coherent design of  a theater within
history – may be the first example (as we have said at other times)
“of  a conscious ‘gestural’ research capable of  translating pure ideal
thoughts into concrete scenic figurations of  life and for life”.

But conforming to the experimental field that Brecht traces with
the Lehrstücke within the “epic theater” is his external plan to seek a
specific speaker: homologous or, at most, identical. Above all, from
the point of  view of  an actualizing and functional perspective, we in
fact agree with Bruno Schacherl that “[in] the Lehrstücke, the didac-
tic choices are not only, as the majority of  critics maintain, a flight
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forward (or backward) to propaganda, the negation of  art and its re-
duction to a direct political message, or an almost Christian-like act
of  humility in order to rediscover the roots of  a popular art outside
of  Dada, expressionist, Rimbaudian or generically ‘avantgarde’ styles
that his youthful stylistic research had been inspired by. Rather, it
concerns a structural choice, the first exploration of  the new fron-
tiers of  theater in the age of  revolutions and ‘class war’. The essen-
tial thing is the attempt to establish a new relationship between the
scene and the audience, the discovery – in concrete action, in the-
atrical and political action – that the same intuition (present from
the very first texts onward, but already technically brilliant in his tran-
scription of  Marlowe’s Edward II as well as being by that point fully
mature on the theoretical plane as well) of  the epic form cannot, un-
der the pain of  consuming itself, remain on the stage, but must, so
to speak, find its legs with which to walk, even if  they are only the
small singers of  the workers’ choruses”.

Beyond any suspicions of  “mass theater” or amateur working-
class actors, works like Die Mutter once again raise the possibility of
opening a direct discourse (by direct we mean in terms of  “contents”
and not of  “form”) with a diverse audience, eliminating on the one
hand the false problem of  political theater (in its various guises: docu-
mentary theater, street theater, guerilla theater) and replacing it with
the function of  theater (to be verified, obviously, in its real spaces of
movement); and on the other identifying an ulterior socio-political
referent to its discourse, another circuit (which is quite a different
thing, it is important to note, from the “alternative circuit” of  which
one too often speaks). Only by expressing the struggle, by specify-
ing its objectives and thereby rendering criticism’s arms ever more ef-
fective, will it be possible to realize – through patient, daily work –
the project that Pelagia Vlassova sees, justifiably, in a time both close
and far away: “The simple thing / that it is difficult to do”.

1961-1971
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Simon von Geldern 
and the amulets of the Constant Prince

Roberta Ascarelli

Seltsame Grille des Volkes! Es verlangt seine Geschichte aus der Hand des
Dichters und nicht aus der Hand des Historikers. Es verlangt nicht den
treuen Bericht nackter Tatsachen, sondern jene Tatsachen wieder aufgelöst
in die ursprüngliche Poesie, woraus sie hervorgegangen. Das wissen die
Dichter, und nicht ohne geheime Schadenlust modeln sie willkürlich die
Völkererinnerungen, vielleicht zur Verhöhnung stolztrockner Histori-
ographen und pergamentener Staatsarchivare [...].

Heinrich Heine, Die Reise von München nach Genua

Hephaestus’s attic

In the fabric of  the diaspora’s small and large stories in which
identities and affinities are entrenched Heine also constructs his
memories according to the tradition of  the Jewish “family novel” in
which the events of  an individual’s life become part of  a “biogra-
phy of  an epoch”1 and an imaginative structure of  identity in a typ-
ically associative and uneven tableau.

The pages dedicated to the inhabitants of  his grandparents’ home
in Düsseldorf  are a testimony to such asymmetry. They offer the
reader both truth and falsehood, the fragment of  an anything but
traditional Bildung, a portrait of  the condition of  a certain part of
German Jewry and, additionally, patchy but suggestive details of  a
family much less orthodox than we have been led to believe.

Like protective deities of  his eccentric education the poet Heine
evokes two relatives with the same name (both called Simon von
Geldern) but with different destinies: an uncle and a great-uncle.
Rather similar characters, as the passionate scholar of  Jewish life in
Germany, David Kaufmann,2 notes, these two passed through the 

1 Walter Robert-Tornow, Goethe in Heines Werken (Bremen: Europäischer
Hochschulverlag, 2010), p. 6.

2 David Kauffmann, Aus Heinrich Heine’s Ahnensaal (Breslau: Schlesische Buch-
druckerei, 1896), p. 178.



richly emblematic years of  emancipation between the 18th and 19th

centuries and left profound traces in the young Heine’s universe.
Proceeding backwards along the maternal line’s family tree, which

tradition would hold pious and orthodox,3 after his mother who “sie
that Alles mögliche, um Aberglauben und Poesie von mir zu entfer-
nen”.4 and who established readings and a program of  studies for the
boy according to the spirit of  the Enlightenment, Heine first remem-
bers the rather picturesque figure of  his uncle Simon, as the coarse ref-
erences to the lines of  his face and to his bearing emphasize.

Jetzt aber […], will ich wieder zu meiner eigenen Mutter und ihrer
Sippschaft zurückkehren, in weiterer Besprechung des Einflusses, der
von dieser Seite auf  meine geistige Bildung ausgeübt wurde. Nach mei-
ner Mutter beschäftigte sich mit letzterer ganz besonders ihr Bruder,
mein Oheim Simon de Geldern. Er ist todt seit zwanzig Jahren. Er
war ein Sonderling von unscheinbarem, ja sogar närrischem Äuβerem.
Eine kleine, gehäbige Figur, mit einem bläβlichen, strengen Gesichte,
dessen Nase zwar griechisch gradlinigt, aber gewiβ um ein Drittel län-
ger war, als die Griechen ihre Nasen zu tragen pflegten. […] Er ging
ganz altfränkisch gekleidet, trug kurze Beinkleider, weiβseidne Strümp-
fe, Schnallenschuhe und nach der alten Mode einen ziemlich langen
Zopf, der, wenn das kleine Mädchen durch die Straβen trippelte, von
einer Schulter zur anderen flog, allerley Kapriolen schnitt und sich über
seinen eignen Herrn hinter seinem Rücken zu mokiren schien.5

Beyond his nose, which vies with that of  Gumpelino in The Baths
of  Lucca, and his bizarre appearance, in Simon there lurks a multi-
colored weave of  aristocratic and bourgeois values for Heine; Sieg-

3 Adolf  Strodtmann confirms this after having seen all of  the von Geldern fami-
ly’s documents still available at the middle of  the century (Heinrich Heine’s Leben und
Werk, Berlin: Franz Duncker, 1867), vol. 1, p. 4.

4 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren (1854), in Düsseldorfer Heine Ausgabe, edited by Manfred
Windfuhr im Auftrag der Landeshauptstadt Düsseldorf  (Hamburg: Hoffmann u.
Campe, 1973ss.), vol. 15, p. 65. Here and following indicated by DHA and followed by
the number of  the volume.

5 Ibid., pp. 67-68.
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bert Salomon Prawer even suggests a mixture of  Hellenic and Jew-
ish features.6 Simon had a sense of  honor and of  extreme sobriety,
and he led an idle and marginal life, which testifies to an existence not
without contradictions that Jews had to face even in the age of  lib-
erty. The Jewish characteristics, which had been drawn in such ir-
reverent ways, return idealized in the reference, certainly not new in
Heine, to Spain and the identification of  that odd uncle with
Calderón’s Constant Prince in a courageous and moving transfigu-
ration. He was not a man who shed blood for pride or in the arro-
gant defense of  his own dignity, like The Surgeon of  His Honor – the
poet, recalling another text by Calderón de la Barca, suggests – but
knew how to resist all of  the seductions of  a world that had sud-
denly been opened up to him. “Nach weltlichen Begriffen war sein
Leben ein verfehltes”,7 he did not have a wife, children, nor even a
job, and thus proved his life just as wasted as don Fernando’s, the
protagonist of  Calderón’s text; he too was alone, incapable of  es-
caping his weaknesses, but not therefore any less steadfast against
the arrogance of  arms, the sirens of  compromise and the entice-
ments of  “normality”. Furthermore, he remained faithful to his God
and to a rigorous and sober idea of  that which was good against the
seductions of  power and the reassurances of  appearance.

War aber das Aeuβere des Mannes nicht geeignet Respekt
einzuflöβen, so war sein Inneres, sein Herz desto respektabler, und
es war das bravste und edelmütigste Herz, das ich hier auf  Erden
kennen lernte. Es war eine Ehrenhaftigkeit in dem Mann, die an den
Rigorismus der Ehre in altspanischen Dramen erinnerte, und auch
in der Treue glich er den Helden derselben: er hatte nie Gelegen-
heit, der ‘Arzt seiner Ehre’ zu werden, doch ein ‘standhafter Prinz’
war er, obgleich er nicht in vierfüβigen Trochäen deklamirte und gar
nicht nach Todespalmen lechzte.8

6 Siegbert Salomon Prawer, Heine’s Jewish Comedy. A Study of  his Portraits of  Jews and
Judaism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), p. 676.

7 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren, cit., p. ?.
8 Ibid.
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It is uncertain just how much of  this solemn fidelity Simon di-
rected toward his nephew, but it is in his scant attention to the nor-
mal standards of  propriety, the suggestion of  a life lived within the
margins of  a dignified eccentricity and the familiarity with this im-
passioned and erudite bibliophile that Heine claims to have found
the impulse to begin writing, both out of  affection and out of  ob-
jection:

So kümmerlich auch seine literärischen Bestrebungen waren, so reg-
ten sie doch vielleicht in mir die Lust zu schriftlichen Versuchen.
Der Ohm schrieb einen alten steifen Kanzleystil […] und konnte
sich nicht leicht befreunden mit meiner Ausdrucksweise, die ihm zu
leicht, zu spielend, zu irreverenziös vorkam, aber sein Eifer womit
er mir die Hülfsmittel des geistigen Fortschritts zuwies, war für mich
von gröβtem Nutzen. Er beschenkte schon den Knaben mit den
schönsten, kostbarsten Werken, er stellte zu meiner Verfügung sei-
ne eigne Bibliothek, die an klassischen Büchern und wichtigen Ta-
gesbröschuren so reich war, und er erlaubte mir sogar, auf  dem
Söller der Arche Noae in den Kisten herumzukramen, worin sich
die alten Bücher und Skripturen des seligen Groβvaters befanden.9

Awkward, trotting, irritable and with a nose at one time consid-
ered “Greek”, in Heine’s description Simon assumes all of  the char-
acteristics of  a divinity. He resembles the ugly, lame and irascible
god Hephaestus and, like him, reigns over a secret space where he
manipulates metals. As opposed to the bowels of  the earth, how-
ever, von Geldern preferred an attic, a dusty space of  memory
where he could gather together relics of  the gods’ glorious past
along with what were by that point useless pieces of  rubbish. Here
Heine encounters a deviation from traditional Judaism evoked with
an indifference that only the passing of  time, baptism, process of
assimilation and a carefully considered concealment had made pos-
sible. He recalls materials that have nothing to do with the reassur-
ing bourgeois niceties that stand out in the notebooks of  Moritz

9 Ibid, p. 69.
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Oppenheim, full of  antique feelings and new values; instead he
evokes the unsettling tools from the rather precise stage directions
of  Der Doktor Faust’s first act that are frames of  the “master wiz-
ard”’s work with “black magic”:10 maps, phials and instruments for
astrological and alchemical study along with prohibited books next
to harmless volumes of  medicine and philosophy. Here the boy ven-
tures into 16th century occult texts and encounters a number of
Phantasten, or at least this is how he defines them. He encounters
Paracelsus, who in Zur Geschichte der Religion und Philosophie in Deutsch-
land he would call a “charlatan”; as well as Agrippa von Nettesheim,
whose book, De occulta philosophia, he writes (betraying an unantici-
pated familiarity) he saw then “for the first time”, a book which had
also been dear to his grandfather who, according to Kaufmann, had
dedicated all of  his free time to just such reading and scientific re-
search.11 With an outrageous sense of  triviality Heine lists proofs
of  heresy against his grandfather, Gottschalk von Geldern, the un-
tarnished and impeccably religious physician who, according to Jew-
ish historiography, “had been able to commendably combine
German culture and fidelity to Judaism”,12 drawing up a list of  trans-
gressions that goes well beyond the simple bibliographic curiosities
of  a man of  science13 and that sets new variables into Heine’s ge-
nealogy which are anything but expected.

Gottschalk von Geldern’s mature years (he had been born in
1724) fall in the period of  the violent conflict between two respect-

10 Heinrich Heine, Der Doktor Faust, Ein Tanzpoem (1851), DHA, vol. 9. On p. 11
of  the Italian edition of  Der Doktor Faust one reads: “Along the library walls there were
astrological and alchemical instruments (map and planisphere, twisted planetary figures,
and various alembics) […]”.

11 David Kauffmann, Aus Heinrich Heine’s Ahnensaal, cit., p. 169.
12 G. K., Heinrich Heine, in “Ost und West: Illustrierte Monatsschrift für das gesamte

Judentum”, 1 (1906), coll. 23-28, here col. 26. 
13 In Die Heimkehr (Der bleiche, herbstliche Halbmond) Heine speaks of  alchemy as scan-

dalous to the hearts of  the devoted: “Der Sohn bricht aus in Lachen:/‘Drei Jäger zechen
im Stern,/Die machen Gold und lehren/Mir das Geheimnis gern.’//Die Mutter wirft
ihm die Bibel/Ins magre Gesicht hinein:/‘So willst du, Gottverfluchter,/Ein Straßen-
räuber sein!’//Sie hören pochen ans Fenster,/Und sehn eine winkende Hand;/Der tote
Vater steht draußen/Im schwarzen Pred’gergewand” (DHA, vol. 1/1, p. 238). 
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ed and rival rabbis, Jacob Embden and Jonathan Eybeschütz, which
divided the central European community. This conflict revealed the
persistence of  the Sabbatai Zevi (1626-1676) heresy within the uni-
verse of  the Ashkenazi Jews and helped to establish among the or-
thodox an attitude of  closed-mindedness toward any form of
transgression.

Eybeschütz, who did not at all hide his preference for kabbalistic
theology to that of  the Aggadah, in messianism saw a therapeutic
means of  treating the depression of  exile and considered “theoreti-
cal Sabbatianism” healthy for Jewish life. In Emden in 1751 he was
accused of  fabricating and circulating amulets with references to Sab-
batai Zevi14 and of  having inserted quotations from the texts of  Ju-
dah Leib Prossnitz, a noted adept of  the sect, into his works. The
controversy split the Jewish world into accusers and apologists, while
without any proof  the charge of  heresy was leveled against him and
an immense caution spread among those who cultivated esoteric
practices. Trials were initiated, books were published and evidence
was accumulated. Eybeschütz however was reinstated because of  the
fear of  rupture, the support of  certain Gentiles and because the ac-
cusations did not seem sufficient. However, suspicion did not cease
(even after his death in 1764 the factions continued to fight) and his
adversaries found indirect but convincing confirmation of  their sus-
picians when the youngest son of  the great rabbi proclaimed himself
a Sabbatian prophet and not a few of  his followers joined Jacob
Frank’s new sect. 

Much is known of  the von Geldern’s family riches, prestige, the
liberties of  the German Hoffaktoren, which had been earned by loan-
ing notable sums at great risk and small profit margin to the Elector
Palantine Johann Wilhelm in exchange for a residence permit (with
house and synagogue in 1712) as well as a noble title of  which no

14 Sabbatai Zevi, who proclaimed himself  messiah in 1624, had initiated the great-
est hopes of  “return” in the communities dispersed throughout the world only to lat-
er convert to Islam in 1666 after a preaching that liquidated the Law and used the
Kaballah as a justification of  antinomianism. See here Gershom Scholem, Sabettay Se-
vi - Il Messia mistico (1626-1676), trans. by Caterina Ranchetti (Turin: Einaudi, 2000).
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trace remains. Much is also known of  the misadventures, trials, and
inexorable decline of  the family and its pious Judaism. “Whoever at
the time defined themselves as Jewish lived according to rigid rules.
There were not as of  yet any reformatory movements”, Fritz Heyman
writes in the most detailed of  all research on Simon von Geldern.15

And yet the secret letters, the grandfather’s instruments, the von
Gelderns’ familiar relationships with Eybeschütz and his “school” –
chosen precisely for Simon, the most promising of  the children and
destined to become a rabbi – and that thesis of  the cousin Moyses
Emanuel von Geldern on the medicinal use of  antinomianism16 (and
in particular on the natural sulfur of  antinomianism), object of  the
Currus triumphalis antimonii of  the German alchemist Basilius Valenti-
nus in 1646, all confirm the family’s interests in magical and esoteric
practices.17 All of  this, combined with the attraction to Sabbatianism,
which were most likely forgotten by the children (Heine’s rational
mother with her enlightenment readings and the erudite uncle Simon
concerned with accumulating consensus between provincial wise
men), became reserves of  experience for a “romantic” nephew who
would soon return to the themes of  magic and religious deviation
with biting sarcasm18 or, perhaps, even secret acceptance.19

15 Fritz Heymann, Der Chevalier von Geldern: eine Chronik vom Abendteuer der Juden (Am-
sterdam: Querido Verlag, 1937), p. 257.

16 Moyses Emanuel von Geldern’s doctoral thesis was defended in Duisburg in
1742; prior to him only Jacob Gompertz had received the title of  docotor in 1737. See
Monika Richarz, Der Eintritt der Juden in die akademischen Berufe (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck,
1974), p. 59.

17 Johann Wilhelm, the creator of  the family’s fortunes (and, prior to him, Karl
Ludwig), had welcomed famous alchemists at court and had demonstrated a particu-
lar interest in occultism. His extremely religious successor, Karl Philipp, did not seem
to follow in his brother’s footsteps, even if  stories circulated telling of  one of  his gold
pieces having been obtained with the transmutation of  lead. See Annelise Stemper,
Die Medaillen der Pfalsgrafen und Kurfürsten bei Rhein: pfalzische Geschichte im Spiegel der Medaille
(Worms: Werner, 1979), vol. 1, p. XXXIII.

18 See, for example, lyric poems like “Der weisse Elephant”, “Schlachtfeld bei Hast-
ings” or “Freundschaft, Liebe, Stein der Weisen” (Zu Lyrisches Intermezzo, XL).

19 On Heine’s “return” to kabbalistic themes at the completion of  Romanzero see
Ralf  Häfner, Die Weisheit des Silen: Heinrich Heine und die Kritik des Lebens (Berlin: Walter
de Gruyter, 2006), pp. 374-377. 
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A cautious and unreliable narrator

Up in the attic there are also hidden traces of  the adventurous
and peripatetic existence of  the great-uncle Simon, to whom Heine
dedicated a portrait of  singular accuracy among the fragments of
his memoirs. The history of  his “discovery” is an extraordinary
strategic construction worthy of  attention.

There are three sources that come together in a biographical fab-
ric above all rich in gaps and imprecisions. The most important is
the fascination of  having to “narrate the family”, a prerogative, in
this case, of  the women of  the house who give rise to old legends,
ceaselessly varying stories of  the “great champions of  the mother’s
side”, men of  science respected and loved by the community, to-
gether with this eccentric great-uncle of  whom no one however
seems to be embarrassed, aware that a life dedicated to the kabbal-
ah gave him mystique and distinction and a nobleman and poet to
this bourgeois clan on its way to decline. 

Heine then relates hidden and rediscovered documents: the notes
conserved in two “notebooks” that he judges incomprehensible, ob-
scure, or too manneristic to be taken into consideration if  not for
fragments and with an arbitrariness that at times borders on falsifi-
cation; and a book that gives him the documentary comfort of  a
brief  biographical introduction. 

Trusting the memories of  aunts and cousins, those “familial
bards” who knew how to “sing and say many things” but certainly, as
notes Karpeles, without much of  a historical sense,20 as well as doc-
uments that were so private or rare that they were unverifiable, Heine
declares his story unreliable from the very beginning, more unreliable
then the inevitable vagueness of  autobiography, confined as it is by
ambiguous material and subject to memory, allows one to imagine.

Once his credibility is compromised, without theorizing any nar-
rative inauthenticity or a propensity for deception,21 Heine manipu-

20 See Gustav Karpeles, Heinrich Heine. Aus seinem Leben und seiner Zeit (Leipzig: Ver-
lag Adolph Titze, 1899), p. 1.

21 See Lezek Drong, Masks and Icons. Subjectivity in Post-Nietzschean Autobiography
(Frankfurt: Lang, 2001), p. 90.
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lates memories as he sees fit, claiming exclusive possession and sug-
gesting to the reader a plea-bargain in the exchange between the en-
joyment of  the narration and the reticence of  what is narrated. He
is then able to suppress elements of  reality between irony and er-
rors, removing not unimportant traces of  awareness and judgement22

and leaving, in their place, an immense space to the partiality of  his
emotions with a “negotiated sociality” on the meaning of  the past
and the particular past of  an assimilated Jew. A negotiated inequali-
ty that distinguishes between Gentiles and Jews and warily opens to
those who “know” the wide and secret territories, inaccessible to
those who have no memory of  the hopes and the turmoil of  Mes-
sianism between the 17th and 18th centuries.

“Meiner Groβoheim, welcher ebenfalls Simon de Geldern hieβ
und auch der Chevalier und der Morgenländer genannt wurde, muβ
ein sonderbarer Heiliger gewesen seyn. Den Zunamen der ‘Mor-
genländer’ empfing er weil er groβe Reisen im Oriente gemacht und
sich bey seiner Rückkehr immer in orientalische Tracht kleidete”.23

The reconstruction is full of  lacunae. Heine recalls his great-uncle
having travelled through the maritime cities of  northern Africa and
Morocco, and that he had spent time in Jerusalem. He does not speak
of  the fact that his great-uncle had also followed in the footsteps of
Moses Cordovero (1522-1570) and Issac Luria (1534-1572) on a pil-
grimage to Safed on a quest for enlightenment, and lingers instead
on the unsubstantiated story that would have him the head of  a
group of  marauders in Morocco. Here, Heine adds not without a
sense of  irony and most likely alluding to the appellation of  Cava-
lier which Simon had generously given himself  (and that he does not
deny him, preferring the aristocratic de to a von not evocative enough
in its humble polyonymity), he must have learned that little bit about
horses and knights that could serve him in order to both distinguish

22 See Andreas Solbach, Die Rolle des Erzählers in Heinrich Heines “Der Rabbi von Bacher-
ach”, in Harry… Heinrich… Henri… Heine: Deutscher, Jude, Europäer, edited by Dietmar
Goltschnigg, Charlotte Grollegg-Edler and Peter Revers (Berlin: Erich Schmidt Ver-
lag, 2008), pp. 78-86.

23 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren, cit., p. 71.
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and save himself  once back in the Occident. In the end, however, his
entry ticket into high society was not the noble pretensions, but that
fantastical title, even if  certified by esteemed rabbis, of  doctor of
science in kabbalistic sciences, which he had brought with him from
Safed and which Heine does not mention; only an indirect allusion
to Simon’s alchemistic and kabbalistic activities in the courts of  Eu-
rope, which dims in his derision of  the gullibility of  those in power.
Heine prefers instead to focus on the pleasure-seeking life of  the
Cavalier – more Don Giovanni than Faust, to underline the passage
from the age of  spiritualism to that of  sensuality theorized in the
Romantische Schule (with the aunts who shake their heads at the
amorous adventures and remain indifferent to his esoteric vocation):

An den verschiedenen Höfen wo er sich lange aufhielt glänzte er auch
durch seine persönliche Schönheit und Stattlichkeit, so wie auch durch
sein vergebliches Geheimwissen, und niemand wagte es ihn, bey sei-
nen hohen Gönnern herabzusetzen. Der Geist der Intrigue fürchtete
der Geist der Cabala. Nur sein eigener Übermuth konnte ihn ins Ver-
derben stürzen und sonderbar geheimnisvoll schüttelten die alten
Muhmen ihre greisen Köpflein, wenn sie etwas von dem galanten Ver-
hältniß munkelten worin der Morgenländer mit einer sehr erlauchten
Dame stand und dessen Entdeckung ihn nöthigte aufs schleunigste
den Hof  und das Land zu verlassen. Nur durch die Flucht mit Hin-
terlassung aller seinen Habseligkeiten konnte er dem sichern Tode ent-
gehen und eben seiner erprobten Reiterkunst verdankte er seine
Rettung. Nach diesem Abentheuer scheint er in England einen sichern
aber kümmerlichen Zufluchtsort gefunden zu haben.24

There are then the lost and rediscovered texts. The first, a man-
uscript hidden in the attic, contains Simon’s travel diaries.25 Fifty-two

24 Ibid., pp. 71-72.
25 Subsequently, the diary with part of  its pages would be reintroduced, in Hebrew,

by David Kauffmann in the appendix to the 1896 book; in German, by Paul Diamant
in 1913 [Die Memoiren des Simeon von Geldern, Heinrich Heines Grossoheim, in “Archiv für
jüdische Familienforschung, Kunstgeschichte und Museumswesen” 1 (1913), pp. 18-
22; pp. 33-42] and Ludwig Rosental in 1978, Heinrich Heines Grossheim Simon von Geldern
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pages full of  notes on expenditures and movements up until 1756
(beginning in 1750), most likely dedicated to the family and to his
devout financiers, and twenty-one notebook pages with the names of
those who could host him, citations from the Talmud, more often
than not related to his name, and mysterious remedies, “alberne kab-
balistische Rezepte” in Karpeles’ words,26 for fever and seasickness
with the design of  related amulets.

These pages of  life lived could have given concreteness to the
boy’s fantasies if  only he had been able to comprehend their mean-
ing. Heine however was forced, he affirms, to retreat before the hi-
eroglyphics of  incomprehensible handwriting and to content himself
with the French that at times emerged as familiar but that, in reality,
seems to be limited to rare glimpses.

On the basis of  the great-uncle’s notebook he manages to verify
very little. Perhaps it had been written in Arabic, Syriac and Coptic
characters out of  caution, but what is quite unique is the recurrence of
French quotations; for example, the line “Ou l’innocence perit, c’est un
crime vivre”. Certain observations are also quite striking, they too writ-
ten in a French that seems to have been the author’s habitual idiom.27

With the exception of  a few words in Aramaic or Ladino, the book
is written in the Jewish handwriting in use among Germans at that
time. Hebrew was not unknown to Heine as he had attended the hed-
er for two years, had probably even celebrated his bar mitzvah28 and

(Kastellaun: Aloys Henn Verlag). The most critically careful and culturally innovative
source is Fritz Heymann’s book, Der Chevalier von Geldern: eine Chronik vom Abenteuer der
Juden, cit.; in addition in the case of  Simon von Geldern the extremely well-documented
book of  Ludwig Rosenthal, later incorporated in the 1978 collection of  materials, Hein-
rich Heine als Jude (Frankfurt: Ullstein, 1973), in particular pp. 70-85.

26 Gustav Karpeles, Heinrich Heine, cit., p. 7.
27 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren, cit., p. 72. The line (with an inversion at the beginning)

comes from Iphigenie en Tauride (1758) by Claude Guimond de la Touche. It does not
appear in the conserved pages of  Simon’s travel diary, but in a letter of  1762.

28 Reconstructing Heine’s linguistic, cultural and religious expertise is controversial.
In any case, Ruth L. Jacobi’s “classical” analysis – Heinrich Heines jüdisches Erbe (Bonn:
Bouvier Verlag, 1978) –, which demonstrates (as does Myriam Bienenstock and Israel
Tabak’s work before hers) a good knowledge of  the Scripture and the rules, in addi-
tion to a certain familiarity with Hebrew, above all with that of  the prayers. See also 
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did not dislike adorning his texts with words and expressions from the
language of  the elders.

The presumed illegibility of  the notebook29 accentuates the mys-
tery of  these cipher-like memories – “on account of  caution” Heine
writes, covering up his great-uncle’s ambiguous activities with both
ignorance and irony. And it is precisely its more transgressive aspects
that seem to be denied the nephew due to the confusion of  lan-
guages and the presence of  the mystery. He does not seem to know
the relationships with those suspected of  heresy (in London, Hayy-
im Samuel Jacob Falk, a famous kabbalist, on account of  extraordi-
nary powers; and in Germany, master and mentor, the same
Eybeschütz),30 he does not possess any notes on the magic formu-
las that protected him from fever and seasickness, nor of  how much

Mark H. Gelber, Heines jüdisches Wortschatz, in Dietmar Golschnigg - Charlotte Grollegg-
Edler - Peter Revers (edited by), op. cit., pp. 101-121; see also Ludwig Rosenthal, Hein-
rich Heine als Jude, cit. It is also controversial to claim that Heine actually celebrated his
bar mitzvah, but on this hypothesis see Mark H. Gelber, Heinrich Heine und das Juden-
tum gestern und heute, in Heinrich Heine und das Judentum, edited by Walter Grab et al. (Augs-
burg: Presse Druck, 1994), pp. 8-13, here p. 10.

29 Max Brod was the one who thought of  deciphering them and, dedicating par-
ticular attention to these pages and getting to know the Kaufmann edition in the di-
aries of  Simon von Geldern, demonstrated the similarity between certain of  the
great-uncle’s notes (in particular, the scene of  the vision that Heine remembers) and
the theme of  the flying Dutchman in Schnabelewopski’s fragment. See Max Brod,
Heinrich Heine (Amsterdam: Albert de Lange, 1935), p. 15.

30 Lazarus chose, as it was said, the best student of  Eybeschütz, Samuel Helmann,
to be the boy’s master of  the Talmud. Helmann, Hymann writes, taught him “gefährliche
Kenntnisse” of  which, he adds, Simon would never speak among his co-religionists (Der
Chevalier von Geldern…, cit., p. 257). Nor are traces of  a relationship of  with the contro-
versial rabbi of  Hamburg missing, he who guided him with warm letters of  recommen-
dation, in the meetings which intimidated the Cavalier who was normally anything but
timid and, above all, in the invitation to stop for the first time in Safed on pilgrimage to
the tomb of  Simeon bar Yohai in order to find the way of  repentance and illumination
(see David Kaufmann, Aus Heinrich Heine’s Ahnensaal, cit., p. 142 and Ludwig Rosenthal,
Heinrich Heines Grossoheim Simon von Geldern, cit., pp. 101, 187). In London in 1747 he was
hosted by Falk, a magician and kabbalist with not a little of  the odor of  heresy about him-
self (and with whom he would fight in 1760) and among the letters of  recommendation
of  his co-religionists we find that of  another “suspicious” personality, the rabbi Moses
Brandeis who belonged to a family that was close to the Frankist movement.
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he used the Kabbalah to solve “practical problems” among re-
spectable and influential Gentiles.31 Yet, as Ralph Häfner has demon-
strated,32 Heine knew and quoted Moses ben Jacob Cordovero, a
kabbalist of  the mystical school of  Safed, and was interested in the
kabbalah and the amulets as certain scattered and private observa-
tions that accompany the reading of  the pages of  Schudt’s Jüdische
Merckwürdigkeiten, which describe the magical practices (and their
condemnation) in the German communities, reveal.33

Heine attributes the explanation of  that which Simon’s “caution”
forced him to hide and which he, in spite of  his reticence, seems to
grasp to another literary personality who shares the Constant Prince’s
noble birth, disregard for danger and purity of  heart. His great-un-
cle can be compared to Huon di Bordeaux “as the knight Huon di
Bordeaux was once to the sultan of  Babylon”, Heine writes, the
knight who received the help of  the elf  Oberon and who on his long
journeys carried magical objects that allow him to overcome any test.

We however are unable to know whether the nephew knew of
the ridiculous details of  Simon’s service to the princes who hired
him in 1777 as a kabbalist of  the “Von der strikter Observanz”
Lodge, sending him to find a sixteen-year-old Master Gugomos –
an adventurer on the run for debt after having made himself  out to
be a great initiate who had reached the most elevated levels of  con-
sciousness – and then nominating him “Hof  Cabbalist, Geheimer
Magischer Rath, öffentlich accreditierte Hoffactor und Agent des
Landgrafen und Erbprinzen von Hessen Darmstad”,34 a position
that, without showing any particular powers, he comfortably held

31 Ludwig Rosentahl, Heinrich Heines Grossoheim…, cit., p. 85.
32 Ralf  Häfner, Die Weisheit des Silen, cit., p. 373.
33 In the notes to Der Rabbi von Bacherach Windfuhr writes: “Ganz neu und sehr be-

deutsam sind die Eintragungen über die Kabbala, die jüdische Mystik. Sie verweisen
auf  einen esoterischen Aspekt, den man bei Heines Verhältnis zum Judentum bisher
kaum beachtet hat” (zu Schudt II/1, S. 71, 74, 205, 207, 208; IV/2, p. 19) (DHA, vol.
5, p. 730). See Johann Jakob Schudt, Jüdische Merckwürdigkeitien, vorstellende sich Curieuses und
Denckwürdiges in den neuern Zeiten bey einigen Jahrhunderten mit denen in alle IV. Theile der Welt,
sonderlich durch Teutschland, zerstreuten Juden zugetragen (Frankfurt: Hocker, 1714-1718).

34 Ibid., p. 62.
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until the end of  his life. However, Heine could not ignore as an
unimportant element of  identification in the constellation of  prop-
aganda and utopias35 (and the Jewish press of  the time remembered
it with pride) that Simon von Gelder, who died in 1788,36 had been
the “suggestion-giver” of  a book considered decisive in the ques-
tion of  Jewish emancipation in France and published in the same
year as the storming of  the Bastille, Essai sur la régénération physique,
morale et politique des Juifs written by the priest Henri Grégoire, but al-
ready in circulation in Metz the previous year.37

The vagueness of  the notes allows Heine space to entertain the
fantastical identification of  himself  with that relative he never knew.
The poet, who “never had any objectives outside of  himself, only that
which regarded his own personality, which never, or only rarely, goes
beyond itself ” as Moritz Veit writes regarding the Reisebilder,38 on this
occasion adventures in an apparent dismissal of  his centrality, allow-
ing the dreamlike and visionary book to get the better of  the ironic
and documentary one. At the eclipse of  a writer always ready to ma-
nipulate, the invasion of  fabulous images arrives with suggestive har-
mony, rich with references to experiences considered initiatory. It is
then that Heine remembers having been able to speak unknown lan-
guages, to have travelled in unknown lands, to have seen his dreams
materialize in a phantasmagoric perception of  his double once he had
allowed himself  to be caught up in his great-uncle’s confused paths.

In diesen Träumen identifizirte ich mich gänzlich mit meinem
Groβohm und mit Grauem fühlte ich zugleich daβ ich ein Anderer

35 See Jacob Hessing, Der Traum und der Tod: Heinrich Heines Poetik des Scheiterns (Göt-
tingen: Wallstein Verlag, 2005), p. 140.

36 Here we accept the date proposed by Heymann and Rosenthal on the basis of  con-
sistent evidence which changes the date of  death suggested by Kaufmann by 14 years.

37 In Claude Lamort’s edition (Metz 1789) on page 208 one reads: “J’ai pour garant
un homme ben informé, et dont l’autorité n’est pas souspecte; c’est M. le doctor de
Gueldres”.

38 Moritz Veit’s review (“Gesellschafter”, 1820, Nr. 30) is cited in Michael Werner,
Rollenspiel oder Ichbezogenheit. Zum Problem der Selbstdarstellung in Heines Werk, in “Heine
Jahrbuch”, 18 (1979), pp. 99-117, here p. 103.
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war und einer anderen Zeit angehörte und da gab es Oertlichkeiten,
die ich nie vorher gesehen, da gab es Verhältnisse wovon ich früher
keine Ahnung hatte, und doch wandelte ich dort mit sicherem Fuβ
und sicherem Verhalten. Da begegneten mir Menschen in brennend
bunten, sonderbaren Trachten und mit abentheuerlich wüsten Phy-
siognomien, und denen ich dennoch wie alten Bekannten die Hän-
de drückte ihre wildfremde, niegehörte Sprache verstand ich, zu
meiner Verwunderung antwortete ich ihnen sogar in derselben Spra-
che, während ich mit einer Heftigkeit gestikulirte, die mir nie eigen
war und während ich sogar Dinge sagte, die mit meiner gewöhnli-
chen Denkweise widerwärtig kontrastirten. Dieser wunderliche Zu-
stand dauerte wohl ein Jahr und obgleich ich wieder ganz zur Einheit
des Selbstbewuβtseins kam, blieben doch geheime Spuren in meiner
Seele. Manche Idiosynchrasie, manche fatale Sympathien und Anti-
pathien die gar nicht zu meinem Naturell passen, ja sogar manche
Handlungen, die im Widerspruch mit meinen Denkweise sind, er-
kläre ich mir als Nachwirkungen aus jener Traumzeit, wo ich mein
eigener Groβoheim war. Wenn ich Fehler begehe, deren Entstehung
mir unbegreiflich erscheint, schiebe ich sie gern auf  Rechnung mei-
nes morgenländschen Doppeltgängers.39

The second printed testimonial is in a forgotten book on the high-
est shelf  of  the library, signaling the split between the great-uncle
and the bourgeois universe in which Gottschalk von Geldern, doc-
tor in medicine with honors in 1752, had successfully put down roots
and which the children tried to resist: “es war ein Oratorium in
französischen Versen, betitelt ‘Moses auf  dem Horeb’, hatte vielle-
icht Bezug auf  die erwähnte Vision, die Vorrede war aber in englis-
cher Sprache geschrieben und von London datiert; die Verse, wie alle
französische Verse, gereimtes lauwarmes Wasser, aber in der englis-
chen Prosa der Vorrede verriet sich der Unmut eines stolzen Mannes,
der sich in einer dürftigen Lage befindet”.40

39 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren, cit., p. 73.
40 Ibid. Simon von Geldern writes: “The author of  this Performance is not known

to the editor: he must therefore speak for itself. Yet will not impair, if  it improve not, 
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Heine was wrong about the title; it was in fact called The Israelites
on Mount Horeb and was dated 1773 (a text that at the time must have
had a certain diffusion based on the fact that copies were to be found
in Amsterdam, in London,41 in Munich and in Paris), thus adding a
new piece to the programmatic vagueness of  his memories. He
speaks of  verses in French – while Simon’s text, signed “Dotto de
Gueldre”, is composed in two languages – and uses this as a pretext
for yet another criticism of  the poetry of  his adopted country. He
therefore connects the oratorio to his great-uncle’s mystic vision of
which stories were told at home (and which, according to the note-
books, seems to have been related, on the contrary, to love fantasies),
while in reality the work re-elaborates the passage from Exodus (in
particular XVII: 1-7), which narrates the “miracle” of  the water that
flows from the biblical Sinai.42 And if  Heine praises the meager in-
troduction to the text in which, not without a bit of  pride, the au-
thor’s precariousness is protagonist, it is only to emphasize yet again
his identification – fruit even, Brinitzer ventures, of  a “biogenetis-
cher Rohentwurf ”43 – with that strange figure.

Alles was man von ihm erzählte machte einen unauslöschlichen Ein-
druck auf  mein junges Gemüth, und ich versenkte mich so tief  in

the value of  these verses that they offers to the Public at once a gratification of  taste
and an exercise of  benevolence. For it must be owned, that the sole motive of  print-
ing them is relief  to a gentleman in distress”, in Doctor de Gueldres, The Israelites on
Mount Horeb. An oratorio (London: Cadell, 1773), p. 3.

41 Here I refer to the only testimony of  Carl Brinitzer. Heinrich Heine: Roman seines
Lebens (Hamburg: Hoffmann u. Campe, 1960), p. 29.

42 Simon von Geldern allows himself  a few liberties that are anything but simple,
which Heine echoes with his incorrect title in which Moses appears; the Lord who in
the Bible suggested (and guaranteed) the miracle is silent in the “modern” verses while
it is Moses, similar to the wizard in Hofmannsthal’s Traum von grosser Magie, who with
a strike of  a cane causes the water to gush forth from the rock and slake the thirst of
his people: “MOYSE: Grand Dieu, la foi la plus ardente/M’ordonne de tout espér-
er:/Tu ne peux tromper mon attente,/Ton peuple est tout près d’expirer:/Ranime sa
force mourante/Pour te bénir et t’adorer.//Moyse frappe le rocher: il en fort des tor-
rents d’eau//LE CHOEUR: O prodige! O miracle! O puissance suprême!” (Doctor de
Gueldres, The Israelites on Mount Horeb, cit., p. 11).

43 Carl Brinitzer, Heinrich Heine: Roman seines Lebens, cit., p. 27.
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seine Irrfahrten und Schicksale, daβ mich manchmal am hellen lich-
ten Tage ein unheimliches Gefühl ergriff  und es mir vorkam als sey
ich selbst mein seliger Groβoheim und als lebte ich nur eine Fort-
setzung des Lebens jenes längst Verstorbenen! In der Nacht spie-
gelte sich dasselbe retrospektiv zurück in meine Träume. Mein
Leben glich damals einem groβen Journal, wo die obene Abtheilung
die Gegenwart, den Tag mit seinen Tagesberichten und Tagesde-
batten enthielt, während in der unteren Abtheilung, die poetische
Vergangenheit, in fortlaufenden Nachtträumen, wie eine Reihenfol-
ge von Romanfeuilletons, sich phantastisch kundgab.44

Brod was the one responsible for drawing up a reasonable list of
similarities between the poet and the great-uncle. Simon was the eld-
est, as was Heine; both of  them fell in love with a cousin too un-
prepared to strike up a relationship; both of  them demonstrated an
obvious incapacity for mercantile activity and travelled in the hopes
of  receiving the help of  wealthy relatives, Heine to Hamburg, Simon
throughout the world, but not before having passed through Lon-
don, Vienna, Munich and Italy and before having made French his
second language.45

There are other characteristics that tie these two men together.
Both risked their money and their lives without thinking much about
the consequences, hoping to enjoy celestial pleasures while still on
earth. Both of  them did not shy away from defending the rights of
the oppressed, and of  the Jews in particular, while looking forward
to the epoch of  liberty which, in various ways and various moments,
was connected to the French Revolution.

How Jacob met Esau

The theatricality of  identification, the programmatically ambigu-
ous and elusive character of  the story, the explication of  new simi-
larities between Jews and Gentiles and the magmatic character of

44 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren, cit., p. 73.
45 Max Brod, Heinrich Heine, cit., p. 13.
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the epoch just passed all bring to a breaking point the “standard of
normalcy”46 which one expects from the description of  an ortho-
dox Jewish family in 18th century Germany and from the reasonable
scanning of  familial events connected in a precise historical se-
quence. Having undermined the reader’s expectations, the bewilder-
ing and provocative author is free to introduce a broader
socio-communicative constellation into the multiple-perspective
strategy of  the Memoiren than the simple “telling-of-the-tale” and to
suggest divergent perspectives on the phenomena that have been de-
veloped along the contrived timeline of  the narration. Autobio-
graphical memory becomes history, a knowledge resource for the
social community, and manages to assemble, in the easily manipula-
ble material of  that which is personal, traces of  renewal in European
life: “The autobiography,” Fabrizio Cambi maintains, “becomes the
protective hub for describing and explaining the dynamics of  the
historical process basing itself  on the power of  an I whose Roman-
tic inheritance is transferred to the plane of  ideological-political in-
vestigation”.47

In the few pages dedicated to the von Gelderns that are written
from a dual perspective, personal-subjective and historical-objective,
through a slice of  family life Heine outlines the new affinity between
Jews and Gentiles,48 joined by values and mistakes in an age in which
social mobility was beginning to be tolerated. The meeting point in
reality is within these notes: it is not within culture, social integra-
tion or bourgeois vocation, but in transgression. As charlatans, ma-
gicians and travellers who knew about the omnipotence of  dreams

46 On the development of  the by this point classical “figure” of  the “unreliable
narrator”, defined in long-ago 1961 by Wayne C. Booth in The Rhetoric of  Fiction, see
Ansgar Nünning, Unreliable, Compared to What? Towards a Cognitive Theory of  Unreliable
Narration: Prolegomena and Hypotheses, in Grenzüberschreitungen: Narratologie im Kontext /
Transcending Boundaries, edited by Walter Grünzweig and Andreas Solbach (Tübingen:
Narr, 1999), pp. 53-57, here p. 66.

47 See Fabrizio Cambi, La poetica del discontinuo negli scritti autobiografici di Heine tra
memoria, cronaca e confessione, in Heinrich Heine. Ein Wegbereiter der Moderne, edited by Pao-
lo Chiarini and Walter Hinderer (Würzburg: Könighausen & Neumann, 2009), pp. 145-
153, here p. 150.

48 Siegbert Salomon Prawer, Heine’s Jewish Comedy…, cit., p. 677.
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and the rough fabric of  experience the Jews aligned themselves to
the Christians and become allies, experts and older brothers in the
founding of  unusual and acrobatic esoteric, marginal and transgres-
sive paradigms for an ever more restless world and its salvation. The
path toward Esau (the Edom to whom Heine dedicated a poem in
1824), which the Jewish heretics and revolutionaries wanted to trav-
el at the end of  the Age of  Enlightenment seeking a “synthesis” be-
tween Judaism and Christianity, is paved with magic, geometric
calculations and prophecies of  universal liberation.

Eine rätselhafte Erscheinung, schwer zu begreifen, war dieser
Groβoheim. Er führte eine jener wunderlichen Existenzen die nur im
Anfang und in der Mitte des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts möglich ge-
wesen; er war halb Schwärmer, der für kosmopolitische, weltbeglük-
kende Utopien Propaganda machte, halb Glücksritter, der im Gefühl
seiner individuellen Kraft die morschen Schranken einer morschen
Gesellschaft durchbricht oder überspringt. Jedenfalls war er ganz ein
Mensch. Sein Charlatanismus, den wir nicht in Abrede stellen, war
nicht von gemeiner Sorte – er war kein gewöhnlicher Charlatan, der
den Bauern auf  den Märkten die Zähne ausreiβt, sondern er drang
muthig in die Paläste der Groβen, denen er den stärksten Backzahn
ausriβ, wie weiland Ritter Hüon von Bordeaux dem Sultan von Baby-
lon tat.49

In spite of  doing business in both a licit and illicit manner with
Gentiles, even seeking noble integration, as the adepts of  Jacob
Frank’s sect would actively do, the van Geldern’s loyalty to Judaism
cannot be denied, let alone that of  the troublesome great-uncle who
did not seem to harbor any doubts as to his identity nor as to re-
specting (certain) laws. His existence was scandal-free, he scrupu-
lously respected the Saturday Sabbath, he donated a portion of  his
income (and it mattered little that much of  it was the fruit of  gam-
bling, “magical” operations, the selling of  books or even amulets)
and he had known how to live for months in a pious hermitage in

49 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren, cit., p. 72.
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Safed. His heart, Heine writes, maintained itself  among multiple dis-
tractions and many emotional and generous misfortunes,50 while the
metaphor of  fidelity returns with force, making of  this scandalous
and questionable character another counter-figure to the extremely
Christian Constant Prince: he stole nothing, he never threatened or
hurt anyone, he tried to pay – years later as well – all of  his debts and
the 12 days of  prison in Vienna, which had caused him to suffer,
had been the fruit of  error and slander.

The example of  the van Gelderns is that of  a radically diverse ex-
perience of  integration with respect to that of  other co-religionists,
from Salomon Maimon to Moses Mendelssohn, who attached them-
selves to philosophy and to Bildung;51 they loved Spinoza, as did
Heine, but they would never have thought of  conserving alembics
and amulets in dusty attics. Moreover, their doctrine was more severe
and elusive than the watered-down deism spreading around the mid-
dle of  the 18th century.

Heine connects this doctrine to the trauma of  equivalences and
differences, alluding to new identities and unusual functions. The
von Gelderns wanted to erase the traces of  a life spent in the ghet-
to as well, but their history had made them different from the
refugees thirsting for culture and German-ness arriving from the
Orient and seeking advice from Kant in the harsh halls of  the Berlin
Academy. Their integration had proceeded in the shadow of  the
courts, as lenders or administrators and later brokers of  that which
in the middle of  the 18th century became a sign of  distinction and of
power: the German nobles “had eyes only for the alchemists”,52 Hey-

50 Simon speaks of  his sensitive heart in the fragment of  a letter written in French
at the beginning of  1762 to a count whose name is unnoted while recounting one of
his visits to the Comédie Française. It also contains the quotation of  Claude Guimond
de la Touche’s tragedy of  which Heine speaks in his Memoiren. See David Kaufmann,
Aus Heinrich Heine’s Ahnensaal (Breslau: Schottlaender, 1896), p. 121.

51 These are the themes of  which from the Christian part Christian Konrad Wil-
helm Dohm dedicates a book in 1781 (the second part is in 1783) not without preju-
dice and mistrust, Über die bürgerliche Verbesserung der Juden, in which the “citizenship” in
the States and in the German culture was considered an indispensible instrument of
social growth and the fight against intolerance.

52 Fritz Heymann, Der Chevalier von Geldern…, cit., p. 291.
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mann writes. At that time they dreamed of  discovering the myster-
ies of  magic, they trusted in the effects of  the practical Kabbalah
and they saw in the promises of  Masonry, above all that of  the most
markedly Rosicrucian kind, instruments of  omnipotence, while their
power was slowly but inexorably on the wane. And the physicians
and charlatans were Gottschalk and Simon and they were admitted
to the pleasantries of  high society; in an age that was greedy for sci-
ence and distractions, the young Simon wanted to be an aristocrat of
the spirit while searching for an idealized social position with his
bookish culture, innumerable articles for the local papers and the
cultivation of  an aristocratic and outdated otium. However, he was
inevitably to be pushed toward marginality, until of  this culture
Heine made an instrument of  knowledge stronger than his grandfa-
ther’s arts, but not irreconcilable with them.

The historical perspective so dear to Heine happily drifted into a
meta-temporal reference to many audiences that the author ideally
courted, so far away in time and in convictions and yet so close in
their common expectation of  miracles. He thus recalls his great-un-
cle’s audience that, in exchange for miracles, was willing to honor
him and to guarantee him a comfortable life, together with the an-
cient populace of  the Jews willing to trade faith for miracles and, in
the end, to the readers of  his memoirs, unorganized by an author
who assembled imprecise notions and encouraged them to share in
the stupor and the magic visions:

Und welcher bedeutende Mensch ist nicht ein bischen Charlatan? Der
Zweck heiligt die Mittel. Hat doch der liebe Gott selbst als er auf  dem
Berg Sinai, sein Gesetz promulgirte nicht verschmäht bey dieser Ge-
legenheit tüchtig zu blitzen und zu donnern, obgleich das Gesetz so
vortrefflich, so göttlich gut war, daβ es füglich aller Zuthat von leuch-
tenden Kolophonium und donnernden Paukenschlägen entbehren
konnte. Aber der Herr kannte sein Publikum, das mit seinen Ochsen
und Schaafen und aufgesperrten Mäulern unten am Berge stand und
welchem ein physikalisches Kunststück mehr Bewunderung einflöβen

53 Heinrich Heine, Memoiren, cit., pp. 72-73.
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konnte als alle Mirakel des ewigen Gedankens.53

In the irreverent comparison between Heine’s great-uncle and the
Lord one can see the metamorphosis of  the figure of  Simon van
Gelder from charlatan to Lebenskünstler, or maybe in the modern age
simply Künstler, when it is given only to the poet to become necro-
mancer, to call forth and live the great adventure of  creation and ex-
perience:

Muse, edle Nekromantin,
Durch die Hexerey der Dichtkunst,
Schaffe mir ein Zauberschiff
Das mich bringt nach Bimini
Dichterwünschen folgt Erfüllung
Und vom Werfte des Gedankens
Wird zu mir herabbuxirt
Pfeilschnell das begehrte Schiff.54

54 Heinrich Heine, Zu ‘Bimini’, DHA, vol. 3/1, p. 387; see Hans-Georg Kemper,
Muse, edle Nekromantin. Zu Heines poetischer Magie in ihrem hermetischen Kontext, in Dietmar
Goltschnigg - Charlotte Grollegge-Edler - Peter Revers (edited by), op. cit., pp. 173-180.
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Figures of the poetic community
in Walter Benjamin, reader of Stefan George

Gabriele Guerra

For Gert Mattenklott, in memoriam

Towards a hermeneutics of  the phantasm. Stefan George
and his Nachleben

“Von den drei lyrischen Sternen, die am Himmel des frühen 20.
Jahrhunderts standen, Rilke, Hofmannsthal, George, hatten alle drei
eine große Wirkungs- und Rezeptionsgeschichte. Ein Nachleben
aber hatte nur George”.1 So writes Ulrich Raulff  almost at the very
beginning of  his majestic book dedicated to Stefan George, a book
centered precisely on the notion of  the Nachleben and its infinite as-
pects: intellectual history, Wirkungsgeschichte, sociology of  German
literary classes, or the “secret story” to be deciphered through the
traces and clues scattered here and there throughout the years which
however only cumulatively demonstrate their effects, though in a not
infrequently uncanny2 manner due precisely to the “spectral” char-
acter of  that posthumous life. The great poet of  form, the aristo-
cratic and reserved creator of  an exclusive circle of  artists and
scholars, had over time gradually withdrawn – to the degree that his
figure had not already been marginalized – up until he abandoned
Germany for good to die in Switzerland in 1933. Raulff ’s book fo-
cuses on what happened to those companions, students, admirers
and followers of  magisterial Georgian poetics after December 4,
1933, when the earthly existence of  Stefan George ceased to be and
his Nachleben began. George’s story indeed truly seems to be, em-
ploying the famous Warburgian definition,3 a “Gespenstergeschichte 

1 Ulrich Raulff, Kreis ohne Meister. Stefan Georges Nachleben (Munich: Beck, 2009), p. 19.
2 Here the term is used in the sense of  Freud’s unheimlich from his famous essay of

the same name. Cf. Sigmund Freud, Das Unheimliche (1919), in Studienausgabe IV
(Frankfurt: Fischer, 1970), pp. 241-275.

3 Cf. Aby Warburg, Mnemosyne. Grundbegriffe II (London: The Warburg Institute
Archive, 1928-1929), p. 3 (annotated July 2, 1929).



für ganz Erwachsene”. This definition is for the most part taken up
again and amply thematized by Raulff  in his book, but it also de-
scribes different chapters in German intellectual history: from Bis-
marck’s foundation of  the state to the National Socialists’ taking of
power4 and beyond, moving toward that sinking into the depths of
the “black twelve-year period” and the world war, and then once
more in the post-war, according to developmental lines both unex-
pected and at times expected but always characterized by the “spec-
tral” as a category of  the philosophy of  history. If, in any event,
George’s “posthumous life” cannot be broken down only into the
gathering of  disciples around divergent existential, poetological and
political options (which could be subsumed within oppositional dis-
dain or enthusiastic adhesion to the fledgling regime), but, on the
contrary, develops and branches out into a thousand rivulets, some-
times apparently distant from the source – this means that in that
posthumous life too substantial chapters of  the Geistesgeschichte of
20th century Germany are written.

Tracing the lines of  German intellectual history as if  they were
“ghost stories for adults” thus means, from Warburg’s iconological
perspective and according to the arguments of  Georges Didi-Hu-
berman, delineating “a cultural model of  history in which times were
no longer traced in biomorphic states, but expressed in layers, hy-
brid blocks, rhizomes, specific complexities, often unexpected re-
turns and ever elusive results”.5 Such a model obviously entails the

4 We are indebted to Gershom Scholem’s memoirs for a rich indication of  the map-
ping of  this phase of  intellectual history (at least) of  German Judaism: “Ich pflegte die
drei Gruppen um die Bibliothek Warburg, um das Institut für Sozialforschung von
Max Horkheimer und die metaphysischen Magier um Oskar Goldberg als die drei be-
merkenswerten ‘Jüdischen Sekten’ zu definieren, die das deutsche Judentum her-
ovrgebracht hat”, in Gershom Scholem, Von Berlin nach Jerusalem, new expanded edition
(Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1994), p. 162.

5 Georges Didi-Huberman, Ľ image survivante. Histoire de ľ art et temps des fantômes
selon Aby Warburg (Paris: Édition de Minuit, 2002). The book of  the philosopher and
French art-historian, which restores the notion of  Nachleben to a central position as far
as Warburgian iconology is concerned, is understood here however to be the real an-
tecedent, both in conceptual as well as historical terms, of  Raulff ’s volume dedicated
to George.
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establishment of  lines of  historical philosophy that should not be
understood as simple foundations and legitimizations of  an organic
continuum to that which we could incisively define as “history from
the victors’ point of  view”; rather, they matter in as much as they
act as directors of  a perspective connected to an extent to lines of
systematic discontinuity as well as to a “phantastic [fantomal] mod-
el of  history” – still employing Didi-Huberman’s definition –, “in
which the times were no longer focused on the academic transmis-
sion of  knowledge but were expressed through obsessions, ‘sur-
vivors’, remainders, ‘revenants’ of  forms – that is, through
non-knowledge [...]”.6 If, as these citations show, in the end War-
burg’s method matters to Didi-Huberman in order to make the his-
torical dismissal re-emerge, for Raulff  the history of  Georgian
“tradition” after the master’s death in Swiss exile is that of  a symp-
tomatic “legendären Präsenz einer historischen Absenz”, which is
to say “eine Geschichte nicht des Erscheinens, sondern des Er-
löschens”.7 In this sinking of  a presence into the historical continu-
um – which in its slow disappearance does not, however, imply
simple oblivion, but on the contrary a strengthening of  influence –
, it is therefore unnecessary to see only the exemplary profile of  Ste-
fan George within German literature and culture – for which here
only the eminently literary-historical category and even journalistic
category of  the rediscovery would be worthwhile; rather, it is an out-
right discursive paradigm which bases itself  on the foundation of  a
philosophical-conceptual principium individuationis for the articulation
of  multiple histories of  literature based on a “phantasmic” principle.
In this sense George should not be considered a simple element
within a typological and figural gallery that could be understood to
articulate the history of  German literature in an exemplary fashion
(in bulk, according the old Burkhardtian and Carlylian conception
of  history, which, furthermore, George himself  and his Kreis scrupu-
lously followed: a “heroic” history of  literature, in other words). In-
stead, he should be considered a veritable ghost which, having

6 Ibid.
7 Ulrich Raulff, Kreis ohne Meister, cit., p. 12 and p. 14.
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disappeared from the contemporary cultural and intellectual panora-
ma, was destined – as it was founded on the sudden apparition of  the
revenant – to impose its disturbing presence, and, in its turn, foster the
“secret story” of  German culture with its mysteries, myths and im-
provised returns. A “phantastic” history of  literature is realized, in
other terms, on the one hand in the “extra-sensory” procedure of
the evocation of  single figures; on the other, however, in the spec-
trality implicit at those figures’ appearance, a fact which displays a
profound attitude, on the part of  German culture, to interiorize pre-
cisely this spectral and disquieting character. In this sense, the destiny
of  a syntagma like “secret Germany”, which enjoyed great success in
both the Georgian Kreis and the poet’s Nachleben, is exemplary (an
aspect which constitutes the most stimulating and surprising part of
Raulff ’s book); and thus seems to pass from the magical evocation
of  a Pathosformel (to employ yet another felicitous formulation of
Warburg’s), as appears in George8 and then in the young Kantorow-
icz’s Antrittsvorlesung with the same name,9 to its spectral restatement
in the phrase that some maintain Claus von Stauffenberg yelled the
night of  July 20, 1944, before being executed after his failed attempt
on Hitler’s life: “es lebe unser geheimes Deutschland”.10 In that
sense, beyond being a great and fascinatingly successful slogan,11 the

8 As is known, “Geheimes Deutschland” is the title of  a composition contained in
the 1928 collection Das neue Reich (though it had been composed earlier).

9 Cf. Ernst Kantorowicz, Das geheime Deutschland. Vorlesung, gehalten bei Wiederauf-
nahme der Lehrtätigkeit am 14. November 1933, in “George-Jahrbuch”, 3 (2000/2001), 
pp. 151-175.

10 Cf. Hans-Christof  Kraus, Das Geheime Deutschland. Zur Geschichte und Bedeutung ei-
ner Idee, in “Historische Zeitschrift”, 291 (2010), 2, pp. 385-417.

11 A perfect example of  this tendency – which makes inroads not only, as is obvi-
ous, in those layers of  Öffentlichkeit that the German language interested in re-elabo-
rating a “new German mythology” in terms more easily useful to a wide public, but also
in the most informed academic research – is the book of  Manfred Riedel, Geheimes
Deutschland. Stefan George und die Brüder Stauffenberg (Cologne: Böhlau, 2006). The au-
thor had already underlined the phrase’s fortune with an interesting counter-intuitive
paradox, as Thomas Karlauf  recounts in his recent biography on George: in an inter-
view Riedel maintained that if  the attempt on Hitler’s life in 1944 had been successful
today George would be known as “der größte deutsche Dichter”, in Thomas Karlauf,
Stefan George. Die Entdeckung des Charisma (Munich: Pantheon, 2007), p. 770. Moreover, 
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formula “secret Germany” reproduces in nuce all the variations of
the Nachleben, through phantasms and specters; and with them it re-
establishes the entire whole in its mitogenic, dense, multi-faceted
and, above all, ambiguous dimension, just as every respectable myth.
Every phanstasmal (re) appearance is such due precisely to its am-
bivalent nature from the moment it lends itself  to multiple and di-
vergent interpretations. In that way, departing from a mitogenic
conception of  the history of  German thought and literature, the way
to a hermeneutic bet of  establishing a science of  the “phantasmal”
which does not ignore the implicit disconnections, fractures, and eva-
sions and thus manages to unlock new and as of  yet unimagined in-
terpretive lines opens up. A hermeneutics of  the phantasm, it goes
without saying, necessarily implies the re-stating of  an intrinsic dual
element (in extreme synthesis: the Greek daimon and its successive
reinterpretation in a diabolical sense), the undecidable alternative that
thus surrounds the benign or malign nature of  the apparition; a de-
monic duality that is a constant presence within German literature.12

in his essay dedicated to George, Lukács too had cautiously prophesized a possible
“popular” fortune of  the teachings of  Georgian poetics: “Einmal, vielleicht, können
trotzdem auch aus diesen Gedichten Volkslieder werden”, in György Lukács, Die Seele
und die Formen (Berlin: Fleischel 1911), p. 176. The same Walter Benjamin, finally, in
the unpublished preface to the 1936 collection of  letters which he later titled Deutsche
Menschen, affirms: “Die Absicht dieser Reihe ist […] das Antlitz eines ‘geheimen
Deutschland’, das man heute so gerne in der trüben Nebeln sucht, zu zeigen. Den ein
geheimes Deutschland gibt es wirklich Nur daß dies sein Geheimsein nicht allein der
Ausdruck seine Innigkeit und Tiefe sondern – wenngleich in anderm Sinn – das Werk
von Kräften ist, die lärmend und brutal, ihm öffentliche Wirksamkeit verwehrten und
zur geheimen es verurteilt haben”, in Walter Benjamin, Deutsche Briefe, in Gesammelte
Schriften, edited by Rolf  Tiedemann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser (Frankfurt:
Suhrkamp, 1975), vol. IV-2, p. 945. Here and following indicated by GS and followed
by the number of  the volume.

12 The indisputable master of  that science of  the “phantomatic” is, as far as stud-
ies in Italian are concerned, Furio Jesi, a scholar who always pays careful attention to,
beyond a heuristically fascinating archeology of  the myth, ethical-political corollaries:
“Demonism is inevitable for the artist in the bourgeois era only if  he does not refuse
the sins and limits of  the civilization that surrounds him and if  he does not humbly
desire to let the voice of  nature speak, in order to maintain his moral conscience lu-
cid”, in Furio Jesi, Germania segreta. Miti nella cultura tedesca del ’900 [1967] (Milan: Fel-
trinelli, 1995), p. 36. 
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What is thereby taking shape is a history of  literary fact that, above
all, is a history of  occult fascinations, secret attractions and distances
centered around a gallery of  “great spirits” who in no way can be ex-
cluded, either positively or negatively, and in which the “phantasmal”
– with all of  its unsettling and magical baggage – plays a cardinal role.
Here one can find the most intimately literaturgeschichtlich plan of  the
Pathosformel of  the “ghost-stories for adults”: the capacity to believe the
myths and to construct history around them, evoking spirits that
sometimes appear as gods and sometimes as demons. The young
Lukács, for example, in that great figural and typological gallery that
comprises Soul and Form, described this mechanism in relation to No-
valis; that is, to the first Romantics and their relationship to Goethe:
“Gewiß konnte man […] ganz detailliert erzählen, was jedem von ih-
nen, in jedem Augenblick seines Lebens Goethe bedeutete. Man
würde dann jubelnden Siegestaumel sehen und stumme Tragödien,
gewaltige Aufschwünge, gewagte Abenteuer und Irrfahrten und die
beiden ineinander schmelzenden in ein einziges Feldgeschrei zusam-
menklingenden Schlachtrufe hören: zu ihm hin und über ihn hinaus”.13

For Stefan George and his Kreis this functioned in the exact same way
(and the Kommerell-case demonstrates this ad abundantiam):14 the pres-
ence of  the master and his charisma were so invasive that they could
not be ignored from the moment they appeared destined to inform all
of  the mental landscape in which the poetic vocation existed.

It is important therefore to recognize the steps that define an “ex-
emplary” history of  literature (based on the numinous force of  the ex-
emplum, conceived, that is, in its ineradicable duality), precisely in the
sense with which Walter Benjamin, speaking of  that idea of  a history
of  literature advocated by George and his Kreis, polemically treated it:

13 György Lukács, Die Seele und die Formen, cit., p. 97.
14 Cf. for example Matthia Weichelt, Gewaltsame Horizontbildungen. Max Kommerells

lyriktheoretischer Ansatz und die Krisen der Moderne (Heidelberg: Winter, 2006), which rather
convincingly demonstrates how Kommerell, in spite of  George’s detachment, sub-
stantially maintained the theoretical and poetological horizons intact that informed the
Kreis. Maurizio Pirro offers an interesting perspective on Kommerell and his opus mag-
num in “Die entzauberte Tradition”. Max Kommerell e il modello ermeneutico georgiano, “Studi
Germanici” (n.s.), XL (2002), 1, pp. 67-99. 
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“Und das Ideal dieser Forschungsrichtung wäre die Aufteilung des
ganzen deutschen Schrifttums in heilige Haine mit Tempeln zeitloser
Dichter im Innern”.15 It could not be stated any better: not only thanks
to the metaphor’s neo-classical bearing, which connects nicely to Geor-
gian intellectual characteristics, but for its implicit “mitogenic” impli-
cations as well. Indeed, here the poet appears before his faithful public
as a timeless apparition, not only in his sacred and therefore Olympic
dimension, but in his demonic and unsettling one as well – a dimen-
sion that is already implicit in the figure of  the “sacred wood”, the site
of  apparition par excellence for all the myth’s undertones. In that way, the
depiction of  an “exemplary” Literaturgeschichte in which the Myth re-
discovers a home within Poetry ends by its turning into its own dis-
turbing double, functional exclusively to itself  and its own ambivalent
logic. It is therefore no accident that within this apparition the sacred
wood becomes the enchanted forest in which the myth lives within
the undifferentiated and where Apollo and Baldur end up secretly es-
tablishing a bond.16 In that enchanted forest of  myth the poet, supreme
administrator of  classical and German traditions, both priest and di-
vinity, takes on the role of  officiating the sacred cult of  eminence. And
he does so in a form which one could define as “theocratic” – that is,
by abolishing any distance and any form of  priestly mediation with the
divine, and instituting an absolutely closed self-performativity that rests
upon its own exclusive and self-legitimizing auctoritas; and in which
Apollo and Baldur end up becoming mere liturgical functions of  a per-
fectly self-sufficient poetic-performative system.17

15 Walter Benjamin, Literaturgeschichte und Literaturwissenschaft, in GS III, p. 289 .
16 This is a reference to one of  George’s famous couplets: “Apollo lehnt

geheim/An Baldur”, contained in the long composition “Der Krieg”, in Stefan George,
Das neue Reich (Berlin: Bondi, 1928) p. 34. A useful and stimulating register of  the as-
pects surrounding a German “pathology” of  the forest in as much as facies hyppocratica
of  the stiff  and “dangerous” tradition is offered by Flavio Cuniberto, La foresta incan-
tata. Patologia della Germania moderna (Macerata: Quodlibet, 2010).

17 Maurizio Pirro, in his fundamental study Come corda troppo tesa. Stile e ideologia in
Stefan George (Macerata: Quodlibet, 2011), defines George’s magisterial poetics as “an
unscrupulous tautological exercise” and continues “The poet’s formative capacity and
the incisiveness of  the group’s intellectual program find no foundation in any external
principle, but justify themselves – intensifying themselves further – through the pure 
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Solitude and community. 
Walter Benjamin reads Stefan George

George’s myth therefore reappears with the features of  a Gespen-
stergeschichte in which the German Geistesgeschichte of  the first half  of
the 20th century and all of  its political, historical-literary, religious
and symbolic directions is also reflected; furthermore, these direc-
tions overlap rather significantly with the other Gespenstergeschichte
making its way through those same years: that of  German Judaism,
and in particular that of  the “seven Hebrews” – to once again em-
ploy Scholem’s ironic and pointed formulation. So, if  for Scholem
the Warburg-Kreis, the Frankfurter Schule and the group of  “meta-
physical magicians” around Oskar Goldberg18 could organize them-
selves into the intellectual constructions that confirm the “occult”
character marking the sociology of  German intellectuals and the
German cultural field which developed in the first half  of  the 20th

century, this means – as far as George and his Kreis are concerned –
that this philosophical, historical and symbolic system reappeared

and simple evidence of  a symbolic representation generated by that same formative ca-
pacity” (p. 179). In this way Pirro collects and develops Wolfgang Braungart’s rich in-
tuition expressed in Ästhetischer Katholizismus. Stefan Georges Rituale der Literatur
(Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1997), in which he considers aestheticism and symbolism ex-
emplary “European movements” of  the Jahrhundertwende, founded on precise process-
es of  the ritualization of  literature and art: “Kunst ist im l’art pour l’art das
Unerreichbare, unfasslich Höchste, das als Mysterium Forme der Zelebrierung braucht,
weil es nur in diesen Formen da ist und erfahrbar wird” (p. 12). In that sense, there-
fore, the Georgian “myth” is more explicitly expressed in ritual and liturgy, translating
in literariis the “splendor” of  Catholic form and the “real presence” of  the symbol that
has a place within it.

18 The philosopher and religious historian Oskar Goldberg (1885-1953) – in addi-
tion to being the author of  individual works midway between historical-religious re-
construction, philosophical essay and mystical-occult positioning – had a notable
influence on the environment of  Berliner Expressionism with the foundation of  a
philosophische Gruppe under the sign of  his controversial master, but also awakened in-
terest in many different Weimarian intellectuals, from Thomas Mann to Walter Ben-
jamin, from Alfred Döblin to Robert Musil. On Goldberg cf. Manfred Voigts, Oskar
Goldberg – Der mythische Religionswissenschaftler. Ein verdrängtes Kapitel jüdischer Geschichte
(Berlin: Agora, 1992).
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stronger here, on the one hand thanks to charismatic-elective char-
acteristics of  the Georgian circle; and on the other, thanks to those
specific to the intellectual profile of  German Jews. Without entering
into the rather vast and problematic conceptual area of  the relation-
ship between the Jewish and the German element in the cultural, lit-
erary and theoretical field, it is enough to limit attention here to the
Jewish element present within the Georgian circle19 and, more par-
ticularly, to the relationship Walter Benjamin wove within it. This re-
lationship is the perfect example of  a laboratory in which the
individual poetic and political elements that created it tumble rapid-
ly (Judaism, Germanism, culture, politics, the role of  the poet and the
critic), and give space to new formations to be deciphered. In addi-
tion to having been spiritually close to George and his poetic teach-
ings in his youth, Benjamin in fact was one of  his most passionate
critics, without falling however into an easy distant disdain. Instead,
he always retained a certain pietas for the by that point rather distant
experience and understood it as having been “essential” to his intel-
lectual and cultural development. Gert Mattenklott, who in a brief
but complex 2005 article decided to have his two principle areas of

19 The most prominent members with Jewish roots within the Kreis were Friedrich
Gundolf  (whose real name was in reality Gundelfinger), Karl Wolfskehl, perhaps the
most informed in material on Jewish-German relations, and the historian Ernst Kan-
torowicz, author in 1927 of  a famous monograph dedicated to the emperor Frederick
II Hohenstaufen, published by the Bondi Verlag (which was, it is important to men-
tion, the official publisher of  George’s writings and which in a separate series pub-
lished – marked by the typographical seal of  the swastika – diverse scientific
monographs, among which figured all of  Gundolf ’s books, dedicated among others to
Goethe, to Shakespeare, to the same George – as will be seen – or those of  Wolters,
Ernst Bertram’s Nietzsche or Kommerell’s Dichter als Führer). On the Jewish presence in
the Georgian Kreis cf. above all: Geret Luhr, Ästhetische Kritik der Moderne. Über das Ver-
hältnis Walter Benjamins und der jüdischen Intelligenz zu Stefan George (Marburg: TransMit,
2002); Peter Trawny, “Seltsames Wandern zum Rhein von Nil” – Bemerkungen zum deutsch-
jüdischen Gespräch des George-Kreises im Spiegel von Alexander Stauffenbergs ‘Der Tod des Mei-
sters’, in Stefan George. Dichtung-Ethos-Staat. Denkbilder für ein geheimes europäisches
Deutschland, edited by Bruno Pieger and Bertram Schefold (Berlin: Verlag für Berlin-
Brandenburg, 2010), pp. 189-203; “Verkannte Brüder?” Stefan George und das deutsch-jüdi-
sche Bürgertum zwischen Jahrhundertwende und Emigration, edited by Gert Mattenklott,
Michael Philipp, Julius H. Schoeps (Hildesheim-New York: Olms, 2001).
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research and inspiration flow together – Stefan George and Walter
Benjamin –, taking on Benjamin’s reading (and Adorno’s) of  the
Rhenish poet, defined Benjamin and George’s relationship as fol-
lows: “Benjamins Verhältnis zu George ist leidenschaftlich ambiva-
lent nach beiden Richtungen, und wie sehr er den Dichter des
Symbolismus, vor allem den im Jahr der Seele, den Übersetzer Dan-
tes und Baudelaires verehrt, so entschieden ist seine Ablehnung ge-
genüber dem meisten danach”.20 The distinction that runs through
Mattenklott’s essay between Benjamin the admirer of  George’s trans-
lating ability21 and Benjamin the disparaging of  all the rest must al-
so be reexamined in light of  the fact – to give an example – that, still
in July 1933, and even in a letter to Jula Radt which consciously

20 Gert Mattenklott, Walter Benjamin und Theodor W. Adorno über George, in Wis-
senschaftler im George-Kreis, edited by Bernhard Böschenstein, Jürgen Egyptien, Bertram
Schefold et al. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 2005), pp. 277-290 (here p. 281). In the relationship
between Benjamin and George at the critical and biographical level as well a sort of
“mythology” is at work, which leads one to consider that intellectual relationship un-
der a legendary aura – and that is explained in the substantial oblivion of  Benjamin’s
interest for George. In the end, the legend responds perfectly to the philosophical-
historical system of  the Gespenstergeschichte that shapes German intellectual history, even
that of  the post-war – as for example Raulff ’s book shows. Cf. in part: Geret Luhr, Äs-
thetische Kritik der Moderne, cit.; Marion Picker, 1914. “Wie George in mein Leben hinein-
wirkte” – Walter Benjamin, in “Text + Kritik”, Heft 168: Stefan George, pp. 60-75; Daniel
Weidner, Geschlagener Prophet und tröstender Spielmann: Stefan George, gelesen von Walter Ben-
jamin, “Zeitschrift für Germanistik” (N.F.), VIII (1988), 1, pp. 31-65; Emmanuel Le-
vaufre, “Donner leur physionomie aux dates”. Benjamin et le Cercle de George, in Walter Benjamin,
le critique européen, edited by Heinz Wismann and Patricia Lavelle (Lille: Presses Uni-
versitaires du Septentrion, 2010), pp. 141-169; Peter-André Alt, “Gegenspieler des Pro-
pheten”. Walter Benjamin und Stefan George, in global benjamin, edited by Klaus Garber
(Munich: Fink, 1999), pp. 891-906.

21 Which he even amply and unreservedly recognized – if  what Scholem recounts
about his friend in his memoirs is true. On August 15, 1915, the future expert of  mys-
tical Judaism found himself  visiting Benjamin, who “las mir vier Gedichte aus den
Fleurs du mal in seiner und Georges Übersetzung vor. Er las sehr schön, aber nicht et-
wa nach der Weise der George-Schüler. In allen vier Fällen – Scholem adds – hielt ich
seine Übersetzung für die Georges, bei zweien war ich sicher, daß seine Übersetzung
besser war”. In Gershom Scholem, Walter Benjamin – die Geschichte einer Freundschaft
(Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1975), p. 23. A beautiful testimony of  Benjamin’s mimetic ca-
pacity – which was best present in the oral dimension – when reading George.
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touches, albeit lightly, on privatissima details, Benjamin – speaking to
his sculptor friend22 of  his most recent works, including his article
dedicated to George – explicitly states:

Die “Berliner Kindheit um Neunzehnhundert” von der Du leider so
wenig verstanden hast und an der es so viel zu verstehen gibt,
wächst, um wenige aber wichtige, Stücke. Ein Aufsatz über Stefan
George […] sagt, was ich im Namen meiner nächsten Freunde zu
diesem Anlaß zu sagen hatte. Ich denke es wird Dir vor Augen ge-
kommen sein. Ich wage aber kaum zu hoffen, daß Gedanken, in de-
nen wir uns einmal begegnet sind, bei uns von einer gleichen
Erfahrung gereift wurden.23

“Stefan George” therefore, in the dense allegorical gallery that
courses through Benjamin’s thought, appears as the most hidden and
precious emblem and draws on the most intimate sphere of  personal
and affective relations – in the medium of  youth it must be recalled –
that for a reserved person like Benjamin becomes even more relevant.
The brief  essay that Benjamin refers to in his letter was entitled Rück-
blick auf  Stefan George, and was published in the prestigious “Frank-
furter Zeitung” July 12 of  that same year, the year in which Benjamin
took a position on a volume of  Willi Koch on Stefan George, and
which he gave the melancholy – and profoundly significant – incipit:

Stefan George schweigt seit Jahren. Indessen haben wir ein neues
Ohr für seine Stimme gewonnen. Wir erkennen sie als eine prophe-

22 Jula Cohn, the sister of  Benjamin’s childhood friend Alfred, belongs to that most
restricted circle of  Benjamin’s friends, which in this case goes back to 1912. Jula Cohn,
who took the surname of  her husband Fritz Radt in 1925, played for example a “se-
cret” role in the draft of  Benjamin’s essay dedicated to Goethe’s Wahlverwandtschaften.
On Jula Cohn see Gershom Scholem’s brief  annotations contained in his Walter Ben-
jamin - die Geschichte einer Freundschaft, cit., p. 119, as well as in Walter Benjamin und sein En-
gel. Vierzehn Aufsätze und kleine Beiträge (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1983); see also Bernd
Witte, Walter Benjamin – Der Intellektuelle als Kritiker. Untersuchungen zu seinem Frühwerk
(Stuttgart: Metzler, 1976), in particular pp. 61-64.

23 Walter Benjamin, Briefe (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1966), vol. 2, p. 587 .
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tische. Das heißt nicht, daß George das historische Geschehen, noch
weniger, daß er dessen Zusammenhänge vorausgesehen hätte. Das
macht den Politiker, nicht den Propheten. Prophetie ist ein Vorgang
in der moralischen Welt.24

Some weeks prior Benjamin had written to Scholem about
George: “Zwei Rezensionsexemplare versetzen mich in die sehr lei-
dige Zwangslage, jetzt, und vor einem deutschen Publikum, über Ste-
fan George sprechen zu müssen. Soviel glaube ich gemerkt zu haben:
wenn jemals Gott einen Propheten durch Erfüllung seiner Prophe-
tie geschlagen hat, so ist es bei George der Fall gewesen”.25 At heart
the relationship that Benjamin had with George – for the entire
course of  his life26 – seems to be contained within the ellipse that his
letter to Jula Radt and his previous one to Scholem make clear: a
profound and melancholic empathy on the one hand, and on the
other an ironic distance. And it is no accident that here the melan-
cholic empathy and the caustic irony correspond to two precise in-
tellectual positions – one private and sentimental, the other public
and critical. Benjamin, in other words, seems to understand George’s
position – and, with it, his own – in relation to the German cultural
field as profoundly split into an intimate dimension and a public one;
it is almost as if  George’s position in the German letters, including

24 Walter Benjamin, Rückblick auf  Stefan George. Zu einer neuen Studie über den Dichter
[1933], in GS III, pp. 392-393.

25 Walter Benjamin, Briefe, cit., vol. 2, pp. 577-578 (letter of  June 16, 1933). The two
books Benjamin refers to in his letter are the aforementioned of  Willi Koch, which in-
spired the article [Willi Koch, Stefan George, Weltbild, Naturbild, Menschenbild (Halle-Salle:
Max Niemeyer, 1933)], and that of  Eduard Lachmann, Die ersten Bücher Stefan Georges. Eine
Annäherung an das Werk (Berlin: Bondi, 1933). See the Anmerkungen to the letter in Wal-
ter Benjamin, Gesammelte Briefe (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1998), vol. IV: 1931-1934, p. 239.

26 Consider that, still in May 1940, in a letter to Adorno that deals with the corre-
spondence between George and Hofmannsthal in the light of  his friend’s essay that
would appear immediately after Benjamin’s suicide, cf. Theodor Adorno, George und Hof-
mannsthal. Zum Briefwechsel 1891-1906, in Prismen. Kulturkritik und Gesellschaft (München:
DTV 1963), pp. 190-230. Benjamin argues: “Und diese, unzeitgemäße und undankbare
Aufgabe: eine “Rettung” Georges, Sie haben sie schlüssig wie es nur sein kann, so un-
aufdringlich, wie es sein muß, bewältigt”, in Walter Benjamin, Briefe, cit., vol. 2, p. 853.
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those post-1933, is understood only within a complex and tense
space situated between sub-movements of  the heart and public up-
risings in the squares. This is not only for the obvious reason – al-
ready between the lines in his letter to Adorno – of  George’s
necessary Rettung from the National Socialist attempt to make him a
poet of  the regime27 – but also to signal a rather particular review
which for Benjamin is realized exclusively in the medium of  poetical
interiority, “in the name of  my most intimate friends”. And just who
these intimate friends mentioned in an elliptical form in the letter
are, and in which sense George for Benjamin was a prophet, unlucky
on the plane of  actual politics but evidently efficacious on the ethi-
cal-moral one, is understood even more thanks to an episode cited
by Benjamin himself  just a few years before, in 1928, when the “Lit-
erarische Welt” had asked different writers and intellectuals – in-
cluding Brecht and Buber, Rosenzweig and Stefan Zweig – the
meaning the poet’s figure held for them on the occasion of  his six-
tieth birthday.28 The magazine had received a brief  but rather dense
response from Benjamin in which, among other things, he stated:

Im Bewußtsein […] bemühe mich ich, desto genauer mir zu verge-
genwärtigen, wie George in mein Leben hineinwirkte. Voranzuschik-
ken ist dies: Er tat es niemals in seiner Person. Wohl habe ich ihn
gesehen, sogar gehört. Stunden waren mir nicht zu viel, im Schloßpark
zu Heidelberg, lesend, auf  einer Bank, den Augenblick zu erwarten,
da er vorbeikommen sollte. Eines Tages kam er langsam daher und

27 This is how the National Socialist minister Bernhard Rust remembered the po-
et the day after his death: “Mit Stefan George ist nicht nur einer der größten Dichter
unseres Volkes dahingegangen, sondern auch einer der geistigen Wegbereiter und Kün-
der des neuen Deutschland”. Cit. in Michal Petrow, Der Dichter als Führer? Zur Wirkung
Stefan Georges im “Dritten Reich” (Marburg: Tectum, 1995), p. 38.

28 This is in fact what the magazine’s editorial staff  wrote: “Wir bitten Sie, sich an
dieser Plebiszit [toward the poet’s presumed role in German Geistesgeschichte] zu betei-
ligen durch eine kurze autobiographische Notiz, in welcher Sie darstellen, welche Rol-
le Stefan George in Ihrer inneren Entwicklung spielt. Wir werden Äußerungen jeder
Art, positive wie ablehnende, veröffentlichen”. Cit. in the Anmerkungen of  the editors,
in Walter Benjamin, GS II/3, p. 1429.
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sprach zu einem jüngeren Begleiter. Auch habe ich ihn dann und wann
im Hof  des Schlosses auf  einer Bank sitzen gefunden.29

Beyond its biographical consistency (Benjamin was in Heidelberg
in 1921,30 the year before George decided to move to Marburg),31 this
entirely literary image demonstrates a scenographic harmony with
four of  George’s lines taken from one of  Benjamin’s most beloved
collections, Das Jahr der Seele: “Wir suchen nach dem schattenfreien
bänken / Dort wo uns niemals fremde Stimmen scheuchten / In träu-
men unsre arme sich verschränken / Wir laben uns am langen milden
leuchten”.32 The impression is strengthened if  one keeps in mind that
in that brief  piece of  writing for the “Literarische Welt” there are al-
so Benjamin’s hand-written notes regarding evocative Figuren and
Gedichte of  the poet’s; and even more so regarding Benjamin’s circle
of  friends. The text in fact begins with a rather significant list: “Fritz
Heinle, Wolf  Heinle, Rika Seligson, W. S[imon] Guttmann, [Ferdi-
nand] Cohrs, [Friedrich] Podszus, Jula Cohn”,33 followed by a list of
George’s poems taken from Das Jahr der Seele to which Benjamin had
added a number of  names in parenthesis in a transparent reference to
the list of  “figures” that precede this second list: “Ihr tratet zu dem
herde (Dora) Gemahnt dich noch (Fritz) Es lacht in dem steigenden
Jahr dir (Rika) Der Täter (Guttmann) Uns die durch viele Jahre (Wal-
ter) Wir warden noch einmal zum lande fliegen (Walter)”.34

29 Walter Benjamin, Über Stefan George [1928], in GS II/2, p. 622. 
30 Cf. Peter-André Alt, Gegenspieler des Propheten, cit., p. 891.
31 Cf. Thomas Karlauf, Stefan George. Die Entdeckung des Charisma, cit., p. 532.
32 Stefan George, Das Jahr der Seele (Berlin: Bondi, 1939), p. 15. 
33 Walter Benjamin, Figuren für Notiz über George, in GS II/3, p.1430.
34 Ibid. Here the following components of  George are intended: Ihr tratet zu dem

herde Gemahnt dich noch and Es lacht in dem steigenden jahr dir, all taken from Stefan George,
Das Jahr der Seele, cit., p. 118, p. 40 and p. 93 respectively; from Der Täter and Uns die durch
viele jahre zum triumfe, in Stefan George, Der Teppich des Lebens und die Lieder vom Traum
und Tod (Berlin: Bondi, 1932) p. 49 and p. 35; and from Wir werden noch einmal zum lan-
de fliegen, in Stefan George, Die Bücher der Hirten- und Preisgedichte der Sagen und Sänge und
der hängenden Gärten (Berlin: Bondi, 1930), p. 87. The attributions of  the individual po-
ems to persons known to Benjamin are easily recognizable: Dora Kellner, who in 1917
became his wife, Fritz Heinle, his poet friend of  whom we will later speak, Rika Seil-
gson, his companion, and Wilhelm Simon Guttmann, the avantgarde Expressionist
painter and future director of  an important photographic agency.
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In a preparatory private note Benjamin thus underlines what stim-
ulates his public intervention as well, and that is the extremely strict
interconnection established, within the same existence of  the
philosopher and critic, between George’s poetry and the friendly fig-
ures of  his circle. In fact, in his response to the “Literarische Welt”
he adds how, in the end, the impression that George’s figure had
made upon him did not need to wait for his physical appearance in
the courtyard of  the Heidelberg castle: “Doch das war alles zu ein-
er Zeit, da die die entscheidende Erschütterung seines Werkes mich längst
erreicht hatte;35 and it was not a “shock” that had come exclusively
from the poetry, “but always from those poems only which in cer-
tain decisive moments I sensed on my companions’ tongues, and a
few times on my own. Connected to those companions – none of
whom are any longer alive today – not by his poetry, but rather by a
force of  which one day I shall speak”.36 Just what that force was be-
comes clear in the continuation of  the text: youth. “If  the privilege
and the unutterable fortune of  youth – Benjamin continues – con-
sists in legitimizing oneself  in verse, in being able to struggle and to
love in verse, we owe that experience to three of  George’s books [i.e.
Das Jahr der Seele, Der Teppich des Lebens and Die Bücher der Hirten], of
which Jahr der Seele is the heart”.37 That is the way the nature and
form of  that entscheidende Erschüterrung take shape: a shock that has an
effect all the way to his very foundations, not in the sense of  an
epiphanic illumination, however, so much as that of  a painful re-
nunciation. And it is the renunciation that is also at the base of  a fa-
mous letter that Benjamin mailed on August 4, 1913, to Carla
Seligson, the sister of  that Rika, Fritz Heinle’s companion (the real
secret heart of  Benjamin’s reflections in those years), quoted in the
notes to the response to the “Literarische Welt”. In this letter Ben-
jamin argues:

35 Walter Benjamin, [Über Stefan George], cit., p. 622.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid. The fact that, in the original version of  this text in Scholem’s possession, one

finds added, after the “Wir”, an interesting parenthesis which Benjamin then sup-
pressed in the published version is not meaningless: “(die wenigen namenlosen für die
ich hier spreche)”, in GS II/3, p. 1431.
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Nun muß ich Ihnen, so schwer es ist, noch antworten auf  das, was Sie 
über die Form neuer Jugendlichkeit schreiben. […]. Aber vor allem:
wird eine neue Jugendlichkeit, wie wir sie wollen, den Einzelnen weni-
ger einsam machen? […]Ich glaube, wir dürfen fragen: wo sind die, die
heute einsam sind? Auch dazu, zur Einsamkeit, kann erst eine Idee und
eine Gemeinschaft in der Idee sie führen. Ich glaube, es ist wahr, daß so-
gar nur ein Mensch, der die Idee (gleichwiel “welche”) aufgenommen
hat, einem sein kann; dieser muß glaube ich einsam sein. Ich glaube,
daß nur in der Gemeinschaft, und zwar in der innigsten Gemeinschaft
der Gläubigen ein Mensch wirklich einsam sein kann: in einer Einsam-
keit, in der sein Ich gegen die Idee sich erhebt, um zu sich zu kommen.38

In this extremely clear manner the young Benjamin – influenced
in this, among others, by Stefan George – depicts a Gemeinschaft
which is not simply an “organic” structure based on the mystic elec-
tivity of  individuals and on their subsumption into a unitary princi-
ple, in other words a structure to be contrasted in every detail to a
“synthetic” Gesellschaft,39 so much as it is, rather, a spiritual concen-
tration of  believers bound together by solitude; of  young, rejecting
spirits both at the entrance to the Gesellschaft of  adults and to the
construction of  a separate Gemeinschaft.40

38 Walter Benjamin, Briefe, cit., vol. 1, p. 86.
39 The reference here is obviously to Ferdinand Tönnies’ famous sociological an-

tithesis in his principal work Gemeinschaft und Gesellschaft, first published in 1887, which
was widely and successfully received. It is worth considering the following explicative
passage: “Jedes Verhältnis der Gemeinschaft ist in der Anlage, oder dem Kerne seines
Wesens nach, ein höheres und allgemeineres Selbst, gleich der Art oder Idee, woraus die
einzelnen Selbste (oder “Häupter”, wie wir mit leichterem Ausdruck sagen möchten)
sich und ihre Freiheit ableiten. Hingegen stellt jedes gesellschaftliche Verhältnis den An-
fang und die Möglichkeit einer ihm vorgesetzten künstlichen Person dar, welche über ei-
nen bestimmten Betrag von Kräften oder Mittlen verfüge; demnach auch Gesellschaft
selber als ein wirkungsfähiges Ganzes gedacht” ; Ferdinand Tönnies, Gemeinschaft und
Gesellschaft. Grundbegriffe der reinen Soziologie [1887] (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchge-
sellschaft, 1979), p. 153.

40 The youthful essay Das Leben der Studenten from 1914-1915 in this sense plays a
central role; in it Benjamin resumes his thoughts in relation to the Jugendbewegung in
which he had played a part in its more liberal sections (especially towards Jews and
women). In his opinion the revolutionary task of  the new generation consisted in “eine 
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Entering the woods: Walter Benjamin, Fritz Heinle 
and the Jugendbewegung

Let us therefore summarize: for the whole of  his life Walter Ben-
jamin at first practiced, and then remembered, those youthful years
forever with a melancholic fondness and interest, a cultural and po-
etic approach forever tied to a profound communal request (so pro-
found that it became virtually undetectable) in which that
co-presence of  “Intimität und Versinnlichung” that, according to the
young Lukács, characterized George’s poetry41 continuously and im-
perceptibly reemerges. For Lukács that co-presence of  the interior
sphere with the sensorial tangibility of  George’s poetic world in-
volves the presence of

So ist etwas tief  Aristokratisches in der Lyrik Stefan Georges, etwas
das mit einem kaum merklichen Blick, mit einer nur geplanten aber

Gemeinschaft von Erkennenenden, an Stelle der Korporation von Beamteten und
Studierten”, in Walter Benjamin, Das Leben der Studenten, in GS II/1, p. 76; a Gemeinschaft
constituted by “schöpferischer Menschen” and who “erhebt jedes Studium zur Uni-
versalität: unter der Form der Philosophie” (ibid., p. 82), but who are not organized in-
to an organic communal structure: “Es gilt eine keusche und verzichtende Jugend, die
von Ehrfurcht vor den Nachfolgenden erfüllt ist” (ibid., p. 86). That keusche and verzich-
tende youth – two heavily Georgian adjectives, reinforced by the quotation immediate-
ly following the poem “H.H.” (that is, Hugo von Hofmannsthal) contained in Das Jahr
der Seele – constitutes the nucleus of  a community which in this sense does not repre-
sent in any way an aspiration to the formation of  a group different from the dominant
one already connected to the selfsame aspiration; but rather an “anti-community”
marked by solitude, renunciation and, in the end, death – never understood as the end
of  all things, but as the seal of  an existence characterized by a “religious” sense, ex-
emplified in the figure of  the Nachfolgenden. It is a good idea to restate Peter-André Alt:
“Benjamins Plädoyer für die Ausbildung wissenschaftlicher Eliten im Zeichen erneuert-
er wissenschaftlicher Disziplin deckt sich durchaus mit der exklusiven Programmatik
des George-Kreises und deren asketischen Ansprüchen”, in Peter-André Alt, Gegen-
spieler des Propheten, cit., p. 894. On the young Benjamin within the Jugendbewegung, on his
relationships and his concept of  Gemeinschaft more in general cf. among others Mari-
no Pulliero, Walter Benjamin. Le désir d’authenticité (Paris: Bayard, 2005).

41 “Intimität und Versinnlichung: dieser Gegensatz ist die technische Wendung des
seelischen Problems der Nähe und der Ferne”, in György Lukács, Die Seele und die Formen,
cit., p. 189, a phrase which presents a remarkable conceptual and terminological density.
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nicht getanen Handbewegung jede lärmende Banalität, alle leichten
Seufzer und billigen Gemütsbewegungen von sich fern hält. Die
Lyrik Georges hat fast keine Klagen : ruhig, vielleicht resigniert,
doch immer tapfer, immer erhobenen Hauptes blickt sie dem Leben
ins Auge.42

So, the poet’s aristocratic habitus, which is fed by a disdain that
clearly is not only stylistic but above all else existential, without any
doubt serves to reiterate the abyssal distance between his world and
that of  bourgeois daily life; however, it also underlines the so-to-say
nihilistically heroic bearing of  his poetry. It is precisely this aristo-
cratic-spiritual dimension – but also heroic-nihilistic – that most at-
tracted Benjamin, who, moreover, shared with George neither the
communal and initiatory dimension, which was accentuated and rad-
icalized with the passing of  time,43 nor the “heroic” attitude of  the
Selbststilisierung as poet and prophet. Benjamin favored instead that as-
cetic intentio that dwells within George’s collections when read with
greater empathy, in particular Das Jahr der Seele; the ascetic intentio
both in its gestural and visual rarefaction, and in its linguistic and
symbolic care, that we rediscover in Benjamin’s sonnets.44 For Ben-
jamin it is not about promoting the pedagogical-teleological Führer-
Gefolgschaft through the sacred medium of  the poetic announcement,
nor pushing the initiatory knowledge that is transmitted in some way
to a confused and directionless society; rather, it concerns develop-
ing “die Idee der dialogischen Gemeinschaft sub specie aeternitatis
als Kern des wissenschaflichen Lebens”.45 An idea that corresponds

42 Ivi, pp. 193-194.
43 “The structuration of  the Kreis according to severe hierarchical orders and in

light of  a complex strategy of  cultural conditioning of  the present reverberates, in the
early 1900s, in George’s poetry as well. If  the semantics of  Teppich des Lebens (1899) is
still concentrated on the solitary and exclusive conversation between the poet and tran-
scendence, Der siebente Ring (1907) develops according to a knowledge-based and eso-
teric principle comprehensible only with reference to the circle’s ideology”, in Maurizio
Pirro, Come corda troppo tesa, cit., p. 19.

44 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Sonette, in GS VII/1, pp. 27-67.
45 Gert Mattenklott, Walter Benjamin und Theodor W. Adorno über George, cit., p. 284.
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to the two poles around which Benjamin organizes the articulation
of  a complex cultural discourse starting from George: a dialogic
community – because paradoxically based on the frank recognition
of  the heuristic and “sociable” value of  solitude – and an idea of
life subsumed within the sign of  death and transience (without how-
ever declining into a realized and completed meditatio mortis). That di-
alogic community must realize itself  through prolific philosophical
production, which is realized primarily in the quasi-religious aware-
ness of  its intrinsic necessity.

It is precisely because Benjamin “rescues” these aspects from
George – both the solitude of  the knower and the presence of  death
through the medium of  Wissenschaft – that he is destined thereby to cre-
ate a radically new perspective as far as communal terms are con-
cerned, and that his later distancing from that world does not translate
into a simple renunciation of  his prior closeness. In fact this is how his
piece for the “Literarische Welt” concludes: “Immerhin habe ich im
Bezirk dieser Dichtungen zu lange verweilt, um nicht auch eines Tages
seine Schrecken kennezulernen”.46 For Benjamin it is not only about un-
derlining how important the poet was to his youth and to his network
of  intellectual friendships – but it is also about, as a warning, the dis-
tancing, almost the following maturity, as the text’s last words introduce
an additional element of  reflection that seems to contradict this as-
sumption: “Aber wie Geister ungeborner Stunden, versäumter Möglich-
keiten, stehen zuletzt noch einige Gedichte seitab, die ich immer allein
geliebt habe, die sich nur immer allein mir erschlossen: Merzeichen
dessen, was möglich gewesen ware, wären Einsamkeit und Versäum-
nis nicht das Notwendige”.47 In this sense the role that George’s fig-
ure played in Benjamin’s eyes cannot simply be resolved as having been
a mere influence – even if  that role was renounced over time – but
rather as a real “disturbing presence”, an entscheidende Erschütterung, to
use the words of  Benjamin himself. It is not therefore, in other terms
and more generally speaking, about philologically investigating a
Wirkungs- or Rezeptionsgeschichte of  Stefan George as much as it is test-

46 Walter Benjamin, [Über Stefan George], cit., p. 624.
47 Ibid. 
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ing the presence of  a Nachleben of  his works that, also beyond the in-
tentions of  those who at one time read and appreciated them, continue
to work their powers upon the most intimate spheres of  those who ex-
perience them or come under their spell. In that way, this modality of
an author’s “return to life” becomes the conceptual model of  “an-
other” history of  literature, one based on disconnections and isola-
tions rather than connections and influences.48

Traces of  such indications are found in two extremely different
testimonies. The first case is a line in a letter Jula Radt Cohn had writ-
ten to Benjamin on August 17, 1933, in response to that letter of  his
in which he had reproached her for an insufficiently empathetic read-
ing of  his most recent works, primarily the Berliner Kindheit and Rück-
blick auf  Stefan George. In this letter Jula underlined her friend’s position
in relation to George: “Du weisst ja, dass ich ganz anders denke, als
Du und nur aus dem Pathos und der Hassliebe, die ich aus Deinem
‘Rückblick auf  Stefan George’ fühle, weiss ich, dass Du auf  ganz an-
dere Art, aber eben doch von ihm bewegt wurdest”.49 The second is
the retrospective judgment that Theodor Adorno dedicated to his
friend who had tragically committed suicide on the French-Spanish
border, describing the pathos of  a Romantic origin that had informed
his youthful activism: “Groß war seine Sehnsucht, in Gemeinschaften
sich einzufügen, neuen Ordnungen, auch praktisch, zu dienen. Sein
Drang dahin bereitete, formal, in seiner Jugend eine Richtung, die
später sich politisierte”.50 Through the references of  two friends the
conceptual and existential directions are defined with which it is pos-
sible to reconstruct the so-to-say political poetology – or poetic ethics
– of  the young Benjamin: on the one hand an ambivalent relationship
to George’s poetry that his friend Jula Cohn reconstructs around the
two poles of  Pathos and Hassliebe; and on the other Adorno’s thesis

48 Marion Picker is undoubtedly correct when she asserts: “Vom heutigen Stand-
punkt ist es eine Herausforderung, Georges nachhaltige Wirkung auf  Literatur und
Kritik im deutschsprachigen Raum zu ermessen, erweist sie sich als verschüttet”, in
Marion Picker, 1914. “Wie George in mein Leben hineinwirkte”, cit., p. 60; but she is cor-
rect exclusively in the sense of  a traditional historical-literary Wirkungsgeschichte.

49 Walter Benjamin, Gesammelte Briefe, cit., vol. IV: 1931-1934, pp. 265-266.
50 Theodor W. Adorno, Über Walter Benjamin (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1970), p. 97.
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which posited the young Benjamin’s neo-Romantic Sehnsucht to be at
the base of  his successive political-cultural commitment. Criticism
has amply underlined how Walter Benjamin’s intellectual beginnings
– under the sign of  the Jugendbewegung and the teachings of  Gustav
Wyneken,51 which from then on distanced themselves with the posi-
tion the master took on the explosion of  the First World War – are
marked by a strongly spiritualized Hegelianism,52 by a utopia of
Gesellschaft that, even in its strongly anomalous directions, is inscribed
in the coeval lebensreformerisch and jugendbewegt sensibility of  the late-
Wilhelmine Intelligentia,53 as well as by a radical Kulturkritik of  Ex-
pressionist and Nietzschean origin that Benjamin shared with large
sections of  the Jugendbewegung and with Wyneken himself.54 Those co-
ordinates, however, are not simply abandoned by the mature Ben-

51 On Gustav Wyneken, an exemplary figure of  the pedagogical reformer between
post-Nietzschean Kulturkritik, the cult of  the Führer and radical pedagogical motions
cf: Heinrich Kupffer, Gustav Wyneken (Stuttgart: Erlebnispädagogik, 1970); Hinrich
Jantzen, Jugendkultur und Jugendbewegung. Studie zur Stellung und Bedeutung Gustav Wynekens
innerhalb der Jugendbewegung (Frankfurt: dipa Verlag, 1964); Winfried Mogge, Wandervogel,
Freideutsche Jugend und Bünde. Zum Jugendbild der bürgerlichen Jugendbewegung and Gert Mat-
tenklott, “Nicht durch Kampfesmacht und nicht durch Körperkraft...” Alternativen jüdischer Ju-
gendbewegung in Deutschland von Anfang bis 1933, these last two contained in Mit uns zieht
die neue Zeit. Der Mythos Jugend, edited by Thomas Koebner, Rolf-Peter Janz and Frank
Trommler (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1985). On the relationship with Benjamin, in addi-
tion to the other previously mentioned monographs on Benjamin, cf. also Ansgar Hil-
lach, “Ein neu entdecktes Lebensgesetz der Jugend”. Wynekens Führergeist im Denken des jungen
Benjamin, in global Benjamin, cit., pp. 872-890.

52 “Mit diesem [from Wyneken] zu einer Metaphysik der Jugend verwaschenen
Hegelianismus hat Benjamin sich zunächst bedingungslos identifiziert”, in Bernd Witte,
Walter Benjamin – Der Intellektuelle als Kritiker, cit., p. 16.

53 “Gemeinschaft est peut-être la catégorie fondamentale du type wilhelmien, et
dans cet horizon prend forme la pensée du jeune Benjamin”, in Marino Pulliero, Wal-
ter Benjamin. Le désir d’authenticité, cit., p. 845. It is no accident, obviously, that Stefan
George himself  – together with maybe only Hölderlin – is one of  the most beloved
poets not only of  the Jugendbewegung as a whole, but above all in the most exclusive
Wynekenian circle: on this aspect in particular cf. Alfred Ehrentreich, Stefan George in
der freien Schulgemeinde Wickersdorf, “Castrum Peregrini”, CI (1972-1973), pp. 62-79, that
however is primarily a biographical reconstruction.

54 On these aspects cf. Fabrizio Desideri’s classic study Walter Benjamin – il tempo e
le forme (Rome: Ed. Riuniti, 1980), p. 42ss., which takes up again the intellectual char-
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jamin, as we have seen, but rather seem to be precipitates in a new 
chemical compound in which they in some way keep themselves op-
erative. We could define this chemical compound here as the Nachleben
of  past forms that rearticulate themselves in new constellations of
sense in which Einsamkeit and Versäumnis assume central profiles, des-
tined to mark Benjamin’s intellectual and existential habitus.55 Of  such
Einsamkeit and Versäumnis we must also consider his brief  but intense
friendship with the poet Christian Friedrich Heinle, who together
with Benjamin shared years of  commitment in the Jugendbewegung and
a passion for George’s poetry as well as the “communal” cult of  soli-
tude, but who would commit suicide together with his companion
Rika Seligson56 after Germany’s entrance into the war. In the afore-
mentioned letter to the latter’s sister Carla dated August 4, 1913, Ben-
jamin recounts in fact how he had passed the last days of  his semester
at Freiburg together with Heinle:

acteristics of  the young Benjamin included in these coordinates: “A long process of
thought and ‘historian’ together make up the layers of  the Thesen über den Begriff  der
Geschichte” (p. 48).

55 In that sense this single piece of  Benjamin’s intellectual biography demonstrates
surprising affinity with that of  the young Lukács: he too, almost in the same amount
of  years, coming out of  the shock related to the suicide of  a close friend (the young
painter Irma Seidler with whom he had had a passionate relationship that had been des-
tined to end after only a few months and which successively saw him marry and she
commit suicide). In his diary from that time Lukács writes (before Irma’s suicide): “A
slight shadow of  hope. The ‘Ice Age’ begins. I am dead – but maybe there will be the
works. That’s how it seems anyway. I am dead: but this is not the bad thing. – The
strangest thing of  all is that I am dead, but that she lives in me; to the extent that some-
thing could live in me. Silently. Without desire. Without pain. Without anger. But she.
Only she”, in György Lukács, Diario (1910-1911) (Milan: Adelphi, 1983), p. 14. An-
other unsettling testimony to an ascent of  form realized at the expense of  real life.

56 On Christoph Friedrich Heinle (1894-1914), called Fritz, cf. Geret Luhr, Ästhe-
tische Kritik der Moderne, cit., p. 236ss.; Erdmut Wizisla, “Fritz Heinle war Dichter”. Wal-
ter Benjamin und sein Jugendfreund, in “Was nie geschrieben wurde, lesen”. Frankfurter
Benjamin-Vorträge, edited by Lorenz Jäger and Thomas Regehly (Bielefeld: Aisthe-
sis, 1992), pp. 115-131; Giorgio Agamben, Introduzione a Friedrich Heinle, and Gianni
Carchia, Heinle e la “lingua della gioventù”, both within “aut aut”, 189-190 (1982), pp.
26-29 and pp. 42-46 (this monograph fascicle dedicated to Benjamin also contains
the translation of  some of  Heinle’s poems that were thought to have been lost and
instead had been recovered in an edited version from his time by Carla Seligson:
Frierich Heinle, Poesie, ibid., pp. 32-41).
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Da war mein Fenster, das Sie kennen, mit der Pappel und den spie-
lenden Kindern, ein Fenster vor dem man sich reif  und erfahren
fühlt, wenn man noch nichts geleistet hat, also gefährlich, aber doch
so lieb, daß ich dort wieder wohne, wenn ich noch einmal nach Frei-
burg komme. Da war Herr Heinle, von dem ich weiß, daß wir über
Nacht Freunde geworden sind. Ich la shier gestern abend seine Ge-
dichte aus diesem Semester und finde sie, entfernt von ihm, fast
doppelt schön. […] die vier letzten Abende waren wir (Heinle und
ich) stets über Mitternacht hinaus zusammen, meist in der Walde.57

The so-to-say allegorical meaning of  this personal description on
Gemeinschaft and solitude, destined to illuminate the Benjaminian con-
siderations that follow in the letter as well, are inescapable. It is from
the nucleus of  the Benjaminian Freundeskreis, in the end made up of
only Benjamin himself  and Heinle, in any case that his particular
communitarian theory of  those years emerges. A community fed on
distance, on pathos for the works more than for the people, as in the
Romantic myths – central to the Jugendbewegung – of  Wanderung and
the forest.58 To keep to the imaginative and allegorical system that
this letter strongly evokes one could also say: the typical enchanted
forest of  German Romanticism (so typical that it loses its historical
character strictu sensu in order to acquire the “mythological” dimen-
sion of  a timeless Pathosformel) thus becomes the “space” in which
demons, or gods, appear – it is the constitutionally uncertain space
of  the Nachleben, which is also the space of  death par excellence. An ex-
ample is Sonnet 7 from the first section of  Benjamin’s poetic col-

57 Walter Benjamin, Briefe, cit., vol. 1, p. 85.
58 In the end one could say that the letter to Carla Seligson is structured like a po-

etical work of  George’s there where its evocative dimension emerges according to a
representation of  nature absolutely functional in its service to its expressed subject, but
not therefore without its own literally autonomous power. As Maurizio Pirro says,
speaking about Das Jahr der Seele, and principally the poem that opens the collection,
“Komm in den totgesagten Park und schau”, in which “the objectification of  the liv-
ing, the reduction of  his metaphorical potential to a linearity guaranteed not by the
negation of  nature, but by its transformation into an imaginal symbol”, in Maurizio Pir-
ro, Come corda troppo tesa, cit., p. 118.
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lection (the inner organization of  the works was thought up by Ben-
jamin himself):

Wie soll mich dieses Tages Glänzen freuen 
Wenn du nicht mit mir in die Wälder trittst 
Wo Sonne in den schwarzen Ästen blitzt 
Die konnte einst dein tiefer Blick erneuen

Indes der Lehre Wort dein Finger ritzt
In meines Denkens Tafel die in Treuen
Die Zeichen wahrte – und den Blick den scheuen 
Erhebe ich doch wach am Wegrand sitzt

Der Tod statt deiner und ich bin im Walde 
Verlassener als Busch und Baum zur Nacht 
Ein Wind fährt über die entblößte Halde

Des Mittags Helle die mich jäh umfacht 
Scheint vom gewölbten Himmel tiefer blauer 
Wie eines rätselvollen Auges Trauer.59

A sonnet that, beyond the manifesto of  these biographical cir-
cumstances described in the letter, perfectly circumscribes and de-
scribes the risky “place” of  the Benjaminian poetic community in
which death, more than a border to be meditated upon, represents
the inevitable penalty of  its transience, which precisely for this rea-
son is destined to continuously renew itself  within the Nachleben. 

Criticism of  the Priesterwissenschaft. Walter Benjamin 
and the George-Kreis

This Benjaminian place is an isolated place (and nevertheless re-
mains a communal space in which it continues to give itself  some
kind of  communal, delicate and hidden but forever profound

59 Walter Benjamin, Sonette, cit., pp. 30-31.
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epiphany); it is a place in which – to take up once again the afore-
mentioned image in relation to the George-Kreis – there is no sacred
wood, nor temple, and therefore no officiating priest nor mass of
adoring faithful. This is the origin of  Benjamin’s great skepticism to-
ward the circle surrounding the poet that can be found in multiple
places in his critical production.60 His skepticism arose from both
the great perplexities around the opportunity of  celebrating a poet-
ic cult sans phrase and those regarding the comprehensive profile of
the group, accused of  practicing a “Priesterwissenschaft der Dichtung” (as
Benjamin wrote in his essay of  1933); or, rather, the “priest-like sci-
ence of  poetry guarded in the ‘Blätter für Kunst’”. The young who
lived in the name of  George’s poetry, Benjamin continues, have no
connection to that “welche in seiner Lehre Befestigungen ihrer Po-
sition im Macht kampf  der Parteien gefunden hat. Nein, vielmehr in
der, welche an ihrem besten Teil schon darum ihr Zeugenamt vorm
Richtstuhl der Geschichte versehen kann, weil sie tot ist”.61 Un-
doubtedly, however, for the Benjamin taken with the exclusive Geor-
gian Kreis, it is not only about stigmatizing immediate scientific and
political issues, but also about emphasizing how its members spine-
lessly accept the most serious sacrificium intellectus: that of  relinquish-
ing their creative liberty in favor, one could say, of  a teleological
creation of  “liberty” at the service of  the supreme teachings of  the
popular-poet.62 As Benjamin says while severely judging Gundlof ’s

60 Paradigmatic, for example, of  the radical contestation that Benjamin carried out
of  the Gundolfian “sanctification” of  Goethe in his essay on the Elective Affinities, or
the refined but nevertheless crushing commentary on Kommerell’s book. Cf. Walter
Benjamin, Wider ein Meisterwerk. Zu Max Kommerell, “Der Dichter als Führer in der deutschen
Klassik”, in GS III, pp. 252-259.

61 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Rückblick auf  Stefan George, cit., p. 399.
62 “Uns leitet die absicht, die seelischen kräfte zu deuten, welche zeugend und emp-

fangend die einheit eines ganzen geistigen wesens bilden, und wer mit uns nach dem
spruch des grossen meisters alles vergängliche nur ein gleichnis des ewigen gesche hens
weiss und in dem maasse, als dieses gefühl sein herz mit der wucht der unendlichen bil-
der belastet, seinen geist vom drucke der alltäglichen hemmungen des einzel-lebens
und den alljährlichen verschalungen des gemeinlebens, die zeit und raum bedingen,
erleichtert fühlt, wird unserer absicht um so williger folgen, je weniger wir am vielfa-
chen und tausendfach wiederholten der menschlichen dinge haften bleiben, und 
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Goethe, “So vollendet sich ein Dogma das das Werk, welches es zum
Leben verzauberte durch nicht weniger verführerisches Irren als Le-
ben wieder zum Werk erstarren läßt und das die vielberufene »Ge-
stalt« des Dichters als einen Zwitter von Heros und Schöpfer zu
fassen vermeint, an dem sich mit dem Schein des Tiefsinns alles be-
haupten läßt”.63 What Benjamin condemns in the attitude of  the
Kreis’s disciples, deliberately failing to distinguish between rather di-
verse voices present within it,64 is the political teleology underlying
the poetics; a teleology that sought to transform the work into life
without any waste, thereby conferring upon it an Olympic and sacred
rigidity and placing it at the service of  a strict and obligatory cult. It
is precisely in these descriptions, it is important to add, that one re-
discovers the anti-modern fashion that was simultaneously present
within the logic of  mass society – and thus completely modern –

wird uns um so inniger verstehen, je mehr wir vermögen, sie am höchsten beispiel,
das stets das klarste und zugleich mehr als beispiel, nämlich das urspiel jeder seelischen
bewegung ist, am Göttlichen und Ewigen deutlich zu machen”; this is, for example,
Friedrich Wolters in his “Bible” that scandalized the Kreis, in the opening lines of  the
section dedicated to Dienst: Friedrich Wolters, Herrschaft und Dienst (Berlin: Bondi, 1923),
p. 53 [upper- and lowercase letters as in the original].

63 Walter Benjamin, Goethes Wahlverwandtschaften [1921-1922], in GS I/1, p. 160.
64 This is perhaps the only real limit – or prejudice – of  Benjamin’s socio-cultural

analysis of  the Georgian Kreis: he did not want to distinguish, to mention two names, be-
tween the intellectual characteristics of  a Wolters – author, in addition to the brief  afore-
mentioned essay, of  the weighty and in the end vacuous work Stefan George und die Blätter
für Kunst. Deutsche Geistesgeschichte seit 1890 (Berlin: Bondi, 1930) – and that of  a Kom-
merell, who instead in those same years had written a book with similar intentions, but
of  an entirely different conceptual tone: Der Dichter als Führer in der deutschen Klassik (Berlin:
Bondi, 1928). For the rest, however, it was precisely the Kreis that validated its own the-
oretical and existential homogeneity. By now we have accurate and rather acute recon-
structions of  the George-Kreis, whether on the sociological, cultural or textanalytisch sides.
Cf. Carola Groppe, Die Macht der Bildung. Das deutsche Bürgertum und der George-Kreis 1890-
1933 (Cologne-Weimar: Böhlau, 1997); Rainer Kolk, Literarische Gruppenbildung. Am Beispiel
des George-Kreises 1890-1945 (Tübingen: Niemeyer, 1998); Günter Baumann, Der George-
Kreis, in Kreise Gruppen Bünde. Zur Soziologie moderner Intellektuellenassoziation, edited by
Richard Faber and Christine Holste (Würzburg: Könighausen & Neumann, 2000), pp. 65-
84 (but the entire volume represents an extremely useful chronological list of  the forms
of  intellectual associations in the first half  of  the 20th century in Germany); as does the
previously cited anthology Wissenschaftler im George-Kreis.
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that the group enjoyed.65 For the most part unimportantly, but with
very blasé and at the same time interested understatement, in 1920
Friedrich Gundolf  got worked up enough to negate almost any sa-
cred, esoteric or initiatory approach of  the Kreis whatsoever:

Der Kreis ist weder ein Geheimbund mit Statuten und Zusammen-
künften, noch eine Sekte mit phantastischen Riten und Glaubens-
artikeln, noch ein Literatenklüngel (die Mitarbeiterschaft an den
“Blättern für Kunst”) ist an sich noch kein Zeichen der Zugehörig-
keit), sondern es ist eine kleine Anzahl Einzelner und bestimmter
Haltung und Gesinnung, vereinigt durch die unwillkürliche Vereh-
rung eines großen Menschen, und bestrebt der Idee die er ihnen
verkörpert (nicht diktiert) schlicht, sachlich und ernsthaft durch ihr
Alltagsleben oder durch ihre öffentliche Leistung zu dienen;66

while just a few pages before he had maintained a positive di-
alectic between the public and secret sphere, between mass and
Gestaltung, between atomization and Bund – between modern socie-
ty and the separate Kreis.67 Criticism has often emphasized the im-

65 “Für die Gefolgschaft Georges war Anpassungsfähigkeit die Voraussetzung, das
Vermögen, auf  die wechselnden Inkarnationen des Neuen wie auf  Modeartikel sich
rasch einzustellen, um up-to-date zu bleiben”, in Gert Mattenklott, Bilderdienst. Ästhe-
tische Opposition bei Beardsley und George (Frankfurt: Syndikat, 1985), p. 266. The history
of  Mattenkott’s work originally published in 1970 and for which he was not un-con-
troversially awarded a chair at the University of  Marburg, demonstrates just how much
the Nachleben is also the history of  different cultural solitudes, which precisely for this
reason erect bridges over abysses that until that moment had been unimagined. The
reason for such controversy is that it is a study that forever hangs in the balance be-
tween Georgian “cult” and its debate in a critical-ideological sense; furthermore, even
its cover – which reinterprets the Jugendstil of  the Anglo-German Jahrhundertwende
through a Pop-Art lens, brazenly exhibiting the reproduction of  a design by Beards-
ley of  three satyrs gifted with extremely large phalli – is provocative. On Mattenklott
and his position in the extreme offshoots of  the Georgian Nachleben in Benjamin’s
footsteps cf. Ulrich Raulff ’s shrewd reconstruction, Kreis ohne Meister, cit., pp. 515-518.

66 Friedrich Gundolf, George (Berlin: Bondi, 1920), p. 31.
67 “Diese Idee [‘die Einheit einer Seele mit einem ewigen Raum und einer einma-

ligen Zeit’] setzt entgegen der Verheutigung (Aktualisierung) der Werte das Ewige, der
Veröffentlichung der Werte das Geheimnis, der Benutzung und dem Genuß den Zau-
ber, der Masse die Gestaltung, der Einzelung (Atomisierung) den Bund” (ibid., p. 27).
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plicit anti-modernism of  the Georgian Kreis; but, in reality, the 
Georgian circle proved itself, precisely by virtue of  its exclusive and
esoteric attitude expressed on the poetological, existential and reli-
gious dimension of  the secret,68 inside the logic of  the steadily grow-
ing mass society – already evident in the objective failure that in that
way it came to create between an aristocratic and exclusive style and
the unscrupulous use of  a very modern logic of  goods.69

Walter Benjamin proved himself  equally critical and analytical to-
ward all of  that, in any case, to the same degree he would later be
with metropolises: in both cases he reconstructs an archeology of
the myth by delving into its darkest origins, and simultaneously bring-
ing to light its most recent and unsettling derivations. Thus the im-
age that dominates Benjamin’s retrospective glance from the edge of
the abyss into his own past, and of  the poetic figure projecting its
own image, is fine-tuned – a poetic figure, he will by now have un-
derstood, that is a “figure” of  a work, even before that of  an author;
and that condenses itself  in an image, that of  the poet-prophet, des-
tined to contrast in every way that of  the popular-poet (the image
that Benjamin evoked in the opening of  his 1933 work). If  the pop-
ular-poet appears like one who announces the coming kingdom of
poetry to his disciples, the poet-prophet appears like one who ex-
clusively apprehends a Vorwissen um die Katastrophe as Benjamin un-
derlines: “George, dem die eigene strenge Zucht, und angeborener
Spürsinn für das Nächtige, Vorwissen um die Katastrophe gegeben
hat, vermochte doch als Führer oder Lehrer nur schwächliche und le-
bensfremde Regeln oder Verhaltungsweisen vorzuschreiben”.70

68 “The secret is the privileged dimension and at the same time logical poetic heart
of  German symbolism. For the canonical authors of  the movement – George, Hof-
mannsthal, Rilke – art operates in contact with the occult side of  things, with reality’s re-
turn to shadow; and at the same time the secret is an instrument of  the symbolic
intensification of  reality itself. The possession of  a common intuition, in fact, connects
the spirits ready to fulfill the aesthetic experience, and together separates them from con-
tact with the arid prose of  civilization”, in Maurizio Pirro, Come corda troppo tesa, cit., p. 192.

69 “Das Warenzeichen der Blätter für die Kunst hat George verliehen wie die Win-
zergenossenschaft das Weinsiegel. Es bedeutet nicht allein die Anerkennung der Zu-
gehörigkeit, sondern auch die Verbürgung der Echtheit und Reinheit des
ausgezeichneten Produkts”, in Gert Mattenklott, Bilderdienst, cit., p. 219.

70 Walter Benjamin, Rückblick auf  Stefan George, cit., p. 393.
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“Weak and life-distant” are how the behavioral paradigms prescribed
by George’s poetry appear to that Benjaminian youth: precisely be-
cause they detracted from the work that the vicious circle of
Herrschaft and Dienst, Führer and Gefolgschaft brought within them-
selves in order to dedicate themselves instead to the “perfect” su-
perimposing of  poet and poetry – perfect to the degree that they
took away from Olympic cultural process of  superimposition be-
tween life and work that was instead at work within the Georgian
Kreis –, in order to dedicate themselves to the actual acquisition of
life – in the medium of  death. In this sense the symphonic closure of
this Rückblick is to be understood:

Das Geschlecht, welchem die reinsten und vollkommensten Gedichte
von George ein Asyl gegeben haben, war zum Tode vorbestimmt. [...]
George war ihm keineswegs der “Künder” von “Weisungen”, son-
dern ein Spielmann,71 da es bewegte wie der Wind, die “blumen der
frühen heimat” [...].72 [...] Der große Dichter ist George diesem Ge-
schlecht gewesen, und er war es als Vollender der Decadence, deren
spielerische Gebarung sein Impuls verdrängte, um in ihr dem Tod
den Platz zu schaffen, den er in dieser Zeitwende zu fordern hatte. Er
steht am Ende einer geistigen Bewegung, die mit Baudelaire begon-
nen hatte. Mag sein, daß diese Feststellung einmal nur eine literarhi-
storische gewesen ist. Inzwischen ist sie eine geschlechtliche geworden
und will ihr Recht.73

Benjamin in his conclusion thus confirms, and not without de-
tachment, the importance that Stefan George had had upon a very
hidden and very particular part of  his youth, and whose teachings he

71 Beyond indicating, literally, the ambulatory organ grinders of  the Middle Ages
and of  the beginnings of  the modern age, the word “Spielmann” also possesses a se-
cret echo, perceptible to those who with Benjamin had a shared past in the Jugendbewe-
gung: Der Spielmann is in fact a collection of  songs that was very common among the
Wandervögel, or rather, those in the youth movement in the widest sense.

72 This is a quote from the composition “Uns die durch viele jahre” that Benjamin
loved (in Stefan George, Der teppich des Lebens, cit., p. 35).

73 Walter Benjamin, Rückblick auf  Stefan George, cit., p. 399.
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had to a large degree followed as if  spellbound.74 In that way he re-
counts a precise historical-literary chapter no longer based on the
usual mechanisms of  influences, currents, protagonists and imita-
tors, but on the evocative (in a literal sense) power of  an oeuvre’s Nach-
leben, which thus ceases to be historical-literary, and instead becomes
primarily historical. The death of  the poet, therefore, does not consign
him to the marble and celebratory pantheon of  poetry’s eternal “he-
roes”. On the contrary, he is destined to continuously reappear, and
in so doing continuously re-propose the “Jetzt der Erkennbarkeit”.75

74 The same Klaus Mann, to give an example outside of  the Kreis, in 1928 had
held a conference with the suggestive title “Stefan George – Führer der Jugend”, which
concluded with the words: “Stefan George bedeutete der Generation um die Jahr-
hundertwende den großen Beweis dafür, daß der Dichter auch in unserer Zeit möglich
sei, daß er in ihr, mahnend, fordernd und prophezeiend, wirksam sein könnte. Er wur-
de der Generation, die sich um 1914 opferte, der reinste und höchstgeliebte Reprä-
sentant eins hölderlinschen Deutschland, für das sie sterben zu müssen glaubte,
während sie in Wahrheit für eine pathetisch hergerichtete Lüge fiel. Er ist uns, die wir
während eines Zusammenbruches aufgewachsen sind, Bindung an die Werte und Tra-
ditionen großer Bildungswelten und Vergangenheiten; während er uns also vor Ent-
wurzelung bewahrt, ist er uns auch, durch sein Werk und durch sein Schicksal, das er
uns vorgelebt hat, Führer und Wegweiser in eine Zukunft des reinsten Lichtes, des
strengen Glücks”, in Klaus Mann, Stefan George – Führer der Jugend, in Auf  der Suche nach
einem Weg. Aufsätze (Berlin: Transmare, 1931), pp. 121-130, here p. 130. 

75 “Das Jetzt der Erkennbarkeit” is a typically Benjaminian definition: “Jede Ge-
genwart ist durch diejenigen Bilder bestimmt, die mit ihr synchronistisch sind: jedes
Jetzt ist das Jetzt einer bestimmten Erkennbarkeit”, in Walter Benjamin, Das Passagen-
Werk, in GS V/1, p. 578 .
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Hegel. The death of art and the tragedy
of living

Markus Ophälders

“Was, am Tod entzündet mir
das Leben sich zuletzt?”1

In Hegel’s writings and in the lectures published by his students,
including the recently published Mitschriften of  the lectures on aes-
thetics,2 the expressions “end” and “death of  art” are nowhere to be
found. Nevertheless, in a way consistent with the system’s force of
gravity – whether overall or whether, in particular, in its aesthetic the-
ory – the discourse on dissolution, or, more precisely, on art’s belong-
ing to the past, is clearly present. With the passage of  tragedy to
comedy, in fact, the classical age experiences a double-death while,
thanks to the knowledge of  the death of  God, the liberty of  self-
knowledge centered on the negative power of  the intellect begins to
grow. At the same time, and in order to stem the chaos that the sun-
set of  the world of  ethics had left in its wake, the modern State with
its abstract, alienating, and terrifying private rights appears, atomizing
collectivity and reducing human beings to single individuals: “The
body politic is a cadaver in putrefaction, full of  stinking worms, and
these worms are private persons.”3 In this portrait, art belongs to the
classical past, while in the modern age, Christian and romantic, the 

1 Friedrich Hölderlin, Der Tod des Empedokles, in Sämtliche Werke, Briefe und Doku-
mente, edited by Dietrich E. Sattler (Munich: Luchterhand, 2004), vol. 7, p. 74.

2 Cf. Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Vorlesung über Ästhetik, Berlin 1820-21,
Mitschrift from Ascheberg, edited by Helmut Schneider (Frankfurt: Lang, 1995); Vor-
lesungen über die Philosophie der Kunst [Hotho 1823], Berlin 1823, Mitschrift by Hotho, edit-
ed by Annemarie Gehtmann-Siefert (Hamburg: Meiner, 2003); Philosophie der Kunst oder
Ästhetik, Berlin 1826, Mitschrift by Herrmann and Kehler, edited by Annemarie Geth-
mann-Siefert and Bernadette Collenberg-Plotnikov in collaboration with F. Iannelli and
K. Berr (Munich: Fink, 2004); Philosophie der Kunst, Berlin 1826, Mitschrift by von der
Pfordten, edited by Annemarie Gehtmann-Siefert, Jeong-Im Kwon and Karsten Berr
(Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2005); an edition from the last course in Berlin 1828-29, Mitschrift
by Libelt, Heimann and others, is currently being prepared by A. P. Oliver.

3 G. W. Friedrich Hegel, Vorlesungen zur Philosophie der Weltgeschichte [VPhWG] in
Sämtliche Werke, edited by Georg Lasson (Leipzig: Meiner, 1923), vol. 9, p. 716.



spirit interiorizes itself. Nothing more beautiful can now ever be born
– Hegel, referring to the end of  classical art, maintains – only higher
things. The ambiguity of  this statement pervades the Hegelian reflec-
tions on aesthetics and there is not a single moment where its traces
are not to be found. As regards the hierarchy of  single artistic genres,
in the articulation of  their relationships within the three great cultur-
al epochs, for example, one can identify moments of  consistent sys-
tematic inconsistency. Furthermore, Hegelian philosophy is pervaded
by the profound awareness of  finding itself  confronted by the end
and, after Kantian Critiques, consists of  the attempt to re-establish for
the last time a primary philosophy out of  metaphysics. One can do
nothing but append a firm base to the end of  all that culture and hu-
man history had produced up until that time – Hegel maintains with
a mixture of  extreme humility, not a little hybris, and not without trag-
ic resignation; however, this attitude reveals itself  to be, in its turn,
strongly ambiguous when compared to the nostalgic judgments of  an-
cient art, with its clear opposition to 18th and 19th century neo-classi-
cal attempts, and even more so with the steps that describe the classical
and modern world from the ethical and political point of  view.

One would not be adequately evaluating the problem of  the death
of  art nor Hegelian aesthetics on a whole if  the content of  experi-
ence at bottom, which – from the widely discussed Oldest System-Pro-
gram and from the youthful fragments – inspire Hegel’s every
reflexive and conceptual effort. At heart that effort aims to save po-
litical ideals – and therefore the most profound collective experience
of  his generation – in the face of  looming barbarism. Still in 1820
Hegel continued to toast the fourteenth of  July:4 if  it is true that
there is no revolution without reform,5 without any doubt the con-

4 Cf. Günther Nicolin, Hegel in Berichten seiner Zeitgenossen (Hamburg: Meiner, 1970),
pp. 213-214; Dieter Henrich, Aufklärung der Herkunft des Manuskripts ‘Das älteste System-
programm des deutschen Idealismus’, in Mythologie der Vernunft, edited by Christoph Jamme
and Helmut Schneider (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1984), p. 167; Otto Pöggeler, Das Men-
schenwerk des Staates, in ibid., p. 189.

5 Cf. G. W. Friedrich Hegel, Enzyklopädie der philosophischen Wissenschaften im Grundrisse
(1830) [E 1830], in Gesammelte Werke, edited by Wolfgang Bonsiepen and Hans-Chris-
tian Lucas (Hamburg: Meiner, 1992), vol. 21, pp. 536-537.
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trary is also true6 in as much as political changes and the transfor-
mation of  individual consciousness must develop simultaneously.
Hegel’s growing interest in aesthetics – departing from 1817 and
therefore just a short time after the Congress of  Vienna – in fact is
not turned so much toward art in itself  as much as it is toward the
capacity of  art to create a collective consciousness and thus concrete
and organic forms of  peaceful human cohabitation. From the Phe-
nomenology of  Spirit onward, ethical-political reflection develops from
tragedy which, in the Hegelian philosophical system, occupies a very
complex position that is impossible to reduce ad unum: it is in fact to
be found beyond the aesthetic-artistic sphere.7 Precisely because
tragedy situates itself, in as much as it is both art and meta-art, on the
border between art and life, it represents the most consistently in-
consistent and infinitely finite moment, there where the so-called
“death of  art” begins its long and quite possibly interminable path
and where philosophical theory, artistic poetics, and political praxis
find themselves inextricably bound in the face of  the problem of  a
collective life worth being experienced.

Consistent inconsistencies (Gregor Samsa)

“He who firstly envisioned the end of  art also indicated the most
valid reason for its survival: the survival of  the same needs that at-
tend that expression that works of  art realize in their place, that are
without words.”8 Artistic beauty – this is how the lectures on aes-

6 Cf. Hauke Brunkhorst, Hegel und die Französische Revolution. Die Verzichtbarkeit der
Restauration und die Unverzichtbarkeit der Revolution, in Die Ideen von 1789 in der deutschen
Rezeption, edited by the Forum für Philosophie (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1989), p. 172.

7 In relation to this see also Alberto L. Siani, Il destino della modernità. Arte e politica
in Hegel (Pisa: ETS, 2010), p. 53, in which the author treats a border-function of  tragedy
and maintains that the theory of  civil society is strongly indebted to theoretical motions
of  an aesthetic derivation (p. 174), so much that “the destiny of  antiquity, of  which
tragedy speaks as if  a mysterious force […], is the rational and judicial vision of  the
world and of  ethics: in a single word, it is modernity itself ” (p. 195).

8 Theodor W. Adorno, Ästhetische Theorie, in Gesammelte Schriften, edited by Gretel
Adorno and Rolf  Tiedemann (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1973-1997), vol. 7, p. 512.
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thetics begin – is beauty born but, even more so, born once more of
spirit.9 This statement could seem paradoxical and, nevertheless, sim-
ilar ambiguities of  consistency are by no means lacking and are in-
deed structural. Both a birth within beauty and a higher rebirth
indicate a process through which the human being, from necessity
and nature, moves toward the spiritual; or rather, toward that sphere
in which ideality and freedom are completely realized. This constel-
lation structures both aesthetics and the Hegelian system in its com-
plexity. Hegel, however, is silent about the fact that, in order to be
reborn, one first needs to die and in this way the principle that keeps
the dialectic alive, which is to say death as such, is cancelled out.
There is no statement in the Science of  Logic, Hegel claims, that does
not have Heraclitus in mind: just like the latter’s fire so too Hegelian
theory constructs by destroying. As one reads in the Phenomenology,
the dialectical intellect seeks to confront itself  and look that which
is dead in the face in order to find itself  strengthened. Hegel rewrites
the entire history of  not only western philosophy and culture in or-
der to find the still point of  a definitive and conclusive conciliation.
He aims to think of  the paradoxical bond between life and death,
becoming and passing away, affixing accents to make it accessible to
the dynamic approach of  the dialectic; in aesthetics, to make art’s re-
al historical development interact with a logical, organic and philo-
sophically systematic conception. The effort is enormous. Yet Hegel
is not interested in saving a past, and therefore classical, world and
culture before the eruption of  barbarism; rather, his fearlessness con-
sists in the extreme attempt to make the ideal interact with the real
present, and to save both.

At times this effort creates ambiguity and inconsistent consisten-
cies, above all at a systematic level. The artistic genre of  poetry in-
deed is no longer art, even though it is not yet philosophy; within it
the development of  the classical – the objective and sculptural that
characterize the epic – through the romantic – the subjective and
pictorial-musical that characterize the lyric – is repeated up until it

9 Cf. G. W. Friedrich Hegel, Ästhetik [Ä] in Werke, edited by Eva Moldenhauer and
Karl Markus Michel (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1986), vol. 13, p. 14.
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reaches drama which contains in itself, by transcending them, all the
other arts. Through this systematization of  art within the medium of
the drama, Hegel recovers, at the apex of  spiritualization, the sub-
stance of  the ideal of  beauty: the highest expression of  spirit has
grown simultaneously with the highest expression of  material and
aesthetic substance; the tragic character represents a sculpture that is
able to move itself  and react because of  its own freedom.10 Thanks
to drama’s sublime synthesis, Hegel’s aesthetics is saved from the ac-
cusation of  classicism because the contradiction between the his-
toricization of  the epochs and the system of  the arts is reduced at
least in part,11 even though, on a complex systematic level, poetry
and above all tragedy find themselves de facto in a position suspend-
ed between art and philosophy. Similar inconsistent consistencies
concerning metaphor, allegory, and the sublime Hegel, so to speak,
hides in an extemporaneous space within the symbolic art, and there-
by evades confronting those expressive forms developed in the Ro-
mantic art of  his contemporaries, including Hölderlin, Schlegel, and
Novalis. In the end, from the moment the material of  poetry is no
longer understood to be constituted by language but by the repre-
sentations of  fantasy, Hegel returns to the invention of  a sixth sense
or rather the interior intuition that takes advantage of  memory and,
above all, the imagination. It is not, however, only about an aesthet-
ic problem in a broad sense, because the sixth sense is the most the-
oretical, able to contemplate the object itself  from a distance – as
hearing and sight, the other two theoretical senses, moreover, do –
and allowing it to be free in its autonomy. And this autonomy is new-

10 Cf. Hotho 1823, p. 83 and p. 302. One notes that Hegel describes in almost the same
manner the State of  the polis: cf. Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der Geschichte, in
Werke, cit., vol. 12, p. 306ss.; he also describes great figures like statues: cf. G. W. Friedrich
Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Geschichte der Philosophie [VGPh], in Vorlesungen. Ausgewählte Nach-
schriften und Manuskripte. Vorlesungen Bände 6-9 (Hamburg: Meiner, 2011), vol. 2, p. 133; and
men in flesh and blood as the artists of  themselves: cf. Ä, vol. 14, p. 374. In addition,
cf. G. W. Friedrich Hegel, Jenaer Systementwürfe III, in Gesammelte Werke, edited by Rolf-Pe-
ter Horstmann (Hamburg: Meiner, 1976), vol. 8, pp. 263-264.

11 Cf. Peter Szondi, Hegels Lehre von der Dichtung, in Poetik und Geschichtsphilosophie I
(Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1991), pp. 492-93.
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ly reflected on the user subject who in that way fulfills his or her own
autonomy and freedom. Without that aesthetic liberty, the ethical
and political freedom of  self-knowledge is impossible because in this
first connection of  freedom the split between the human being and
nature is recast; and, successively, that bond is repeated in every new
form of  liberty, no less than within the absolute identity of  the sub-
ject-object. Indeed, freedom does not exist without reciprocal re-
flection and recognition among diverse individualities; the ancient
Greeks used the term idiotes to indicate the person who believed that
freedom and autonomy were synonyms for self-sufficiency and in-
dependence, a term that Hegel translates as “private person”.

Tragedy constitutes the high-point of  poetry as it is an art that is
beautiful to the degree it historically belongs to classical art; at the
same time, however, it is more elevated because, from the systemat-
ic point of  view, it is a romantic art, or rather, the most spiritualized
of  all the arts and therefore also the most secularized. From antiq-
uity onwards, and at least until Brecht, tragedy could with good rea-
son be considered a secular art in the broadest sense. It is about an
art, therefore, of  the present, not only because of  its highly reflec-
tive constructive logic which comes close to philosophy, but also in
the historical sense because the historical now is tragic with its at-
omization of  individuals unable to construct a new unity. Tragedy’s
particular position transcends the artistic sphere not only because it
is no longer art or because on the stage vital forces and ethical and
political substances meet; but because tragic death for Hegel is ex-
tremely vital and creative beyond the artistic sphere as well. Socrates
and Jesus represent tragic figures very similar to Hölderlin’s Empe-
docles; they combine ethical-political passion, self-reflexive clarity,
the profound will to realize the ideal of  freedom, and a death that
creates life, collective life. It is inherent in the logic of  the Aufhebung
(surpassing, surmounting, superseding or overcoming) that all that
helps the spirit to mediate itself  and grow together with itself  falls
victim to its sovereign ingratitude in order to conserve itself  in spir-
itu. And this is how tragic death, too, in as much as it is an artistic
form, at least at the systematic level, was to have been superseded.
Nevertheless, as regards Socrates and Jesus – real, historical individ-



uals already connected in the philosophical and religious sphere –
tragedy signals a difference. Their death, in as much as it actually oc-
curred, is unrepeatable and cannot, strictly speaking, be the object of
tragic representation. In this regard it is important to mention that,
as regards epic songs or rites, prior to the death of  Aeschylus tragic
representations could not be performed a second time. In this cir-
cumstance Hegel consistently seizes how, in the collective life of  the
Greeks, tragedy occupied a unique position, and was not merely re-
ducible to the artistic sphere. Tragedy is certainly a representation,
whether individual or collective, of  life, and of  free life; and, pre-
cisely because it is free, it similarly falls victim to constraint and need.
The difference between a tragic death and a real one consists in the
fact that the aesthetic field and the two fundamental characteristics
of  the drama, appearance and play, guarantee a greater contempla-
tive as well as theoretical and reflexive freedom and distance. This is
what characterizes tragedy as an artistic space of  philosophical re-
flection that is not surmountable in the concept.12 Its constructive
moments, above all else its mythos, the web of  actions, possess the
same characteristics as the philosophical concepts already identified
by Aristotle: unity, necessity, causality, totality, and ideality. Tragedy is
thus the space of  wisdom; yet in addition to reflection and contem-
plation, tragic wisdom is born of  pathos, suffering, and pain. Perhaps
that wisdom, in spite of  its systematic belonging to absolute spirit,
is not absolute; but perhaps, as regards its real history and the philo-
sophical concept that reflects on it, possesses greater depth. Para-
doxically, the tragic death of  drama survives the death of  art.

As regards the experience of  death, in temporal terms tragedy
constructs the present while the very real fear of  one’s own indi-
vidual death is always projected into the future, and mourning for
the other always faces the past. In this sense it is significant that, in

12 It does not concern, in fact, the surpassing of  beautiful art on philosophy’s be-
half, in as much as it is a more elevated grade of  spirit. Art is born and reborn of  spir-
it and this coordinates philosophy and art as two independent forms. The end of  art
is already inherent in the same process of  being born, becoming, dying and being re-
born. This process does not progressively bring art closer to philosophy, but represents
the dynamic tension between these two forms of  spirit.
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Hegel’s opinion, dramas, even modern dramas, were not to be print-
ed; rather, they were to be circulated only in the form of  written
outlines for actors and directors. Tragic wisdom, in fact, takes away
at least in part from the written word, in as much as it is always in
movement, present in every single instant of  the scene, in the play
of  recitation, and the spectators’ consciousness. It concerns a
knowledge that has not completely lost its own character of  orali-
ty, of  its being play, recitation, and thus appearance; its profundity
is not only reflexive but also pathetic and empathetic. Tragic wisdom
involves the entire human being, past and present: in alienating and
abstract modernity, tragedy cannot depart from the stage. If  its ap-
pearance is really that, then it is also eternal: “an arising and a pass-
ing that neither arises nor passes, but that exists within itself ”.13 In
as much as action, that eternity is both presence and present and
combines within itself  the past, of  which it is the result, and the fu-
ture with which it is pregnant.14 This, in the end, is precisely the es-
sential characteristic of  both tragic and political actions: with the
consciousness of  freedom it creates its own eternity. Nevertheless,
the freedom of  spirit does not consist in the sculptural fixity or in
the timeless interiority of  the beautiful soul, it “does not consist in
a motionless being, but in a continual negation of  that which threat-
ens to suppress freedom itself ”.15 Les extremes se touchent and tragedy
is a present in eternal motion because, like tragic irony, its founda-
tion is eternally instantaneous;16 like political action, tragedy’s deep-
est intention is to stop the flow of  time at its most beautiful and
truest instant. In this way, like politics, art too, which manifests it-
self in tragedy in its entirety and in its purest form, primarily tends
to interrupt the persistence of  needs to realize, through its effect in

13 G. W. Friedrich Hegel, Phänomenologie des Geistes [PhG], in Gesammelte Werke, edited
by Wolfgang Bonsiepen and Reinhard Heede (Hamburg: Meiner, 1980), vol. 9, p. 35.

14 Cf. G. W. Friedrich Hegel, Enzyklopädie 1830, in Werke, cit., vol. 9, p. 55, § 259 Z
as well as VPhWG, p. 165.

15 VPhWG, pp. 32-33.
16 Cf. in relation to tragic irony, Christoph Menke, Gegenwart der Tragödie (Frankfurt:

Suhrkamp, 2005) and Markus Ophälders, Romantische Ironie (Würzburg: Königshausen
und Neumann, 2004).
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time, something that time is not. In this sense art notably represents
the secularization of  death; it is a timeless time that hastens into the
present not only the end of  all times but also the beginning of  the
only real time: eternity. In art eternity is concentrated in the ironic
instant, which is intimately tragic in as much as it is aware of  the
fact that, here and now, it cannot last. In fact, only at the moment
need and pain have disappeared will real life come into being and
will art have the possibility of  having the plurality of  all its forms
and contents at hand, as Hegel maintains occurred already begin-
ning with the Renaissance;17 the undifferentiated whole of  history
would only be available to redeemed humanity because, having tran-
scended the passing of  time, all would be found to be equally close
to the present center.18 Identity – or rather, the subject that, ac-
cording to Hegel, would be unable to find anything foreign or hos-
tile in the object – constructs the horizon of  the artistic as well as
that of  the philosophical and political fields. Nevertheless, in the
modern age, with its abstract and alienating plurality, reason’s
monotheism cannot ignore, not even for Hegel, the imagination’s
polytheism.19 From the political point of  view, freedom is not self-
sufficient and, if  understood in a uniquely negative fashion as the
freedom from something, it becomes dangerous to collectivity. Free-
dom is for the encounter with the other; or rather, it is fraternity –
forever neutralized by reforms and revolutions – that constitutes
the true, unique, and effectively real identity.

Only at the moment when a truly rational politics could really
have substituted tragic destiny, tragedy and art on a whole would
have been able to give way to the philosophical concept become po-

17 Cf. Hotho 1823, p. 194 as well as Ä, vol. 14, p. 234; cf. in this sense also Giovan-
na Pinna, Formalismus und Geschichtlichkeit. Zur Pluralität der modernen Kunst in Hegels Äs-
thetik, in Gleichzeitigkeit des Ungleichzeitigen, edited by Sabine Schneider and Heinz
Briggemann (Munich: Fink, 2010), pp. 79-81.

18 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Über den Begriff  der Geschichte, in Gesammelte Schriften, edited
by Rolf  Tiedemann and Hermann Schweppenhäuser (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1980),
vol. I.2, p. 694.

19 Cf. Ä, vol. 14, p. 236; in addition cf. Giovanna Pinna, Formalismus und
Geschichtlichkeit, cit., p. 88.
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litically real. However, the real is not rational20 and true freedom does
not represent the solution, but the permanent problem; the same
freedom without which there is no tragedy, let alone politics; the free-
dom that is the substance and subject of  idealism. Departing from
freedom, for Hegel, history moves and progresses; the substantial
and collective freedom and the subjective and individual one together
represent the heart of  the dialectic of  idealism. But that dialectic,
and with it historical movement, are fixed by Hegel in an inconsis-
tent way; and yet – as regards the system’s needs –, consistently. He
stops the course of  history almost as if  he could scent the catastro-
phe which, more than one hundred years later, would bring Ben-
jamin to liken the revolution not, like Marx, to the locomotive of
history, but to the emergency brake that humanity, in this out-of-
control train, is desperately trying to grab hold of.21 As regards the
system’s logic, Hegel, in any event, was able to stop the course of
history; however, he places tragedy in a position that takes it away
from the death of  art, as if  in that way, through tragic contemplation
and self-reflection, history would have been able to begin its course
once again, but in a slightly different manner.22 “Ideality consists in
the fact that man is at home in this world, he freely moves within
it”23 and this ideal remains valid even in the face of  an adult sobri-
ety with which in other passages Hegel judges the actual course of
history. If  facts do not correspond to the idea, Hegel maintains –
both as a bit of  a stubborn student at his thesis defense and as a wise
and knowledgeable philosopher –, well then tant pis pour les faits. At
almost two hundred years of  distance, that attempt to save the ideals,
in their entirety, from the barbarity to come can, at times, seem par-
adoxical; just as the voluntary involuntary death of  Gregor Samsa

20 Cf. Enzyklopädie 1827, in Gesammelte Werke, cit., vol. 19, p. 32, § 6 Z: “That which
exists is in part appearance, and only in part reality”.

21 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Über den Begriff  der Geschichte, cit., vol. I.3, p. 1232. 
22 Cf. Hauke Brunkhorst, Hegel und die Französische Revolution, cit., p. 159: “What one

immediately recognized in 1789 was the devaluation of  every progress of  civilization
which had been reached by that point in the face of  the new principle of  a self-re-
flective freedom which makes laws itself ”.

23 Hotho 1823, p. 106.
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does. And nevertheless, with these inconsistent consistencies, Hegel
proves himself  to be unafraid of  tragedy, a fear that – according to
Heiner Müller, one of  the most Hegelian of  contemporary dra-
maturges – is the fear of  the revolution’s permanence.24 It is easier
to build the temple than to make the deity appear in it, one reads in
Beckett’s L’Innommable, which tellingly concludes with the words “il
faut continuer, je vais continuer”.25

An end without end or the end of  ending (Hamm)

The permanent revolution is certainly not a conception of
Hegel’s, who thematizes the permanent process of  art’s dissolution
connected to the permanence of  death. The so-called “death of  art”,
attributed to the period that began with the death of  Christ, would
in fact be at least four times longer than the temporal arc in which
the classical idea of  art is present. In the published version of  the
Aesthetics prepared by Hotho, the reflection dedicated to romantic
art is three times longer than the rest of  the text. Hegel continues in
the continuous attempt to end; not only is the end within the begin-
ning, but the end of  ending signifies a new beginning precisely be-
cause the conception of  an end is possible only when there is a
beginning and therefore in some manner is bound to be repetitive.26

Both the construction of  a tradition’s authenticity with respect to
the inauthentic present and the break with tradition follow the same
logic. Like all of  the profoundest dialectical movements, the dialec-
tic of  art and, even more so of  aesthetics, develops in the presence
of  death and in particular the death of  art. That ending without end
is the precise result of  the complex construction of  the “death of
art” that involves historization, criticism, museumization, and repe-
tition; as well as free will in the choice of  the past and tradition. In
the impossibility of  finding the end, Hegel paradoxically establishes

24 Cf. Heiner Müller, Fatzer ± Keuner, in Heiner Müller Material. Texte und Kommentare,
edited by Frank Hörnigk (Leipzig: Reclam, 1990), p. 31.

25 Samuel Beckett, L’Innommable (Paris: Éditions de Minuit, 1965), p. 262.
26 Cf. Eva Geulen, Das Ende der Kunst, cit., p. 113, and p. 180ss.
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the basis for modern art and its successive path.27 It is about a par-
ticular dialectic that moves between conservation and restoration,
on the one hand, and modernization and rupture with the past on
the other, which sets creativity free. Today “every artist whose talent
and genius have liberated themselves from previous limitations to a
determined form of  art has every form and every material at his dis-
posal. […] That art which goes beyond itself  is likewise man’s return
to himself, a descent into his own chest, with which art cancels out
every fixed limitation to a determined chain of  contents […] art no
longer needs to represent only that which is absolutely at ease in one
of  its determinant phases, but everything in which man in general is
capable of  feeling at ease”.28

In the dialectical construction of  tradition Hegel identifies a par-
allelism between the ancient and the modern, between beautiful art
and spiritualized and secularized art: “In ancient art as in modern art
the world in which ideals were connected belongs to a remote
epoch.”29 This parallelism concerns the historization of  the present
and the capacity of  idealization of  an epoch; above all, however, it
permits modernity to repeat antiquity, recreating it by departing from
the present, which is thus historically justified. Beauty born and re-
born of  the spirit is the modern beauty that, through the conception
of  that classical one, creates a museum for itself; an ideal alter ego,
traditional, and, above all, strongly dialectical. That past, in fact, be-
comes quotable and, thus, as in every quotation, sees old and new en-
ter into a constellation in which they are equals. The same style with
which Hegel quotes other authors is a testimony to that approach:
not even where quotation marks appear do the words correspond to
the original; in fact, Hegel rewrites the text, interprets it, and almost
invents it. In an analogous manner, he gathers and reunites past his-
torical moments within his system. That dialectic combines, as in the
Heraclitean fire, salvation and destruction, and is very similar to the
appearance of  the Messiah, another eminent figure of  the end. Nev-

27 Cf. ibid., pp. 48-49.
28 G. W. Friedrich Hegel, Ä, vol. 14, pp. 235-237. 
29 Hotho 1823, p. 87. 
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ertheless, in this way the past’s quotability is not without aesthetic
traces, nor is it totally correct from a scientific and historical point of
view. In fact, the entire operation at the basis of  aesthetics hides a po-
litical desire behind a scientific approach. The political ideals of  the
present are transformed and thus saved by Hegel through the con-
struction of  classical art, in as much as it is quotable and therefore
able to be actualized within modernity. In this manner – confronted
with scientific, systematic, and historical closure and through the
medium of  potentiality in which art operates – the historical horizons
can open up once again. Scientific order and progressive historicism,
at least in aesthetics, demonstrate their differences: the first remains
profoundly aesthetic and the second, together with the past charac-
ter of  art, transforms into the semblance because only in the mes-
sianic world can there be a real universal history; only in that world
could a reality of  universal and complete actuality be represented,30

or rather, that eternal metaphysical present Hegel conceived of  that
is uniquely realized in the ironic instant of  tragedy.

Wherever metaphysics reigns there is no place for art; for, to it,
art is such only in as much as it is surpassed by the concept. Yet
Hegelian metaphysics is itself  a work of  art and aesthetics, in the
same way that aesthetics is metaphysics: almost the myth of  the end
of  art included in concepts, like the record of  his own death that
Proust wanted to insert at the end of  his Recherche. In the Hegelian
reconstruction of  metaphysics, art, as a consequence, occupies an
empty space;31 Hegel recasts art, and classical art in particular, as so
many godless temples. The road from this empty space to non-space
to utopia – the modern topos par excellence – is, after Hegel and af-
ter the failure of  the metaphysical system, extremely short. Travelling
that road – departing from the first season of  Romanticism twenty
years prior to Hegelian aesthetics – is the responsibility that art will-
ingly assumes. It is no accident that the temporal rhythm announced
by that path is that of  happiness; or rather, that of  the again and
again as if  for the first time. Forever and again humanity must rewrite

30 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Über den Begriff  der Geschichte, cit., vol. I.3, p. 1235.
31 Cf. Eva Geulen, Das Ende der Kunst, cit., p. 167.
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its own text in a sort of  interpretive repetition compulsion; with that,
the revolution is transformed into a permanent return to an origin,
which in a rather continuous manner removes itself. That origin con-
structs itself  as a target and, in permanent repetition, is strong
enough to confront death, well aware of  the fact that it is an immi-
nent fact of  life and that only through oblique ways can possible es-
cape routes open up. In this sense the “death of  art” can be
interpreted as a primary phenomenon (Urphänomen) in the Ben-
jaminian sense: “The origin is within the flow of  becoming like a
vortex, and the material of  its birth is attracted into its rhythm. […]
It desires to be understood as a restoration, as a reactivation on the
one hand, and, on the other, and precisely for this reason, as some-
thing imperfect and unfinished. In every original phenomenon the
form is determined beneath which an idea continues to confront the
historical world, until it is not there, finished, in the totality of  its
history”.32

Curiously, the very same Hegelian aesthetics are structured ac-
cording to similar relationships: the various available texts likewise
represent quotations and reproductions of  an absent original; it is
about different versions that quote and construct while actualizing a
substantially inexistent and, to a large degree, oral text. The con-
struction of  a quotable and thus repeatable tradition, which Hegel
worked towards during these lectures on aesthetics, is reconstructed
through an interpretive process that involves restoration as much as
destruction. Hegel collected his conceptions himself, as did his stu-
dents when they rewrote the courses they had attended. In this way
actual memory within the present is created. In as much as the pres-
ent is only based on memory, it has always already arrived at the end,
if  criticism does not intervene;33 or rather, the same selective inter-
vention with which Hegel created classical art. It is not by chance

32 Walter Benjamin, Ursprung des deutschen Trauerspiels, in Gesammelte Schriften, cit., vol.
I.1, p. 226.

33 Here the reference is obviously to Friederich Nietzsche’s three forms of  con-
sidering history, Vom Nutzen und Nachteil der Historie für das Leben, in Kritische Studien-
ausgabe, edited by Giorgio Colli and Mazzino Montinari (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1999), vol.
1, pp. 243-334.
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that memory, as a medium of  use, is not present in this latter artistic
epoch but only in the one following where the little girl in the Phe-
nomenology of  the Spirit – the muse that here marks the beginning of
museumization – grants the works by that point fallen from the tree
and therefore from the life of  the epoch.34 That life by now has been
interiorized and, as such, become the object of  memory (Er-Innerung)
departing from which it can be reborn and repeated in the medium of
quotation. It is about the most systematic of  the versions of  the rela-
tionship between beauty and something higher, also because in the Phe-
nomenology classical art is religion and does not recognize a symbolic
past nor a romantic future. The moment in which, however, memory
is established, the consciousness of  the end and of  death is also af-
firmed; just as in the epic cantos in comparison with the myths or in
the institution of  the museum that canonizes a past as tradition and
creates the conventions and rules, in truth always anachronistic, of  con-
temporary art.35 This, in any case, is the dialectic between the classical
historically arranged as a museum and the modern which ever again
relates it as if  for the first time. In Hegel’s system the philosophical
concept becomes totalizing, while the construction of  classical art re-
mains bound by determinant limits. However, whoever establishes lim-
its is aware of  that which transcends them and in this way the limits of
classical art also include that which should be excluded. In this way they
are transformed from stable and definitive limits into dialectically dy-

34 Cf. PhG, pp. 401-402; Geulen believes that with the concrete historical end of
classical art Hegel has put an end to the ending without an end, which, instead, char-
acterizes romantic art. Historically therefore classical art truly belongs to the past. How-
ever, in a theoretical sense, the relationship of  the classical ideal with its own pre-artistic
and symbolic past invalidates its conclusive and perfect character and that classical art,
in truth, constructs a virtual threshold that may be shifted within time. Although, there-
fore, from the historical point of  view the ideal of  classical art seems to connect itself
within definitive limits, it transcends them from a theoretical point of  view. As a con-
sequence classical art is precisely the place where modernity was invented (erfinden) and
found (finden) and where one can also rediscover it in a different way every time. Cf.
Eva Geulen, Das Ende der Kunst, cit., pp. 48-49; cf. also Jean-Luc Nancy, Le muse, trans.
by Chiara Tartarini (Reggio Emilia: Diabasis, 2006), pp. 65-80.

35 Cf. Eva Geulen, Das Ende der Kunst, cit., pp. 58-59. In the 1820s from his win-
dow Hegel could observe the construction of  the first official museum of  Berlin.
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namic limits to which modern art constructs its own relationships in the
form of  a determinant negation (bestimmte Negation). The discourse of
classical art thus not only denies Hegel’s presumed classicism in as
much as it constructs a corrective to classical ideology, but it is also a
counter to the closures of  the rational system.

Significantly, in fact, within the artistic genre of  poetry it is once
again tragedy that does not systematically adhere to this scheme.
Tragedy remains a threshold, it divides as much as it unites and ac-
tualizes the classical past in the present – that which also emerges in
the refinement of  the style of  Hegelian exposition. In as much as it
is a poetic genre, tragedy represents the critical motion with which
Hegel produces the objective representation36 of  both the ethical
Greek world and that of  the contemporary present. The end of  end-
ing, like classical art, based on memory and the consciousness of
death, thus capsizes in a modern ending without end within a
process, that is, in which the content of  memory, the past, can be
remodeled and actualized to ensure that the present – once again
and as if  for the first time – can find itself  at home. The artistic and
political ideal of  that process follows the rhythm of  happiness that
is identified in eternal repetition and the absolutely new; and, in an
ironically tragic manner, the very goal that is, at the same time, the
origin of  art, whatever the temporarily recomposed fractures may
be. The dialectical potential of  memory in as much as Er-Innerung is
thereby deployed in an operation that, in as much as it finds (finden),
also invents (erfinden) the past and transforms it into the tradition of
the present, and of  no one else. If  that operation, on the one hand,
establishes rebirth and parousia as possible, or rather, the presence
of  the essence of  classical beauty, in as much as dialectically medi-
ated with the present; on the other it reveals how history is always
written by the victors, who in their triumphal marches display cultural
and artistic goods as spoils.37

The dialectic of  happiness, individual and collective, is also inex-
tricably bound to the historical tragedy of  living; in ancient and mod-

36 Cf. PhG, p. 11.
37 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Über den Begriff  der Geschichte, cit., vol. I.2, p. 696.
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ern tragedy that dialectic reflects itself  in order to look into its own
eyes. And it is precisely from a modern tragedy, Shakespeare’s Ham-
let – whose importance, other than Sophocles’, for Hegel can never
be underestimated, both for its tragic vision of  history and for its
exquisitely dialectic and self-reflective theatrical thought –, that Hegel
takes a metaphor in order to allude to history. It concerns the mole
that works under the earth but that produces effects above ground;
as it is blind, it needs the gaze of  Minerva’s noctule who the darker
it is the better it sees. Political-historical steps and theoretical-philo-
sophical reflection for Hegel meet in both ancient and modern
tragedy. The contemporary heir to Hamlet, also divided in name, is
Endgame’s Hamm. Like him, Hegel seems to want things to end, but
not just yet. “It will be the end and there I’ll be […] in the old refuge,
alone against the silence and … (he hesitates) … the stillness. If  I can
hold my peace, and sit quiet, it will be all over with sound, and mo-
tion […] And then? (Pause. Very agitated.) All kinds of  fantasies!
[…] and then… (he breathes out.) Then babble, babble, words, like
the solitary child who turns himself  into children, two, three, so as
to be together, and whisper together, in the dark. (Pause)”.38

Tragic action – political action (Oedipus)

In the coming night political action was revealed in all of  its
tragedy in spite of, or maybe precisely because of, that general who
substituted politics for fate and who, on horseback, triumphantly
crossed the city of  Jena clothed in the world’s soul. For Hegel, as for
many other German intellectuals – not least Goethe – the question
would remain problematic and complex; while already in 1804
Beethoven had erased the dedication to Bonaparte in his score to
Eroica – already in the process of  being printed – because, in his eyes,
he had betrayed the revolutionary ideals. The reflections of  German
philosophy and literature upon the problems of  the French Revolu-
tion and its failures are developed in the medium of  the tragic; in

38 Samuel Beckett, Endgame, in The Complete Dramatic Works (London: Faber and
Faber, 1990), p. 126.
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Hegel’s case through the work of  the philosophical concept; and in
that of  Hölderlin in the attempt to develop the dialectic between the
aorgic and the organic in tragic form. The tragic dialectic and the
philosophical dialectic, in fact, constitute analoga. Art is the deploy-
ment of  truth and truth cannot be conceived as substance only but
must also be conceived as a subject. The tragic hero deploys truth as
a subjective character through which an objective ethical substance
speaks and acts. Tragedy’s goal is peace, and peace in art corresponds
to reconciliation in philosophy. Similar analogies are to be found in
the idea of  a mythology of  reason, but in the metaphor of  the in-
visible church or in the concept of  a popular religion as well. It does
not concern a nostalgic restoration of  the Greek ideal of  the polis at
all, but the extreme attempt to save actual revolutionary ideals from
the historical and political course of  time. For the same reason, on
the eve of  the Revolution’s first day of  battle in July of  1830, in Paris
people shot out the clock-towers in an attempt to stop time.39

From the Phenomenology up to the Philosophy of  Right and including
the lectures on aesthetics and the philosophy of  history or the his-
tory of  philosophy, Hegel continued to reflect upon the possibility
and necessity of  reconciling the absolute freedom of  the individual
with collective freedom, the freedom from something with the free-
dom of  encountering the other; or rather, Christian and modern in-
dividual freedom with collective and ancient freedom. It is
undeniable, as Horkheimer maintains, that Hegel can be recognized
for a profoundly adult feature in his confrontation of  the course of
history that he often justified even in its most violent, brutal, and
unjust moments. This could lead one to think that he had renounced
his youthful ideals or that, at the very least, he had become resigned.
Metaphorically speaking at that point he would indeed have become
that “old one”, as he was called in Jena while working on his Phe-
nomenology, or rather, with his arrival at the system. Nevertheless, it is
known that Hegel was already “the old one” to his peers at the Tub-
ingen Stift. However, deep down, Hegel had never abandoned the

39 Cf. Walter Benjamin, Über den Begriff  der Geschichte, cit., vol. I.2, pp. 701-702.
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idea according to which it is necessary that philosophy, but art and
religion too, determine reality;40 Hegelian idealism has always re-
mained objective and real in as much as it has always taken the re-
sponsibility upon itself, departing from one’s freedom and autonomy,
to give the law to reality: only a similar law can be rational. That the
youthful Hegelian ideals were anything but dead was well known to
Friedrich Wilhelm IV when, having only just ascended the throne in
1840, he attempted to call Schelling to Berlin in order to extirpate the
“dragon’s seed” that Hegel had left to posterity. In fact, Hegel had
never forgotten the Platonic utopia; if  for Plato the most beautiful
tragedies were to have been laws drawn up by philosophy, then it is
possible that on this political-philosophical altar Hegel had, in part,
sacrificed art. He had not betrayed the political ideals of  his youth,
but had had to take note of  the actual course of  history. Here,
maybe, one can glimpse a certain resignation that will give rise to the
famous statement that maintains all that is real is rational; however,
it is only a half-truth.

The political problems of  justice and rights in the transition of
beautiful morality to the modern State for Hegel are reflected in the
themes of  tragedy, so much so that for a Greek “going to the the-
atre meant, at the same time, participating in government”.41 The
ambiguous systematic status of  tragedy reveals that tragedy is of  the
present and that, within it, the present is reflected. In form and con-
tent that reflection is as artistic as it is philosophical; in it the maxi-
mum breadth of  the artistic sphere and the maximum profundity of
philosophical reflection meet. It is known that Hegel favored
Antigone due to the fact that its profound dialectic initiated the dis-
solution of  the world of  morality, and thus inserted a solutionless
continuity into systematic logic. Antigone marks the arrival of  an
aporetic dialectic that, consequently, ends with the violent death of

40 Cf. VPhWG, p. 51.
41 Christoph Menke, Tragödie im Sittlichen. Gerechtigkeit und Freiheit nach Hegel (Frank-

furt: Suhrkamp, 1996), p. 107; cf. also ibid., p. 202ss. Just as they had introduced the di-
ets, the Greeks had also instituted a special fund for performances, the so-called
theorikon, which served to reimburse whoever, because of  their presence in the theatre,
could not work.
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almost all of  the characters. The incestuous father of  Antigone as
well as her brother Polyneices is Oedipus; Sophocles, however, treats
of  his tragedy only thirty years later and – not only in terms of  rights
or justice but also profound reflexivity – in so doing reveals very sig-
nificant aspects regarding the relationship between art and philoso-
phy as well. Hegel himself  indicated Oedipus at Colonus as the tragedy
closest to the modern age and poetic reflections, just as his contem-
poraries’ most markedly ethical and political reflections were referred
to Oedipus Rex. This latter tragedy in fact represents the moment in
which that seemingly human institution of  rights and justice estab-
lished at the end of  the Oresteia breaks down. In the development
of  Oedipus Rex knowledge, self-reflection and liberty of  action make
up the heart of  the dramatic action that is almost entirely concen-
trated on the figure of  the hero.42 Precisely because he acted without
knowledge, Oedipus43 fights against archaic, ritualized, and mythical
forms of  vindictive justice in the name of  knowledge and rational
justice founded upon facts and proof. Oedipus is at that point free
and autonomous and can thus determine his own destiny: until he
knows too much and condemns himself  for his actions; he even
knows how to take a position against rationality and the necessity of
his own condemnation. Yet, in spite of  those arguments to acquit
him – he was not aware of  what he was doing – he does not back
away. His self-condemnation becomes excessive in relation to the
crime; excessive, however, by necessity and by consequential and co-
herent rationality. The tragedy of  Oedipus Rex thereby becomes iron-
ic: the strenuous attempt to save (the city) ends in catastrophe (for
the hero). In this tragedy liberty and destiny, logos and mythos become
inextricably combined through the attempt to rationalize justice, law,
and the State. For Oedipus, the attempt to achieve progress in the
consciousness of  freedom spills over into condemnation and a curse
that involves a double exile: in blinding himself, as his eyes did not

42 Art in general, but even more so tragedy and that of  Oedipus in particular, must
be conceived not only as forms of  knowledge, but forms of  action as well (cf. Ä, vol.
13, pp. 51-52).

43 Cf. the following, Christoph Menke, Gegenwart der Tragödie, cit., pp. 67-69.
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see what they should have seen, he exiles himself  from the real and
perceivable world; in abandoning the city, he leaves the community
of  human beings. Plato defines that curse as belonging to the law it-
self (nomos ara).44 The attempt to secularize the divine and mythical
law connected to the Oracle and to the Erinyes, to blood and vendet-
ta, turns into its opposite and now the same rational and self-reflec-
tive justice reproduces the selfsame archaic law.

Not only is Oedipus a character strongly reflected in himself, but
that self-reflection regards tragedy as a genre in the widest sense as
well: through the twists of  single autonomous actions the author, or
rather, the moment that transcends the characters’ autonomy, is al-
so represented. On the one hand, the hero acts on his or her own;
but, on the other, he or she is the author’s creation. Tragedy thus
represents the truth not only as a subject agent but also as an au-
thorial substance. In Oedipus’s case, this concerns the character’s as-
cent to the position of  author and the author’s subsequent fall into
that of  the character.45 The irony of  this tragedy consists in the fact
that Oedipus is, on the one hand, himself  author of  his subject and
author of  his own condemnation; or rather, the substance of  his
character and his destiny. However, on the other hand, this momen-
tary conciliation and its seemingly almost complete autonomy smash
upon the shores of  the archaic and mythical origins of  the very same
attempt to establish a justice based on rationality. Oedipus Rex thus de-
nounces the failure of  the institution of  rights and justice based up-
on rationality and self-reflection apparently achieved in the Oresteia:
progress is illusory because it is rendered possible only through
Athena’s divine intervention. Tragedy in general represents the strug-
gle of  the new against the old; it is a medium of  dialectical overcom-
ing as much as it is a denunciation of  failure, and with that, in Hegel’s
teleological interpretation, the expression of  a transitional age to-
ward an as of  yet unrealized freedom. That freedom was supposed
to have found its full completion in Oedipus’s autonomous capaci-
ty to act as a legislator and as a judge, and to be, in as much as sub-

44 Cf. Plato, Nomoi, 817b.
45 Cf. Christoph Menke, Gegenwart der Tragödie, cit., pp. 61.
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ject, also the substance of  rights. This is not how it was in antiquity,
this is not how it is in the modern State born of  the Revolution; nei-
ther the truth of  the substance nor that of  the subject have found re-
alization. In fact, the abyss that separates the rational and the real, as
regards antiquity, is now even greater. At this precise point the
tragedy of  the philosophical experience is situated, to which Hegel
tries to oppose the conceptual imperatives of  identity between sub-
stance and subject, real and rational, subject and object.

However, as opposed to philosophy, the tragic experience, pre-
cisely because of  its intimate ironic twists, removes itself  from the
conceptual and affirmative approach which lacks, also in the case of
Hegelian dialectic, the indirectness of  the focus imaginarius. The trag-
ic experience cannot be the object of  rational and philosophical
foundation, explication or justification; philosophy can only take
note of  it because tragic truth possesses a necessity that logic is un-
able to reach, truth that can be represented only in dramatic form.
Although Hegel profoundly reconfigured philosophical practice – as
the conceptual metaphors of  the Phenomenology, so expressive and full
and, at the same time, precise and profound in their gathering of
historical reality, demonstrate – philosophy in any event has the char-
acter of  justification of  the existent, in as much as it first rationaliz-
es tragic pain, and then the tragedy of  political action. The fact that
the substance of  rights does not coincide with the autonomy of  the
subject can be reconstructed by philosophy, but not, however, cap-
tured in its truth. The inextricable tragic-ironic connection between
judge and judged represents the subjective destiny of  Oedipus, with
consequences that begin with his blinding and end with his silent
and solitary death at Colonus. The tragic truth of  his destiny con-
cerns obscure objective necessity and its overwhelming power over
the subject; precisely in as much as it is a free and rational self-con-
sciousness, it learns that to rationally judge means to lose the capac-
ity to act and to live. The verdict is objective and therefore
unassailable as it coherently and rationally considers the action as a
unity of  intention and result. Oedipus’s actions do not correspond
to such criteria, however, and therefore he lives and denounces the
verdict’s objectivity, its rationality, as a form of  violence and as a
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curse: the autonomous and free actions of  the same rational subject
lead to damnation.46

Not only does justice not come through rights, but the promise
of  happiness, as well as faith in a just and human world and  praxis,
dissolves as well. The excess inherent in the law of  vendetta not on-
ly has not been surpassed, but has been reproduced by those self-
same rights. The second nature, in Hegel’s philosophy of  right and
the State, entails the repetition compulsion as much as the first, but
because of  its origins in an autonomous rationality, it is more violent
and painful. Oedipus’s tragedy, in fact, does not end with a resolute
death, but with the condemnation to live one’s own death and to die
one’s own life.47 There is no peace – contrary to what Hegel main-
tains is the end of  every tragedy – and therefore no end to Oedi-
pus’s sufferings. Both Oedipus, a tragic figure, and Hegel, a real
person, take refuge from the dran within theoria, from tragic action
and from political action in withdrawn contemplation, a position
both hold to be a shelter from destiny and from the historical catas-
trophes produced by humanity. For Oedipus, who in some way rep-
resents the alter ego of  Sophocles the elderly strategist, it is about an
interior contemplation after his blinding; for Hegel, the self-reflec-
tive contemplation of  the spirit in itself, the pure gaze. Both con-
template the repetition of  the same events, but now painlessly. Tragic
truth, however, does not reveal itself  to the philosophical concept
because it is such only in as much as it remains veiled, just like the
truth of  every beauty. Perhaps that is what Oedipus’s death at
Colonus consists of: a death which allows no witnesses, but which is
still an action, even if  it excludes contemplation and reflection. To
Theseus he entrusts a truth no longer revealable by the logos, an es-
oteric knowledge (mathos) no longer destined for the community.48

Tragic wisdom returns to the origins that for Oedipus represent the
goal;49 and, in fact, everything occurs in a sacred place dedicated to

46 Cf. ibid., p. 79.
47 Cf. Sophocles, Oidipou epi Kolono, vv. 433-436.
48 Cf. ibid., vv. 1526-1529.
49 Cf. ibid., vv. 84-93.
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the Eumenides whose ambiguity does not hide the ancient essence
of  the Erinyes. Having reached complete negativity, the tragedy of
the human rejoins its ritualistic and religious origins. The little wood
sacred to the Eumenides is the same place where the divine light of
unifying consciousness welcomes the exiled Oedipus and covers
everything in silence. The mystery of  this tragic death possesses its
own particular dialectic. It returns to the archaic, but removes the
most theatrical part: there is nothing more to see, not even in the sto-
ry of  the anghelos: it removes, moreover, the sparagmos too, because
the death of  Oedipus resembles a transfiguration. The particular
form of  that which one could also call a sacrifice renders even the
irony tragic. In the face of  this state of  things, in the consciences of
those who remain, like Antigone, beyond the nostalgia for suffer-
ing, only the conviction remains that, in this world, for life to be,
one must pass through death.50 Tragic wisdom and philosophical
wisdom meet in death with the consequence that both are only pos-
sible as critiques, as constructive destruction, in antiquity as well as
in modernity.

However, both from the tragic point of  view and in the histori-
cal and political sense, it seems that nothing at all has been learned,
the repetition compulsion has infiltrated the logic of  progress and
the consciousness of  freedom has become regressive, turning upon
itself: “How terrible it is to know, when knowing helps not he who
knows”.51 The rational is real, Hegel, however, moralizes. This state-
ment has been criticized for the ideological character of  its possible
justification of  society and the Prussian State. It is important, how-
ever, to underline that in this extreme systematic synthesis a strong
condemnation of  the present, of  the history that produced it and
of  its additional potential developments, lingers. Righteously under-
stood, that is, taking note of  the dialectic path that spirit and ration-
ality must take, the statement would seem to suggest that only that
which has been produced by the self-conscious spirit that has expe-
rienced the entire dialectic process, which has brought it to full

50 Cf. Sophocles, Antigone, vv. 73-75, 461-470, 521, 523 and 555.
51 Ibid., vv. 316-317. These are the words that Theseus speaks to Oedipus. 
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awareness of  itself, can be real; for only in that way is it real and not
only spiritual. However, a historical present – which is de facto the
unique result of  natural processes of  constraint, of  coercion, and
of  the necessity of  individual self-preservation and that, as a conse-
quence, produces oppression, pain, suffering, and irrationality – can-
not be rational and therefore, according to the full meaning of  the
Hegelian concept, not even real. Rational and consequently real for
Hegel can uniquely be that which is completely realized, fully and
perfectly in itself  molding and constructing its own world as well.52

This seems in any case to be the most profound sense of  youthful
ambitions and of  systematic elaborations, above all after the tragic
political and ethical failure of  the Revolution. The statement which
holds the rational to be the real and the real the rational postulates
an ideal reality that does not coincide with the present status quo but
which constructs, instead, the stimulus to its being superseded. It is
thus possible to interpret the state of  things from the point of  view
of  political action and philosophical reflection; simultaneously, and
analogously to the artistic perspective, the tragic character acting
from his or her own rationally self-conscious freedom runs into er-
ror (hamartia) and encounters hostile external factors (dystychia) which
invalidate its attempts to realize itself. In the end, Hegel’s immense
effort to construct a concentric and hierarchical system, perfectly
complete in itself, does not exclude, as has been noted,53 aesthetic
aspects. In fact, with art and with tragedy in particular, the Hegelian
system shares more than a few similarities and, not least, that of  a
supposed final destiny. Philosophy, which seeks to understand and to
interpret the natural and historical world, can achieve a perfectly

52 Cf. VPhWG, p. 51: “that the spirit must […] make the world conform to itself ”
and p. 55: “only that which conforms to the idea possesses reality”; in addition p. 926:
“man is based in his own head, that is, on thought and constructs reality accordingly”
and p. 924: “the principles of  reason must be understood in a concrete fashion: only
then can true freedom triumph. The direction that keeps abstraction at bay is liberal-
ism, over which the concrete always wins, while against this liberalism is everywhere
bankrupt”. 

53 Cf. for example Theodor W. Adorno, Drei Studien zu Hegel, in Gesammelte Schriften,
cit., vol. 5, p. 321ss. and p. 367ss.; see also Id., Ästhetische Theorie, cit., p. 511.
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unique system only when it has managed to mold these worlds as
well; this is what the wager of  idealism consists in. In this sense
Hegel’s effort is heroic because it has sought to erect a bastion
against barbarism’s advance; but it is also tragic because it is destined
to fail. That failure, however, is not due to blind fate, which as such
is never tragic nor heroic; only the historically determined clash that
follows the autonomy of  self-consciousness, as in Antigone, is forev-
er truly tragic, considered from Hegel onward, and thanks to the
translation of  Hölderlin, the tragedy by definition. 

From tragic wisdom’s point of  view, hope can by no means be a
principle but it has, according to Augustine, two beautiful children:
disdain and courage. And, if  irony is profoundly tragic, the tragedy
of  action and of  living is profoundly ironic too and always refuses
to degenerate into sarcasm or cynicism because of  the incapacity to
stand the pain and the suffering that living entails. Pain, in fact, push-
es one to be above the contradictions that cause one to suffer and
that, nevertheless, continue to tragically live from within; and to keep
open the horizon of  becoming, or rather, of  the profound substance
of  Hegelian dialectical-historical logic, to this day in search of  the ab-
solute, of  true identity and the reality of  the rational. In the face of
such a state of  perennial non-conciliation, in just such a situation of
pain and necessity, art not only maintains the right – certainly no
longer exclusive – to contribute to the creation of  collective con-
sciousness; on the contrary, it is more strongly invested with the
emergency that followed the failure of  the Revolution and of  phi-
losophy, praxis, and theory. Precisely because it is born of  rifts, ne-
cessity, and need54 in order to bring the life of  real, natural and actual
constraint to the innate freedom present in the idea of  a true life,
art neither dies nor is surpassed by the philosophical concept; it,
thanks to its forms and techniques connected to mimesis, keeps the
horizons of  individual and collective freedom open. Only of  that
which is free it is possible to conceive an idea: this is the profound-
est truth of  idealism. In fact, only he or she who is free can – re-
flecting, contemplating, and acting – make their own idea real, even

54 Cf. Ä, vol. 13, pp. 20, 21 and 27.
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if  there are no guarantees. Perhaps from Hegel’s time the pain of
living has increased if, at the dawn of  December 27, 1925, in
Leningrad at the Hotel d’Angleterre, Sergei Esenin writes, with his
own blood, his farewell poem that ends with the lines “in this life to
die is not new/But to live, of  course, is not newer”.55 Committing
suicide is a free act, both tragic and political, and yet it does not con-
stitute at all an escape route. Furthermore, it is an action relegated to
the field of  the subjective and the private, however meaningful and
heroic it may be. True, objective freedom, the freedom of  self-con-
sciousness that has the courage to recognize itself  in the other,
breaks this solipsistically individualistic trap. And in a meaningful,
angry, cadenced, and suffering way, but perfectly in line with
Hegelian equanimity, Vladimir Mayakovsky responds: “Our planet
is poorly equipped for delight./One must snatch gladness from the
days that are./In this life/it’s not difficult to die./To make life/is
more difficult by far.”56

55 Sergei Esenin, “Goodbye, my friend, goodbye”, trans. by Lyuba Coffey.
http://www.geocities.com/sulawesiprince/russpoets/yeseninpoetry2.html, accessed
March 21, 2013.

56 Vladimir Mayakovsky, “To Sergei Esenin” trans. unlisted. http://allpoetry.com
/poem/8531769-To_Sergei_Esenin-by-Vladimir_Mayakovsky, accessed March 21,
2013.
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Karl Marx and Ernst Jünger: a cohabitation

Giuseppe Raciti

Do you believe your own theory?
– No, Stephen said promptly.

(James Joyce, Ulysses)

The person can be an individual, but also a type

Historically communism fell for many reasons; philosophically
for only one – the absence of  an adequate theory of  the commu-
nistic subject.1 Communism had been constructed, but had left be-
hind within itself  an inadequate subject – the individual or Bürger –,
who immediately lacked “vital oxygen” (Lebensluft).2

Behind the historical-political chess pieces there is a theoretical
deficit, which, in any event, remains unresolved, and which even con-
tentiously upsets the hypothesis:

El subjetivismo en política es siempre excluyente, siempre particu-
larista, incluso allì donde el sujeto se postula como sujeto comuni-
tario, e incluso allì donde el sujeto se autopostula como
representante de lo universal.3

“No sujeto”: the warning, elevated to a theory, runs the risk of
dissolving within its own listlessness, extinguishing itself  through au-
tophagia. Which is not without purpose – in terms of  efficiency a
fluidified subject responds to the economic norms of  consumption.

1 Communistic, communist: the adjectival form is connected to doctrinal questions, the
noun to historical facts. From the development of  the line of  reasoning it will become
clear that the first form is preferable to the second without exceptions.

2 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter. Gestalt und Herrschaft [1932], in Sämtliche Werke (Stuttgart:
Klett-Cotta, 1978 ss.), vol. VIII, section 2, p. 59.

3 Alberto Moreiras, Línea de sombra. El no sujeto de lo politico (Santiago: Ediciones
Palinodia, 2006), p. 12. A detailed an ample discussion of  Moreiras’ (and other authors
dislocated by the same “line of  shadow”) are examined in Bruon Bosteels’, The Actu-
ality of  Communism (New York: Verso, 2011).



Is it better therefore to start up again from a more static base and ask
how to inhabit (correctly) the communal home? In other words: how
order the communal thing in an egalitarian sense? The person can be
an individual, but also a type; communistic inhabitance reclaims the
types.4 The investigation of  the type, formalized in Ernst Jünger’s
Arbeiter, unveils and reveals a supplementary doctrine for commu-
nistic inhabitance; here, therefore, we will test the hypothesis of  in-
tegrating some typological profiles to the Marxist use of  the
concepts of  Gattungswesen5 and Kommunismus.

Intellectual connections

“Ego and Alter Ego, ‘egoism’ and ‘Communism”:6 the theoreti-
cal shape of  the communistic experience slowly emerges from be-
hind this notion of  otherness and filters between the pages of  a text
that anticipates the publication of  the 1844 Manuscripts in Paris by
just a hair. From the celebrated Conclusion of  the first book of  the Dé-
mocratie en Amérique we learn that “everything tends to become the
same among men” and that “all peoples”, in the future to come, “will
appear to walk toward unity”:

4 The Heideggerian sense of  “inhabit”, it is important to clarify from the beginning, is
connected to another plane; cf. Bauen Wohnen Denken [1952], in Vorträge und Aufsätze (Pfullin-
gen: Neske, 2000), p. 143: “Der Grundzug des Wohnen […] durchzieht […] in seiner ganzen
Weite […] sobald wir daran denken, daß im Wohnen das Menschsein beruht und zwar im
Sinne des Aufenthalts der Sterblichen auf  der Erde”. By now, living on the earth is not the
same thing as inhabiting the genre, the genus, or the Gestalt des Arbeiters. Terrestrial living
is conservative and historical-traditional (the technical age is not the fracture but the “obliv-
ion” of  continuity); it, in any case, is rather long – to use an expression of  Walter Benjamin’s
– to “explode the continuum of  history”, in Über den Begriff  der Geschichte [1940], in “Die
Neue Rundschau”, 61 (1950), p. 568: “Das Bewußtsein, das Kontinuum der Schichte
aufzusprengen, ist den rivolutionären Klassen im Augenblick ihrer Aktion eigentümlich”.

5 As to the notion of  the Gattungswesen or “genus-being” (of  Feuerbachian coinage)
see Gerd Dicke’s rigorous, and still today unsurpassed reconaissance, Der Identitätsgedanke
bei Feuerbach und Marx (Cologne: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1966), p. 55ss. Cf. also Roberto
Finelli, Un parricidio mancato. Hegel e il giovane Marx (Turin: Bollati-Boringhieri, 2004).

6 Ludwig A. Feuerbach, Fragmente zur Charakteristik meines philosophischen Curriculum
vitae, in Sämtliche Werke (Leipzig: Otto Wigand Verlag, 1846), vol. II, p. 413: “Ego und 
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Des liens intellectuels unissent entre elles les parties les plus éloi-
gnées de la terre, et les hommes ne sauraient rester un seul jour
étrangers les uns aux autres, ou ignorants de ce qui se passe dans un
coin quelconque de l’univers: aussi remarque-t-on aujourd’hui moins
de différence entre les Européens et leurs descendants du Nouveau-
Monde, malgré l’Océan qui les divise, qu’entre certaines villes du
treizième siècle qui n’étaient séparées que par une rivière.7

Everything moves, to use Benedetto Croce’s terms, in the direc-
tion of  “egualizzazione” [egalitization].8 But the process, as Croce him-
self states, in realty has another more dramatic result, a result that
the category of  egalitization, like a cover worn by too much use,
glosses over with difficulty: “Communism is at the heart of  Toc-
queville’s preoccupations”.9

Egalitization suggests the image of  a compact and undifferenti-
ated mass, and in this guise corresponds to a largely mediatized rep-
resentation of  communism. The paradox consists in the fact that
this representation finished with the establishment of  a “common”
perception of  otherness. The monstrum has become ordinary. In oth-
er words, within itself  the global market has cancelled every trace of
otherness. In this context communism becomes locus communis and
performs a dual function: it prefigures and simultaneously frustrates
the nightmare of  a limitation of  the markets.

Slick pompadours

A typological perspective reveals that the essential fact in com-
munistic discourse is the hierarchical organization of  structural ele-
ments. The hierarchy retraces the singularity at the heart of
homogeneity and signals the differences within “arid egalitarianism”.

Alter Ego, ‘Egoismus’ und ‘Communismus’, dem beide sind so unzertrennlich, als Kopf
und Herz. Ohne Egoismus hast Du keinen Kopf, und ohne Communismus kein Herz”.

7 Alexis de Tocqueville, De la démocratie en Amérique (Paris: Pagnerre Éditeur, 1848),
vol. II, p. 412.

8 Benedetto Croce, Storia d’Europa [1932] (Bari: Laterza, 1965), p. 132.
9 Ibid.
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One must thank Martin Heidegger, who already in January of  1940
organized a “discussion” on the Arbeiter for a “circle of  colleagues”,10

for the precise definition of  this concept:

Der Typus vereinigt in sich gewandelt das Einzigartige, das vormals
vom Individuum beansprucht wurde, und das Gleichartige und All-
gemeine, das die Gemeinschaft fordert. Aber das Einzigartige des
“Typus” besteht in einer klaren Durchgängigkeit derselben Prägung,
die gleichwohl keine öde Gleichmacherei duldet, sondern einer ei-
gentümlichen Rangordnung bedarf.11

Jünger’s Arbeiter does not cease to evoke the sense of  this “par-
ticular hierarchy”, which, above all, has an external application. It
thus serves to distinguish or rather to create a distance between Ar-
beiter and Bürger, type and individual, unity and uniqueness. The “es-
sential difference between Bürger and Arbeiter”, Jünger writes, does
not consist “in der zeitlichen Folge der Herrschaft”, that is, in one
power-system’s change into another, nor, more generically, “im
Gegensatze zwischen Alt und Neu”.12 “Was vielmehr die höchste
Aufmerksamkeit erregt, das ist die Tatsache, daß zwischen dem Bürg-
er und dem Arbeiter nicht nur rein unterschied im Alter, sondern
vor allem ein Unterschied des Ranges besteht”.13

According to Jünger, the worker’s power is not the result of  any
turning towards the summit, of  an epochal passage of  which history
contains any traces. The worker’s struggle is not played out in “ho-
mogenous and empty” time,14 but “within elemental space”.15 With 

10 Peter Trawny, Heidegger und “Der Arbeiter”. Zu Jüngers metaphysischer Grundstellung, in
Verwandtschaften, Jünger-Studien, edited by Günther Figal and Georg Knapp (Tübingen:
Attempto Verlag, 2003), vol. II, pp. 74-91, here on p. 74.

11 Martin Heidegger, Der europäische Nihilismus (Pfullingen: Neske, 1967), pp. 121-
122. Emphasis in original.

12 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 23.
13 Ibid.
14 The expression is Walter Benjamin’s and is taken from the posthumous work

Über den Begriff  der Geschichte, cit., p. 567: “Die Geschichte ist Gegenstand einer Kon-
struktion, deren Ort nicht die homogene und leere Zeit sondern die von ‘Jetztzeit’ er-
füllte bildet”.

15 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 58.
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that, establishing a hierarchical relationship between type and indi-
vidual means reasoning in terms of  contiguity, cohabitation, co-own-
ership. The theme of  succession, whether in a political sense or a
temporal one, is outlawed. The worker does not historically “take”
power: he has always had it. What counts, Jünger maintains, is not the
fact that “eine neue politische oder soziale Schicht die Macht ergreift”;
the decisive element, rather, is another and regards the capacity on
the part of  “einer neuen Gesellschaft” to attain “den Machtraum sin-
nvoll erfüllt”. As a parallel it is important to refute the idea

im Arbeiter den Vertreter eines neues Standes, einer neuen Gesell-
schaft, einer neuen Wirtschaft zu sehen, darum, weil er entweder
nichts ist oder mehr, nämlich der Vertreter einer eigentümlichen […]
teilhaftigen Gestalt.16

Like the figure of  the Anarch, which appears in the last phase of
Jüngerian reflection and which takes sustenance from an acute re-
flection on Stirnerian “property”,17 the Arbeiter too “kämpft nicht
um die Macht, sondern erkennt sie als sein Eigentum”.18 Arbeiter and
Anarch are demesnial subjects and therefore, to the letter, projections
or “radiations” of  the dominium. Whether it is called “form”, “genus”
or “genre” we will see more clearly in a moment, dominion above all
requires an adequate subjective status.

However, the hierarchy also applies itself  within the typological
space. Its effects are more difficult to understand, more mysterious.
A page of  Richard McGregor’s gives us an interesting testimony.
Nine men strut into the Great Hall of  the People on the western
side of  Tiananmen Square, and it is not difficult to recognize them.

16 Ibid., p. 71.
17 For a Jüngerian interpretation of  Stirner’s Eigner see Giuseppe Raciti, Vite Par-

allele. Potere e persona nelle politiche di Max Stirner e Ernst Jünger, in “Archivio di storia del-
la cultura”, XVIII (2005), pp. 245-265.

18 Ernst Jünger, Eumeswil [1977], in Sämtliche Werke, cit., vol. XVIII, section 3, p. 324.
The text has quite a pregnant follow-up: “Er eignet sie sich an oder, besser gesagt: zu.
Das kann auf  gewaltlose Weise, vor allem durch Stärkung des Selbstbewußtseins,
geschehen”.
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Head to toe in black, red ties. “They all displayed slick, jet-black pom-
padours […], a habit only broken by retirement or imprisonment”.19

The thing that really catches the western observer’s attention, how-
ever, is not the “striking similarities”20 of  their appearances and their
careers, but the connection that ties the hierarchy to the space:

The key was in the order in which they appeared, as it cemented the
hierarchy of  the top leadership for the next five years, and laid out
a line of  succession for the entire decade to come, until 2022.21

The spectacle (θεώρημα) of  Tiananmen Square on occasion of
the closing of  a Chinese Communist party congress (2007) places
types and not individuals on the scene. Their strength consists in
projecting differences of  decisive rank onto space, those, that is, that
will stop historical time for entire decades. This supremacy of  space
over time is suitable to communistic inhabitance. The China of  the
so-called capitalist turn has adapted itself  without any traces.

Totalitarianism is the parody of  totality
It is not true that the modern metropolitan individual – here we

imagine the “geistige Nomade” of  whom Spengler spoke in his fa-
mous work22 – is no longer capable of  listening to his instincts. On
the contrary, he has replaced those instincts with the most adequate
substitute. That which is instinct in the animal is (economic) interest
in the individual.

The human being “produces universally”, the animal “unilateral-
ly”.23 The ancient topos of  the animal reinvents the sense of  a life 

19 Richard McGregor, The Party. The Secret World of  China’s Communist Rulers (Lon-
don: Penguin, 2010), p. 1.

20 Ibid.
21 Ibid., p. 2.
22 Cf. Der Untergang des Abendlandes. Umrisse einer Morphologie der Weltgeschichte [1923]

(Munich: C.H. Beck, 1990), p. 677.
23 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte [1844], edited by Michael Quante

(Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2009), p. 91: “[Das Thier] produciert einseitig, während der
Mensch universell produciert”.
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lived outside of  genre and within “nature”. Outside of  theory and
within the “market”. In the market the individual rediscovers the par-
ticular or natural habitat the genre threatens to take away. That which
within the Marx of  the Manuscripts is the individual in relation to the
genus, in Das Kapital becomes the “individual owner” or even the
“cooperative” subject:24 both instances refer the type to the Gestalt.
From this angle that we are adapting here in an experimental guise,
genus and market exclude one another just as the subjectivity that
connects them: just like type and individual.

The problem of  communism does not regard the position of  the
human being within the cosmos, but within the genus. Within the genus
consciousness becomes demesnial consciousness. That which invali-
dates this drama of  formation is the phenomenon of  alienation. The ca-
pacity to inhabit the genus or not depends on the effects of  alienation:
this is why the theme of  alienation is the Manuscripts’ “key concept”.25

Posing the political question of  the habitation of  the genus means dis-
posing, that is, removing, the theoretical problem of  alienation.26

“Die entfremde Arbeit […] entfremdet […] dem Menschen die
Gattung”.27 From this first (and only) evidence we deduce that alien-
ated work de-generates the human; that is, it deprives him of  the
genre to which he belongs. To be clear: it does not concern natural,
that is, biological or racial, but theoretical or political affinity; it in-
volves a praxis (the habitation of  the genus) and a theory (Marxism).
On the typological aspect the “legitimization” of  the single person
is given to the belonging to or not of  a Gestalt.28Gattung and Gestalt
concern the “whole” and do not pit one part against the other as

24 Cf. Karl Marx, Das Kapital. Kritik der politischen Ökonomie, in Werke (Berlin: Dietz,
1986), vol. 23, lb. I, cap. XXIV § 7, p. 791: “das individuelle Eigentum auf  Grundlage
der [...] Kooperation und des Gemeinbesitzes der Erde [...]”.

25 Istvàn Mészáros, La teoria dell’alienazione in Marx [1970] trans. by Mario and Ele-
na Cingoli (Rome: Editori Riuniti, 1976), p. 11.

26 On the risks connected to an underserved dilation (spiritualistic, existential) of
the theme of  alienation Theodor I. Oiserman’s book, Die Entfremdung als historische Kat-
egorie (Berlin: Dietz, 1965) is still useful.

27 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte, cit., p. 90.
28 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 47: “es ist die Legitimation [...] des Einzelnen,

daß er dieser oder jener Gestalt zugehört”.
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continuously occurs in nature. This notion of  totality is clearly dis-
tinct, it seems obvious, from totalitarian “de-generations”: totalitar-
ianism is the parody of  totality, that is, the emphasis of  the “part”.
Fascisms politically reproduce the fragmented and instinctual conflict
of  the natural world: they, Boris Groys says, “are not total enough”
because they oppose one race to another, while Communism “hat
[…] allein das Ganze zu seinem Gegenstand”.29

Liberal democracies reproduce the partial conflicts on an economic
plane, that is, within Zivilisation. The hendiadys regarding Kultur/Zivil-
isation is still fruitful: Zivilisation signals (in a Spenglerian manner) the
“crisis” of  Kultur and brings its purely economic aspect to light. There
is in fact no economy without crises and more importantly without fi-
nancial crises. The financial phase of  capital creates the conflict of
nature on a completely artificial base: “Zivilisation ist der Sieg der
Gesellschaft über Natur, der alles in bloße Natur verwandelt”.30

Caught up within the vortex of  a “zügellosen Bewegung der geistigen
und materiellen Elemente”,31 the Bürger expresses his freedom, that
is, his nature, through the instinct of  “Kauf  und Verkauf ”.32

Marx, as is well known, turned the Rosseauian assumption on its
head: emancipation is not a movement that from totality approach-
es partiality; the trajectory described by communism does not derive
from an institution “parfait et solitaire” in order to draw from the

29 Boris Groys, Das kommunistische Postskriptum (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 2006), p. 34.
Groys almost literally reproduces the Stalinian problem of  the “nation”: “The nation
is not […] a community of  race nor stock, but a community of  historically formed peo-
ple”, in Joseph V. Stalin, Il Marxismo e la questione nazionale e coloniale [1913], trans. by Car-
ol Straneo Caracciolo (Turin: Einaudi), p. 48. Stalin needs the concept of  the nation in
order to fix the theoretical statue of  Communism.

30 Max Horkheimer - Theodor W. Adorno, Dialektik der Aufklärung [1947] (Frank-
furt: Fischer, 2011), p. 195.

31 Karl Marx, Zur Judenfrage [1844], trans. by Giuseppe Scuto (La questione ebraica),
ed. with original text and translation (Bolsena: Massari, 2003), p. 88: “Die Freiheit des
egoistischen Menschen und die Anerkennung dieser Freiheit ist [...] die Anerkennung
der zügellosen Bewegung der geistigen und materiellen Elemente, welche seinen
Lebensinhalt bilden”.

32 Karl Marx - Friedrich Engels, Manifest der Kommunistischen Partei, in Werke, cit.,
vol. 4, p. 476. 
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“partie d’un plus grand tout”.33 The reason is simple: the genus is not
the result of  the sum of  its parts. The idea of  communism does not
derive from the sum of  the Communist parties. These architecton-
ic affinities with Jünger’s Gestalt des Arbeiters34 impose certain ele-
mentary considerations: communism has no beginning (ordo naturalis)
and no end nor goal (ordo artificialis). Communism is neither nature
nor utopia. “Die Entwicklung kennt Anfang und Ende, Geburt und
Tod, denen die Gestalt entzogen ist”35 Jünger clarifies. In analogous
terms the Marxist criticism of  “rohe und gedankenlose” commu-
nism, to which in descending order the criticism of  every possible
“history” or “evolution” of  communism is associated, nullifies the
genetic hypothesis.36 As to utopia, it projects definitive settings both
in design as well as efficiency: Zustände in Marx’s language; in other
words, “static projections”, uninhabitable, there where the theory of
communism does not cease to suggest the political problem of  the
habitation of  the genus.

At the beginning as well as the end, from a natural or utopian per-
spective, the individual is at work. The individual is with that punctum,
status, Zustand, and it does not matter that at the beginning and the
end he is connected to a process; neither the process, or even better,
the “movement”, can be considered real – wirklich, actual – if  with-
in its development it calls for such extremes. As a punctum or Zustand,
the individual is a Theilwesen, a “partial being”.37 The partial being is
the “man without generality”. For this reason Marx says: “[die ent-
fremdete Arbeit] macht [dem Menschen] das Gattungsleben zum
Mittel des individuellen Lebens”.38 And he adds: “[Die entfremdte

33 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Du contrat social [1782], edited by Bruno Bernardi (Paris:
Flammarion, 2001), p. 80.

34 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 37: “In der Gestalt ruht das Ganze, das mehr
als die Summe seiner Teile umfaßt und das einem anatomischen Zeitalter unerreich-
bar war”.

35 Ibid., p. 86.
36 The criticism of  rohe und gedankenlose Coummunismus is developed in the Manu-

scripts, cit., on p. 113ss. We will return to these texts shortly.
37 Karl Marx, La questione ebraica, cit., p. 80. 
38 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte, cit., p. 90.
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Arteit] entfremdet […] das Gattungsleben und das individuelle
Leben”.39 This last notation is important because it denounces the
habitational, which is in no way an abstract (“logical”) function of
the genus. The subject inhabits the genus and the reality of  the genus
is its habitability. An edifice can remain empty, a genus cannot: con-
structing it is the same as filling it. There is no genus, no totality, in-
dependent of  its inhabitability; and it does not support, as a
consequence, the theory of  a “liberal” subject; that is, one constitu-
tionally free from habitational or egalitarian constraints. In Jünger’s
words: “[Die Gestalt] ist im bedeutendsten Sinne ein Sein, und das
drückt sich in bezug auf  den Einzelnen so aus, daß er entweder Ar-
beiter ist oder es nicht ist”.40

That could also be stated as follows: the person is either a type or
an individual (nothing). The subject either inhabits the communal
house or falls back, in the words of  Badiou, into “les limites […] im-
poses par l’individualité (ou l’animalité, c’est la meme chose)”.41 Every-
thing evaluates the genus, as is said, not in abstract terms, logical, but
real (others would say, maybe carelessly, ontological).42 If  the genus is

39 Ibid.
40 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 84.
41 Alain Badiou, L’hipotèse communiste (Paris: Lignes, 2009), p. 185.
42 Cf. Bruno Bosteels, The Actuality of  Communism, cit., especially the chapter “The

Ontological Turn”, pp. 42-74, where the author reasons on the hidden dangers con-
nected to the contriving of  a communistic ontology. The way Slavoj Žižek promptly
liquidates the question is interesting: “Communism should not serve as a predicate
(designating a politics of  ideology as ‘communist’): the moment we use communism
as a predicate, we engage in the inscription of  communism into the positive order of
being”, in Living in the End Times (New York: Verso, 2011), p. 183. The positive order
of  being is the right contrary to an “imagined” and for that reason total space. The dry
fixity of  the Zustand does not withstand the incandescent wave of  (communist) theo-
ry. Communism is not, in effect, a theory among others, but rather form itself, the
perimeter of  every possible theory. In Žižek’s words: “One should bear in mind that
Communism begins with […] thinking, with the egalitarian universality of  thought”
(Living in the End Times, cit., p. 450). The word communism is the modern cast of  the
Greek term θεωρία. Anti-communism is therefore the same as anti-theoretical, the
same as anti-philosophical. And this, as Boris Groys suggests, “explains the instinctive
inclination of  communism to be found in all the people gifted with a critical con-
sciousness” (Das kommunistische Postskriptum, cit., p. 9).
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real, if  Gattung is Gestalt, the singular person arranges communistic
habitation as his own property; he is, according to the surprising (as it
is subtly Stirneresque) formula of  Das Kapital, the “individual owner”.

Worms and ants

The communist inhabits the genus without any relationship to
the genus: the genus, therefore, is not the being of  which the com-
munist (or the type) would be the “custodian”, the “shepherd” or
privileged speaker. It is a prerogative of  the individual to seek “dia-
logue” with totality. In this attitude there is a dualistic premise that
does not gloss over its violent nature. The individual relates to total-
ity in order to remain deprived, excluded, and the terms of  this ex-
clusion or “privation” become the object of  juridical regulation, they
form the material of  “private law”. 

Walter Benjamin has clarified in some glowing pages the connec-
tion that welds violence to juridical relations. It is evident, for ex-
ample, in the Hegelian concept of  Privatrecht, in which the “abstract
individual”, the result of  the grafting of  the “person” onto “prop-
erty”,43 appears, rather crudely, to be the product of  the “Verwesung
des politischen Lebens” (putrefaction of  political life)”.44 Just as “der
Staatsorganismus” scales off  “in die Atome der Privatpersonen”, in
this way, Hegel continues, “jeder Punkt ein eigenes Leben für sich
gewinnt, welches aber nur das elende Leben der Würmer ist”.45

From worms to ants. In the Gemeinschaft an ameisenartig lifestyle is
at work in relation to which, Jünger writes, the “pretense of  origi-
nality” encamped in the singular person is only “eine unbefugte
Äusserung der privaten Sphäre”.46 Worms and ants exemplify, in the
two contexts, antithetical processes: dissolution and organization, in-

43 Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Vorlesungen über die Philosophie der Geschichte
[1822/23], in Werke in Zwanzig Bänden, edited by Eva Moldenhauer and Karl Markus
Michel (Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1999), vol. XII, p. 384. “Das Privatrecht [...] ist dies, daß
die Person als solche gilt, in der Realität, welche sie sich gibt – im Eigentum”.

44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
46 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., pp. 48-49.
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dividualism and communism. The use of  such metaphors is strong-
ly established in western tradition, but in the Arbeiter the issue is rad-
icalized. Primarily the relationship between history and myth, be-
tween movement and Gestalt, must be observed, which upsets the
scheme of  positivist philology: history is not behind but in front of
myth, as the screen in relation to the projector. Which, however, does
not imply a relativization of  historical becoming. It does not con-
cern, that is, the renunciation of  the struggles that characterize the
history of  workers’ movements, but indicates, in light of  the myth of
the Arbeiter, its “metaphorical” nature. “Eine gestaltmäßige Betrach-
tung des Arbeiters”, we read at a certain point, 

könnte anknüpfen an die beiden Erscheinungen, aus denen bereits
das bürgerliche Denken den Begriff  des Arbeiters gewann […]. Die-
se beiden Erscheinungen wechseln ihre Bedeutung, wen nein neues
Bild des Menschen in ihnen zum Einsatz kommt.47

The “concept” of  the worker express itself  in history, but this, in
its turn, is “expressed” by the Gestalt: “Die Geschichte bringt keine
Gestalten hervor, sondern sie ändert sich mit der Gestalt”.48 The
Gestalt is not fixed, not more than as much as history is really in
movement. Neverchanging everchanging. As regards the fixity of  the
myth, history’s movement is not “apparent”, it is metaphorical. Clar-
ifying this point is important. The historical movement refers to
nothing outside of  itself, for example, to a superior regulatory in-
stance (transcendent or transcendental); it stimulates instead an es-
sential aspect of  the same Gestalt, which is the kinetic aspect. History
is the “dynamic comment”49 of  the myth, it is the image in move-
ment, the kinematics of  the Gestalt. The Gestalt moves or is “moved”
through its historical metaphors. History “dramatizes” the Gestalt.

History’s drama is precisely this lack of  connection between the
community and the singular person, the perennial disconnect be-

47 Ibid., p. 47.
48 Ibid., p. 86.
49 Ibid. “Entwicklungsgeschichte ist […] nicht Geschichte der Gestalt, sondern

höchstens ihr dynamischer Kommentar”.
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tween the two sides of  the world. But community and the singular
person “are metaphors, Gleichnisse der Gestalt des Arbeiters”.50 The dis-
connect belongs to the movement of  history, the deployment of  its
metaphors: it is history that does not cease to discuss the myth of  the
habitation of  genus. In this sense history is indistinguishable from
the processes of  alienation described by Marx. History, if  we can say
so, is the history of  alienation. Only the myth is inalienable. Myth
and history form hierarchically differentiated planes or levels. We
know, however, that within a hierarchical order time is not free; this
means that both myth and history are capable of  cohabitation. For
this reason the older Jünger states: “Der Mythos […] begleitet die
Geschichte traumhaft”.51

The foundations of  the past

“Zeitloses wiederholt sich überraschend in der Zeit”.52 No less
surprising is that communism, by virtue of  history, returns to hu-
man consciousness. Communism is eternally challenged by historical process-
es because it is the eternal element within historical processes. This paradox
contains other considerations as regards the relationship between
communism and history. The following words from The German Ide-
ology are well known

Der Kommunismus ist für uns nicht ein Zustand, der hergestellt
werden soll, ein Ideal, wonach die Wirklichkeit sich zu richten haben
wird. Wir nennen Kommunismus die wirkliche Bewegung, welche
den jetzigen Zustand aufhebt. Die Bedingungen dieser Bewegung
ergeben sich aus der jetzt bestehenden Voraussetzung.53

Not a “state of  things”; not a regulatory ideal, transcendental: as
a fiber or tensor of  Wirklichkeit, which is reality in motu, communism

50 Ibid., p. 49.
51 Ernst Jünger, Die Schere [1990] (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 2001), p. 162: “Der Mythos

[…] begleitet die Geschichte traumhaft, fällt ‘wie der Tau’ bei Nacht auf  das Gras”.
52 Ibid., p. 89.
53 Karl Marx - Friedrich Engels, Werke, cit., vol. 4, p. 35.
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cannot extinguish itself  within a place, even emancipatory, and even
with the best political intentions it cannot adapt to a pre-established
direction, or party line. From this point of  view the Marxist criticism
of  rohe und gedankenlose Communismus frees not always adequately val-
ued theoretical developments. Marx affirms that communism is “in-
complete” when, to justify its foundations, it has need of  historical
exempla. From the point of  view of  “complete” (mythical) commu-
nism, recourse to “historical proof ”54 is rather a symptom of  weak-
ness. Commerce with the past, it is true, serves to create a “complète
floraison historique”;55 but it is also true that such communism,
“wenn einmal gewesen ist, eben sein vergangenes Sein die Prätention
des Wesen widerlegt”.56

What does this statement mean? Plunging into the past is the
characteristic movement of  all foundational work. However, the na-
ture of  being, Marx tells us, is not foundational. Being has its own
temporal line which does not meet the past and which “jumps” or
“breaks” history. The refutation of  the past as a recipe of  the
“proof ” in support of  Wirklichkeit – the action which necessitates
proof  is called reaction –, as a consequence has the freedom from
foundation. In place of  foundation a foundational freedom emerges.
“Zu den Kennzeichen der Freiheit,” Jünger writes, “gehört die
Gewißheit, Anteil zu haben am innersten Keime der Zeit”.57

Keim der Zeit is a concept that recalls the Jetztzeit, the actual or “full”
time (as it is without tributaries: the past and the future) Benjamin
speaks of  in his Begriff  der Geschichte. This time of  being is not present
or punctual in the manner of  the Zustand; it is not preterit nor archival
and therefore tied to historical Beweise; it would also be rather obvious
to ascribe the sense of  the communist revolution to the future.

54 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte, cit., p. 116.
55 This beautiful expression comes from the French edition of  the Manuscripts, ed-

ited by Franck Fischbach, the last, until today, in a language different from the origi-
nal: Manuscrits économico-philosophiques de 1844 (Paris: Vrin, 2007), p. 146. The
corresponding German reads: historische Vollblütigkeit (ed. cit., p. 116).

56 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte, cit., p. 116.
57 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., pp. 63-64. He continues “eine Gewißheit […] in

der sich die Freiheit des Täters als der besondere Ausdruck des Notwendigen erkennt”.
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Lenin reasons on the sense of  the “future ‘extinction’” (будущего
“отмирания”) of  capital and that it is not possible to determine, in
time, this fateful moment.58 Marx, he warns, never lost himself  in
“vain conjectures on that which you cannot know”. It is more help-
ful to work on the hypothesis of  a gradual, temporally indeter-
minable process: from capitalism to socialism, from socialism to
communism, etc. Bloom’s joke here is quite satisfactory: “A revolu-
tion must come on the due installments plan”.59 From here the re-
course to the evolutionary model, of  which Marxism would be the
“most complete form” (в ее наиболее полно форме).60 But the as-
sumption of  this model is problematic today since it does not con-
cern a neutral instrument to use, as necessary, in the most congenial
of  manners. The scientific theories are “pre-oriented”.61 As a con-
sequence, Marxist discourse should not be concerned with the future
extinction of  capital, but the extinction of  the future as such. What
is the future if  not the premise or the promise of  capitalistic accu-
mulation? In place of  a classless society one would need to begin to
discuss, in political and not metaphysical terms, a timeless society.

Our experience of  time is invaded and almost colonized by death.
We call future the possibility of  our death and past the reality of  oth-
ers’ deaths. The future is the possibility of  death and the past the re-
ality of  death. In this sense, future and past are death’s by-products.
The attention we give to the dimensions of  time, in daily as much as
philosophical discourse, suffers from this fundamental necrophilia. 

Now the extraordinary idea in which communism is dressed is  that
of  connecting the future to life – it is a very simple concept, but one
which seems impossible to conceive of  without removing the future

58 Vladimir I. Lenin, The State and Revolution, Russian text on: http://www.magister.
msk.ru/library/lenin/lenin007.htm: “Ясно, что не может быть и речи об
определении момента будущего ‘отмирания’”.

59 James Joyce, Ulysses [1922] (Ware: Wordsworth Classics, 2010), p. 551.
60 Vladimir I. Lenin, Государство и революция, cit.
61 Marx, it is true, was planning to dedicate Das Kapital to Charles Darwin, but the

manner in which he liquidates the idea in a letter to Engels is symptomatic: “Darwin
depicts the animal kingdom like bourgeois society”, in Karl Marx - Friedrich Engels,
Briefwechsel, in Werke, cit., vol. 30, p. 249, letter of  June 18, 1862.
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dimension from the line of  time. Lacking the “natural” relationship to
death, the future ceases to be a dimension of  time and becomes a di-
mension of  politics. This can explain why the revolution, located in
historical time, has the effect of  “exploding the continuum of  history”. 

Aoristic tasks and metallic physiognomies

From the beginning this work has been concerned with under-
standing why “[der Mensch] in seinem individuellsten Dasein zugle-
ich Gemeinwesen ist”.62 Whether the human being is a communistic
being or not – individualizing is possible only in the common thing.
Of  course, to follow this idea to its logical end it is necessary, as Ba-
diou suggests, to “changer de subjectivité, vivre autrement, penser
autrement”.63

The μετάνοια (changing one’s mind) is already in action when
Marx lets rise the hypothesis of  a communistic right of  inequality. It
concerns arriving at the concept that rights are “equal” but that “dies
gleiche Recht ist ungleiches Recht für ungleiche Arbeit”.64 Every in-
dividual is in fact gifted with different strengths and talents. Com-
munistic rights do not recognize “class distinctions”; in this sense it
is “equal,” but implicitly recognizes “die ungleiche individuelle Be-
gabung”.65 Equal measure, a prerogative of  rights, attaches to “die
ungleichen Individuen” who, in addition, “wären nicht verschiedene
Individuen, wenn sie nicht ungleiche wären”.66 Here it is important
to establish the connection between unity and inequality. There is an
individual right, but there is not even a juridical instance to subordi-
nate singularity to: the personalization of  rights is the economic and
civilized side of  the political depersonalization of  juridical subjects.
The sense of  a unique right, in which unequal subjects live togeth-
er, typologically distant, is clarified only within a hierarchical model.

62 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte, cit., p. 115.
63 Alain Badiou, L’hipothèse communiste, cit., p. 87.
64 Karl Marx, Kritik des Gothaer Programms [1875], in Werke, cit., vol. 19, p. 21.
65 Ibid.
66 Ibid.
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This position connects to the nucleus of  serious problems brought
to light in the work of  Evgenij Pašukanis.

The Jüngerian idea of  hierarchy, based on a typological model, al-
lows one to observe and not confuse the singular person within the
communal home. Another thing entirely the society populated by in-
dividuals. The individual is never equal to himself, it is true, but is al-
ways identical to the others. This is the principal of  socialization, to
which the type is ordered by rank, and fragments into unstable unities. 

Unity of  the type, uniqueness of  the individual. The distinction
is substantial, that is, external and “formal” (gestaltmäßig), instead of
internal and psychological; visible, or rather, “monumental”,67 rather
than suspicious and repressive; it is included in the “work” which
concerns subjects in simultaneity, in Benjamin’s words “im Augen-
blick ihrer Aktion”.

As an adherent to a workspace, the singular person is busy with
the exercise of  a punctual, aoristic task – neither perfect nor imper-
fect, even less so futuristic, let’s say then “mythical” –, a task which
severely cuts his appearance: “metal-like in men, cosmetic in
women”.68 That, however, has nothing to do with identity. Identity
is unique as it does not resemble anything, and it does not resemble
anything because it does not differ from anything. This is Leibniz’s
paradigm of  indiscernibility, which the logic of  individuality remains
attached to.69 On the typological plane, however, two equal entities
spatially differentiate, namely hierarchically, as in the episode re-
counted by Richard McGregor at the beginning. The typology dis-
cerns two entities without resorting to individuation or to mere
enumeration (solo numero); without resorting to internal or external
form of  temporality. This is the paradox of  singularity and the nev-
er appeased antisocial tension that courses through it.

67 The beginning of  psychology, György Lukács declares, coincides with “the end
of  monumentality”, in Sören Kierkegaard und Regina Olsen, in Die Seele und die Formen. Es-
says (Berlin: Fleischel & Co., 1911), p. 85.

68 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 126.
69 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Nouveaux Essais sur l’entendement humain [1705] (Paris:

Flammarion, 1921), lb. 2 §27.
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Personal identity is mortal as is time that will get rid of  it. In its
place a dynamic identity grows that responds to concepts of
“Gefolge” or “Gefolgschaft” and that is opposed to the traditional
historical-social sedimentations (“Partei”, “Versammlung”, etc.).70

Even “a group of  unemployed” is an operative unity (Gefolge). This
comes from the fact that work has an “intelligible, unempirical” char-
acter; escaping from it is thus impossible. “The state of  unemploy-
ment” is rather equated to that of  “reservists” in the organization of
an army.71

Marx depicts in effect the same scenario and uses the same
words when he equates the unemployed to an “industrial reserve
army”.72 The “workers’ overpopulation”, nothing other than the
phenomenon of  unemployment, “even becomes the stimulus of
capitalistic accumulation”.73 Capital grows thanks to unemploy-
ment. At the origin of  the paradox the question of  alienation re-
mains. The opposition employed/unemployed no longer has any
sense because from the very beginning alienation removes the
worker from the process of  production. If  capital can fire workers,
it is because alienation has already fired them ab origine. In this sense,
production imposes unemployment and not only because of  sur-
plus personnel. The “crisis”, one could say, is the substitutive or
“ideological” denomination of  alienation and glosses over a process
that extends beyond the physical limits of  the factory. Both the Ar-
beiter and Nichtarbeiter (to take up once again that strange Marxinian
distinction),74 that is, factory worker and office worker, material and
immaterial worker, are engaged in the process of  production that
makes them unemployed. 

70 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 106 and p. 108.
71 Ibid., pp. 275-276.
72 Karl Marx, Das Kapital, cit., vol. 23, lb. I, cap. XXIII, § 3, p. 661: industrielle Re-

servearmee.
73 Ibid.: “Wenn […] eine Surplusarbeiterpopulation notwendiges Produkt der Akku-

mulation oder der Entwicklung des Reichtums auf  kapitalistischer Grundlage ist, wird
dies Übervölkerung umgekehrt zum Hebel der kapitalistischen Akkumulation, ja zu
einer Existenzbedingung der kapitalistischen Produktionsweise”. 

74 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte, cit., p. 98
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The revolutionary side of  misery

The western road to alienation (intelligere in alio) is sketched by Spin-
oza in his famous letter to Henry Oldenburg, secretary of  the Royal
Society of  London: “Per modificationem sive per accidens intelligo id,
quod in alio est et per id, in quo est, concipitur”.75 The comprehen-
sion in alio occurs per accidens. This statement projects its effects well
beyond the limits of  logic; for the rest, Spinoza assigns the entire ed-
ifice of  his Ethics to an axiomatic structure (more geometrico). This
means that ethics has a logical nature, but also, more profoundly, that
logic has an ethical nature. The question is nevertheless more gener-
al. In philosophical history politics never ceases to emerge from be-
hind the fictitious line of  logic. In this way the hierarchical declination
of  the Gestalt or the dialectical distribution of  the Gattungswesen re-
spond from a distance to the articulation of  substantia. Substance and
accident are in a certain way the logical fossils of  theory and praxis:
substance returns to dissolve in pragma every time it encounters the
antagonistic principle, in other words, the “revolutionary side of  mis-
ery”.76 This type of  perception presupposes a total or “stereoscopic”77

vision of  reality. “The total point of  view,” a refined theorist observes,
is “the real material factor and the real process as such”.78

“Freizeit und Arbeitszeit sind zwei Modifikationen, in denen man von
ein und demselben technischen Betriebe in Anspruch genommen
wird”.79 Technique is therefore substance – idleness and work, as two
sides of  the same coin, are its “Modifikationen”. The scheme is re-
proposed in relation to Asian mechanization, in particular to Japan-
ese technocracy: it concerns “one of  the modifications [Modi-

75 Baruch Spinoza, Epistola IV (Londini die 27. Septeb. 1661).
76 Karl Marx, La misère de la phlosophie. Résponse a la ‘Philosophie de la misère’ de M.

Proudhon [1847] (Paris: V. Giard & E. Brière, 1896), p. 174.
77 Ernst Jünger, Das abendteuerliche Herz. Erste Fassung [1929], in Sämtliche Werke, cit.,

vol. 9, sec. II, p. 83: “Stereoskopisch wahrnehmen heißt [...], ein und demselben Gegen-
stande gleichzeitig zwei Sinnesquälitaten abgewinnen, und zwar – das ist das Wesentlich
– durch ein einziges Sinnesorgan”. Theory and praxis are offered up simultaneously,
that is, sensibly, to the “generic” mind.

78 Mario Tronti, Operai e capitale [1966] (Turin: Einaudi, 1977), p. 94.
79 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 264.
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fikationen], in which the form of  the worker is realized”.80 Marx in-
stituted the same relationship between alienation and slavery: “Die
ganze menschliche Knechtschaft” we read in the Manuscripts, are
Modificationen (κατὰ συμβεβηκός) of  the “Verhältniß des Arbeiters zur
Production”, or, in other words, “consequences” of  alienation.81

Employment, unemployment and recreation are accidental condi-
tions of  a substantial alienation: the one of  the worker in relation to
the entire process of  production. 

The occidental process is an accidental process: intelligere in alio. The
consequence of  alienation, its accidental objectification, is socializa-
tion. Work becomes social when the productive function prevails with-
in it. Productivity and socialization are based on the same principle:
production is the production of  partes (merchandise), socialization is
an aggregation of  partes (individuals). But from the point of  view of
the type of  work it is not at all a social activity; work is form. The form
of  work emerges in connection to how much the worker liberates him-
self from social fragmentation and reconstructs a unity. Let us place
reasoning on a tactical plane. “When capital is discovered to be a so-
cial force”, it is inevitable to oppose in toto “this sociability of  capi-
tal”.82 This does not mean “diluting” opposition “within the general
social relationship”; rather, it means solidifying, and unifying the “an-
ti-social revolutionary force”.83 Turning once more to the theoretical
plane, it is important to oppose form to the principle that deforms it:
the genus to the universal, totality to totalitarianism.

Solitude and totality
The individual “nur en masse zu beobachten ist”.84 Being alone

does not exist, being alone is socially ambiguous. And yet solitude as-

80 Ernst Jünger, Siebzig verweht I, in Sämtliche Werke, cit., vol. IV, section 1, p. 131. 
81 Karl Marx, Ökonomisch-philosophische Manuskripte, cit., p. 96. The line continues:

“Die ganze menschliche Knechtschaft in dem Verhältniß des Arbeiters zur Producti-
on involvirt ist und alle Knechtsschaftsverhältnisse nur Modificationen und Conse-
quenzen dieses Verhältnisses sind”.

82 Mario Tronti, Operai e capitale, cit., p. 82.
83 Ibid.
84 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 119. 
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sures the type the possession of  totality, it guarantees him the prop-
erty of  the communal home; which has little to do with, we men-
tioned it earlier, the “relationship” to totality. Otherwise it does not
make sense to speak about a shared totality, not without running the
risk of  having to adopt the expressive means of  mysticism. Com-
munism is not this kind of  totality; it is, rather, a totality of  the genus
in which every singularity is not pars but totum. This excludes the prin-
ciple of  political conflictuality and economic competition. The type
“forms” a unity (it makes the genus all one, is its form), but it is al-
so a singularly or a hierarchically differentiated entity because its sta-
tus cannot be assimilated into the schema pars pro toto.

Typization and self-sustenance, individualism and socialization:
these are the terms of  the question. From the individual one ex-
pects recognition and conformism, uniqueness and availability.85

The individual is always “part” of  something: associations, teams,
councils, etc. One is either the head or second fiddle. The individ-
ual feels free as the particular with respect to the general, feels irre-
sponsible like the general with respect to the particular. As a
consequence, the individual’s freedom is also partial and requires
integration. This is what the “mass” provides. Even in the individ-
ual’s most autarkical behavior, from dictatorial tragedies to daily em-
bezzlement, the individual leans toward the mass as if  to its own
terminus ad quem, as to its own reason for being. The mass is the un-
diversified to which individual differences tend. In effect, the quali-
tates the individual enjoys, primarily identity and consistency, are
those that abstractly characterize the mass.

Financing reality

The communistic accent (singularly) placed upon singularity
rather than on sociability takes light from the concept of  “individ-
ual property”, individuelles Eigentum, a concept in which the Kapital’s

85 The exponential increase of  the mobile telephone perfectly responds to these
characteristics: an always more inert and stereotypical subjectivity corresponds to the
exasperating personalization of  technological gadgets.
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language (Chapter 24, book 1) updates the structure – still affected
by “idealistic residue”86 – of  the youthful Gattungswesen. A glance at
the contents will serve to clarify the terms of  the question

Das kapitalistische Privateigentum ist die erste Negation des indivi-
duellen […] Privateigentums. Aber die kapitalistische Produktion er-
zeugt […] ihre eigne Negation. Es ist Negation der Negation. Diese
stellt nicht das Privateigentum wieder her, wohl aber das individuel-
le Eigentum auf  Grundlage der Errungenschaft der kapitalistischen
Ära: der Kooperation […].87

The “conquest of  the capitalistic era” is called Kooperation or,
better, socialization. Its terrain is the factory. As the hub of  social-
ization the factory is not only the physical location in which one does
mechanical work; its range of  action is much vaster, hence the Jün-
gerian expression Werkstättenlandschaft,88 it is both more atmospher-
ic and more appropriated.89 The factory is the technological reason
in which the “idiotisme du métier” declines and the “besoin d’uni-
versalité, la tendance vers un développement integral de l’individu”90

grows. The whole individual is no longer an individual, he is a type.
The factory integrates its subjects, but disintegrates the individual.
This is nevertheless only an aspect of  partner work; Marx calls it “la
côté révolutionnaire de l’atelier automatique”.91 Socialization is rev-
olutionary with respect to individual anarchism, but it is regressive
with respect to typological singularity.

The other aspect concerns the connection between socialization
and temporality. The fact that Marx treats the theme of  capital’s
productivity (exchange value, division of  labor, socialization) in ex-

86 As Gerd Dicke explains, the concept of  “genus” “bildet die unmittelbare Überleitung
von Hegels absolutem Geist zur klassenlosen Gesellschaft von Marx, so sehr dieser gegen
Feuerbach und speziell gegen dessen Vorstellung von der Gattung wegen des idealistischen
Restbestandes polemisiert”, in Der Identitätsgedanke bei Feuerbach und Marx, cit., p. 70.

87 Karl Marx, Das Kapital, cit., lb. 1, cap. XXIV, §7, p. 791.
88 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 222.
89 “Kein Wunder – muß nicht die Idee der Präzision präziser sein als die Präzi-

sion?”, in Ernst Jünger, Das abenteuerliche Herz. Erste Fassung, cit., p. 87.
90 Karl Marx, La misère de la philosophie, cit., p. 200.
91 Ibid.
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clusively temporal terms must cause one to think. “Das Kapital
treibt seiner Natur nach über jede räumliche Schranke hinaus”.92 Its
vocation is worldwide, global. But that which we call world or globe
is by no means space: “being in the world”, Heidegger explains,
“means being in time”.93 Boris Groys’ intuition that “within capi-
talistic society money plays the same role as time within the philos-
ophy of  Heidegger”94 is illuminating. For Heidegger “being is as it
is because it has not time to be otherwise”;95 for the same reason,
“the poietic potential of  capital”, its capacity to shape stable forms,
“is the result of  Unterfinanzierung”.96 It is financing that gets the ball
of  change rolling. More financing, more fluidity, more time, less
forms. The “richness” of  the material, in both the literal and
metaphorical sense, depends on the necessary financing to optimize
the particle accelerator.97 There is a definitive ontological conflict
between financing and form: the one excludes the other. Certainly,
the credit system has experimented with various forms of  financing
but the form, in itself, requires sub-financing. Technology is also in
line with this logic. The “creation of  the physical conditions of  ex-
change”, for example the use of  “means of  transportation” and in
general every form of  communication, whether material or imma-

92 Karl Marx, Grundrisse der Kritik der politischen Ökonomie [1857-1858] (Berlin: Dietz,
1974), p. 423.

93 As is known, Heidegger supported the theory which holds that space situates it-
self within the world, and not the world within space, cf. Sein und Zeit [1927] (Tubin-
gen: Niemeyer Verlag, 1967), § 23, pp. 104-110: Die Räumlichkeit des In-der-Welt-seins.
This, for example, is how the German word Entfernung, which means distance and con-
notes the principle character of  spatiality, is understood by Heidegger as Ent-fernung,
in which the prefix ent- negates the substantive Ferne and the adjective fern (distance, dis-
tant). The nature of  the world is, therefore, to neutralize every form of  distance and,
with that, the same sense of  spatiality.

94 Boris Groys, Das kommunistische Postskriptum, cit., p. 75. However, see also Groys
contribution to Der göttliche Kapitalismus. Ein Gespräch über Geld, Konsum, Kunst und Zer-
störung, edited by Mark Jongen (Munich: Fink, 2007), p. 21: “Das Heideggersche Buch
hieß ‘Sein und Zeit’, aber wir wissen, dass Zeit eigentlich Geld ist, und das Buch genau-
so gut ‘Sein und Geld’ heißen könnte”.

95 Boris Groys, Das kommunistische Postskriptum, cit., p.75.
96 Ibid.
97 Ibid.
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terial, responds to the same principle: “die Vernichtung des Raums
durch die Zeit”.98 The human being, Martin Heidegger declares, “is
characterized by an essential tendency towards proximity”:99 “every
type of  increase in velocity”, which is to say every technological
progress, “pushes towards the overcoming of  distance”,100 or to-
wards the temporal or financial neutralization of  spatiality.

There is no way to establish communism in time, in the world, in
history. Time, world, and history are processes subject to financing.
Communism begins where financing ceases, where time stops. This
explains the singularity of  the Chinese model: it offers up the para-
dox of  a form inscribed into the temporal flow of  financing. The
Chinese have reconsidered production through exchange in a com-
munistic key. The experiment seems unreal because time, primarily
the time of  work, time which dilates in the Asiatic, interminable
workday,101 no longer plays a determinate role. Chinese communism
has so to say re-spatialized capital and has thus given it back to its
constitutive ferociousness. One complains about the “cynicism” of
the Chinese without considering, as Marx mentioned in relation to
Ricardo’s cruelty, that cynicism “est dans les choses et non dans les
mots qui experiment les choses”.102 In a completely analogous way,
those who today charge the Chinese with excessive cynicism do not
support, in reality, “de voir exposer les rapports économiques dans
toute leur crudité, de voir trahis les mystères de la bourgeoisie”.103

Socialization does not escape the logic of  financing. If  human re-
lationships never cease becoming and becoming undone, it is because
the individuals are no longer forms, that is, types, but things and, more
precisely, merchandise. “Im Tauschwert ist die gesellschaftliche
Beziehung der Personen in ein gesellschaftliches Verhalten der Sachen

98 Karl Marx, Grundrisse der Kritik der politischen Ökonomie, cit., p. 423.
99 Martin Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, cit., p. 105: “Im Dasein liegt eine wesenhafte

Tendenz auf  Nähe”.
100 Ibid.
101 Ernst Jünger, Der Arbeiter, cit., p. 95: “Der Arbeitersraum ist unbegrenzt, ebenso wie

der Arbeitstag vierundzwanzig Stunden umfaßt”. Jüngerian “utopia” is Chinese reality.
102 Karl Marx, La misère de la philosophie, cit., p. 65.
103 Ibid., p. 66.
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verwandelt”.104 As a response “personal independence” gives over to 
“material dependence”.105 In this turn of  events “exchange value” op-
erates as a “universal factor”, ein Allgemeines; but the universal has noth-
ing to do with the genus, not any more than communism is compatible
with exchange value. The universal is if  anything the parody of  the
genus: it is to the “society of  the mass” as the genus to communism.
Under the action of  the universal “every singularity is negated and dis-
solved”.106 The individual, as Hegel says, dissolves within the universal.
But the type does not dissolve within the genus, on the contrary: the
type absolves the genus. Like the Gattungswesen – genus-being, being in
the genus, generic essence – the type is gestaltmäßig, a total entity.

“The total human being no longer exists”, Ulrich laments in re-
sponse to Walter’s erudite query (“Man muß es schätzen, wenn ein
Mann heute noch das Bestreben hat, etwas Ganzes zu sein”).107 “Es
steht nicht mehr ein ganzer Mensch einer ganzen Welt gegenüber,
sondern ein menschliches Etwas bewegt sich in einer allgemeinen
Näherflüssigkeit”.108 Ulrich alludes here to the phenomenon we have
considered: that humankind which remains in this vague amniotic
bubble is socialized humanity.

Because the nature of  capital is subjektlos,109 communism is given
the task of  negating socialization and re-establishing subjectivity un-
der the guise of  “individual property” (“negation of  negation”).

After decades of  forced economic socialization a restoration of
the human being’s by now corroded and corrupted image is neces-
sary. In this role communism finds its fulfillment. An accomplished,
whole, full communism – полный коммунизм, Lenin says (where the
adjective полны is akin to plenus, πληρης) –, is a good alternative to
a realized communism.

104 Karl Marx, Grundrisse der politischen Ökonomie, cit., p. 75. 
105 Ibid.
106 Ibid.: “Die Tätigkeit [...] ist der Tauschwert, d.h. ein Allgemeines, worin alle [...]

Eigenheit negiert und ausgelöscht ist”.
107 Robert Musil, Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften [1930-1943], edited by Adolf  Frisé

(Reinbek: Rowohlt, 1978), p. 217. 
108 Ibid.
109 Max Horkheimer - Theodor W. Adorno, Dialektik der Aufklärung, cit., p. 121:

“Der subjektlose Kapitalismus”.
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